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ABSTRACT

The neurophysiology of form and motion processing in the temporal lobe of the 

macaque monkey

M.W.Oram, School of Psychology, St. Andrews University.

Consideration of available evidence suggests that primate vision utilises two 
paiallel cortical pathways to process visual information. The ventral pathway processes 
form or shape information, while the dorsal pathway processes motion information. In 
the macaque monkey, the superior temporal sulcus in the temporal lobe is one of the few 
cortical areas that receives input from both these pathways.

In this thesis recordings from visually responsive neurons in the macaque superior 
temporal sulcus are described. The cell response properties of three cell groups are 
investigated. One cell population show selectivity for the sight of static images of 
particular views of the body. The second group of cells shows selectivity for the sight of 
objects moving in the environment, independent of the object's form. The final group of 
cells show selectivity for particular views of the body providing that they ai*e moving in 
particular* dhections.

The responses from these three groups of cell types are subjected to an analysis 
technique that allows insights into possible computational processes underlying the 
observed neural selectivities.

In particular, it is argued that the primate visual system processes form 
information primarily in a feedforward way, a property few computational models of 
visual processing employ. These data are combined with data from other studies to 
produce a speculative outline for* a biologically plausible model of primate visual form 
processing.

The recordings also revealed cell responses to walking bodies that showed a 
remarkable selectivity for "structure from motion". It is suggested that this selectivity is 
developed by associative learning between the initially separate form and motion inputs.

Investigation of the integration of form and motion information onto single cells 
indicated a hitherto unforeseen problem; a temporal asynchrony between the arrival times 
of form and direction information. This asynchrony indicates that previously proposed 
mechanisms for binding of information about the same object ai*e incorrect.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

(Oram & Perrett, Neural Networks, 7, 945-972, 1994)

1. OVERVIEW

One of the most investigated topics of primate cortical function is that of 

vision. Neurobiological data concerning static visual image processing is available 

from anatomical, lesion, neurophysiological and event related potential (ERF) 

studies in monkeys and from ERF, positron emission topography (FET) and 

neuropsychological case studies in humans. The wealth of data available has 

highlighted a startling fact: we know very little about how visual processing leads 

to perception! A plethora of processing models have been proposed, yet few 

encompass or account adequately for more than a small fraction of the available 

neurobiological data. The computational power of the visual system is indicated 

by the failures of such models. Due to this computational complexity of visual 

processing, it seems reasonable to suppose that our understanding of the 

biological basis of vision will only come about from knowledge of the precise 

computational processes that underlie the selectivities of the cells within the visual 

system: in other words, understanding will come with modelling.

The work presented here does little (if anything) to change the situation of 

the inadequacy of current computational approaches, except pose consti'aints on 

the possible classes of models that can be used to account for the 

neurophysiological data. The constraints are derived from investigations into the 

processing efficiency of the macaque visual system. The data come from 

examination of the two major pathways in primate visual processing (the form
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and the motion pathways) and also from examination of the integration of these 

two types of visual information.

2. THE VENTRAL PATHWAY

The purpose of this inti'oduction is to review some of the constraints on 

biological vision of static shape (form) and to synthesize a speculative model that 

reflects current knowledge of neurobiology. A review of the motion processing 

pathway is given in chapters 5 and 6. To put this present review of the 

neurophysiology of static visual form processing into a more general framework, 

it is first necessmy to describe the basic anatomical structure of the macaque 

cortical visual system (see Figures 1.1-1.2). Figure 1.3 summarizes the flow of 

information through what are considered to be the most important brain aieas for 

understanding object recognition. Following these anatomical details, brief 

descriptions of the stimulus selectivities of cells (neurons) are given for each of 

the anatomical regions. Figure 1.6 summarizes the type of selectivity found in 

each cortical area. From the descriptions of cell response selectivities an overall 

picture or framework of the neurophysiology of static visual form processing is 

developed. Having described the basic properties of the primate visual system, 

brief consideration is given to the neurophysiological evidence suggesting that 

expectation has an important role in high level visual information processing (as 

well as other modalities). It is suggested that the columnar organisation of 

cerebral cortex allows coding of the particular attributes of a pattern by their 

distinctiveness relative to the norm of each attribute class. Together, these 

considerations aie integrated to provide a summary of the constraints operating on 

visual information processing in the primate visual system and an outline of a 

biologically plausible model of visual processing underlying object recognition.
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3. THE ANATOMY OF THE MACAQUE VISUAL SYSTEM

This section provides a overview of the visual anatomy. While the precise 

anatomical details are used as a basis of arguments about the necessary sequence 

and number of computations (chapters 3 and 5), the essential information is 

summai’ized in Figure 1.3. Therefore, readers more interested in the nature of the 

visual computations carried out should be able to understand subsequent sections 

on the basis of the summar y Figures 1.1-1.3.

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic representation of the right side of the 

macaque cerebral cortex. In the upper figure the major sulci (folds in the cortex) 

are marked, while in the lower figure the major cortical areas containing visually 

responsive neurons are shown. The pattern of connections between these (and 

other) brain aieas is complex. With further subdivisions there aie more than 35 

anatomically separate cortical m'eas which contain visually responsive neurons. 

The pattern of connections between these areas is not as daunting as it might first 

seem. Having correlated most of the available anatomical data available on the 

macaque visual system, Felleman and Van Essen (1991) noted that the 

connectivity between the areas was not as complete as it could have been (i.e. it 

was not the case that every area was connected to every other area). Broadly 

speaking, Felleman and Van Essen argued that the visual system could be divided 

into two main processing streams; a suggestion that has also been made from 

consideration of neuropsychological deficits and neurophysiological studies 

(Newcombe and Russell 1965; Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982; Mishkin et al. 

1983; De Yoe and Van Essen 1988; Maunsell and Newsome 1987; Merigan and 

Maunsell 1993). This anatomical separation into two streams has also been shown 

using formal analysis of the number of anatomical connections between visually 

responsive cortical areas (Young 1992).
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In primates the vast majority of visual information arrives in the cortex via 

the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN, a subcortical structure) to area VI in the 

occipital lobe at the back of the brain. Connections also exist from the LGN to 

prestriate areas V2, V3/V3a, V4 and MT (Benevento and Yoshida 1981; Bullier 

and Kennedy 1983; Fries 1981; Wong-Riley 1976) but not to the more anterior 

regions of the temporal lobe (STPp or STPa, Fries 1981; Iwai et al. 1980; Yukie 

and Iwai 1981). Visual information is also passed to these visually responsive 

cortical regions via the pulvinar from the superior colliculus (Bruce et al. 1986; 

Girard and Bullier 1989; Finlay et al. 1976; Girard et al. 1991; Gross 1991; 

Rodman et al. 1989, 1990; Mizuno et al. 1981). Neurophysiological studies of the 

areas following selective lesions and cortical cooling of VI (thus inactivating area 

VI) indicate, however, that the direct geniculate and pulvinar connections to tliese 

prestiiate ai'eas aie substantially weaker in terms of influence compared to those 

from the LGN via VI (Bruce et al. 1986; Rodman et al. 1989, 1990). Despite 

these connections being weak, connections to visual cortical areas other than VI 

may have a functional role (Gross 1991) which become apparent under exti'eme 

conditions such as those following brain damage.

Details of the complexity of the connections within visual cortical areas 

aie outside the scope of this article. The main feature of interest here is that 

cortical aieas aie six layered structures and have distinct input and output layers: 

the input to cortical regions is predominantly to layer IV, whereas the output 

leaves predominantly from infra-granular layer VI and the supra-granular layers 

(I-III) (Felleman and Van Essen 1991). Thus for simplicity each cortical ai-ea can 

be considered as having a minimum of two functional layers: an input and an 

output layer. This is not to say that there are only two layers involved in 

processing: indeed all cortical areas have 6 distinct functionally active layers, and 

in many of these layers (particularly in VI) have further functional sub-divisions. 

The vast majority of connections between cortical areas are reciprocal: if one area 

projects to a second, then it is very likely that the second area has a projection
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F i g u r e  1.2. T h e  t w o  v i s u a l  p a t h w a y s  o f  t h e  m a c a q u e .  The m oiion

pathway (also called the dorsal or ’where?’ pathway) is shown in the thick dashed line superim posed  

on the right view  o f  the m acaque brain. The form pathway (also called the ventral or 'what?' pathway) 

is show n as the solid thick line. [Abbreviations o f  sulci as in Figure 1,1 upper].
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back to the first (these feed-back connections can originate from either layers I-III 

or VI).

Zeki (1973, 1977) was first to show that cells in the anatomically distinct 

regions showed response selectivities for different stimulus attributes (for review 

see Zeki 1974b, 1990). Evidence from subsequent neuropsychological, 

neurophysiological and lesion data suggests a remarkable division of function in 

primate visual processing: one sub-system for motion processing and another for 

form or shape processing. [Zeki has argued that visual processing occurs along 3 

pathways: form, colour and motion (Zeki and Shipp 1988; Zeki 1990).] This 

segregation of function follows the idea of the anatomical separation into two 

pathways. The pathways have variously been called the 'what?' and 'where?' 

pathway (Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982) or the ventral and dorsal pathway (De 

Yoe and Van Essen 1988). More recent consideration of neuropsychological case 

study data has led to the suggestion that the dorsal or 'where?' pathway could 

perhaps be more accurately labelled as the 'how?' pathway since it may involve 

conti'ol of motor actions in relation to visual information (Goodale and Milner 

1992; Milner and Goodale 1993; Goodale 1993). Figure 1.2 shows the general 

division of these two pathways. The dorsal stream passes from VI to V2 and MT. 

Cells from MT project to MST and FST as well as LIP and VIP. Within 

MST/FST there is a splitting of the dorsal pathway, with connections both to the 

pmietal areas and to temporal areas through projections along the superior 

temporal sulcus to the posterior and anterior superior polysensory areas (STPp 

and STPa). A more detailed review of the dorsal or motion pathway is provided in 

chapters 5,6 and 7.

Although there is slight disagreement on the functional interpretation of 

the dorsal stream of processing, virtually all investigators classify the vential 

sti'eam as a visual pattern processing system. The ventral pathway passes from VI 

to V2-V4 and from there along the inferotemporal cortex (through the posterior, 

centi’al and anterior aieas PIT, GIT and AIT) to STPa. Figure 1.3 shows



F i g u r e  1.3.
S c h e m a t i c

R E P R E S E N T A T I O N  O F  
T H E  A R C H IT E C T U R E  
O F  T H E  F O R M
P A T H W A Y . The major 

visual areas com prising the 

lorm pathway are show n  

[abbreviations as in Figure 
1.1 lower]. Each area is 
represented as a box with an 

input and output layer o f  
cells . Within each area there 
is considerable cross- 
connection between
elem ents. The m aintenance 
o f  retinotopic mapping in 

areas V 2/V 3 and V 4 im plies 

that there is one to one  
mapping between these 

areas. This has been
maintained in the figure for 
all connections between the 

cortical areas as there is no 
evidence for a greater 

spread in connections
betw een subsequent areas. 
Reciprocal connections  
betw een cortical areas are 

not shown for sim plicity.

STPa

AIT

CIT

PIT

V4

V2/V3

VI
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schematically the major visual aieas found along the ventral pathway with the 

possible jumps in the hierarchy shown. The reciprocal feed-back connections 

between cortical areas have not been shown. Each area has been assigned two 

layers corresponding to the input and output layers.

The areas along the ventral pathway provide some reciprocal connections 

to sub-cortical areas including the tail of caudate, the claustrum, the amygdala and 

the hippocampal complex (Yeterian and van Hosen 1978; Webster et al. 1993; 

Baizer et al. 1993; Steele and Weller 1993). Interestingly, parietal cortex in the 

dorsal pathway projects to similar areas but the particular termination sites within 

these sub-cortical areas suggest that the separation of the two pathways is 

maintained (Baizer et al. 1993). These sub-cortical areas may play a role in a 

variety of 'higher level' or more 'cognitive' functions, such as habit formation, 

emotional states, associative memory recall and recognition (Brothers and Ring 

1992, 1993; Wilson and Rolls 1993; Cahusac et al. 1991; Ono et al. 1991; Squire 

et al. 1989, 1990; Squire 1992).

As an aside, it is noted here that these sub-cortical connections indicate 

that information may not have to pass to the end of the visual processing chain 

(AIT/STPa) before it can be passed to these sub-cortical areas. As a consequence, 

evidence for object recognition may be accumulated from elementary object 

features (e.g. it is yellow so it might be a lemon but it is not an orange). It is 

possible therefore that these anatomical pathways might underlie observations that 

a number of different visual attributes can be used to support object recognition 

(Horel 1993). This type of evidence accumulation could be equated to cascade 

processing proposed within 'black box' psychological models (Humphrey et al. 

1988). Here it is suggested that each 'stage' of the cascade could be mediated by 

separate cortical regions. It seems likely that utilization of information available 

from earlier within the cascade depends on the task. If a subject is asked "Is this a 

picture of Marylin Monroe or John F. Kennedy?" the solution is available from 

information resolved at an early stage of processing "Is the top of the picture
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blonde or dark?". Therefore the answer to this question is available without the 

need to know what sort of object or facial configuration is being viewed. Under 

normal circumstances, however, the question "What is this a picture of?" is rarely 

soluble in this way: the whole image has to be processed before an answer can be 

given. It is this latter processing that is considered in this article.

4. THE NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF VISUAL PATTERN PROCESSING

Comparison of Figures 1.1 and 1.2 shows that the form processing stream 

passes through areas VI, V2, V3, V4, PIT, CIT and AIT and into area STPa in the 

superior temporal sulcus. Examination of the termination layers of connections 

between these areas indicates that there is a hierarchy of the areas with VI at the 

lower end and areas such as STPa forming the later areas. Other 'high level' 

cortical areas (e.g. entorhinal cortex of the hippocampal complex, the temporal 

pole and the ventral surface of the temporal lobe) are absent from this scheme for 

simplicity. These other areas may be equally distant from the retinal input but 

their visually responsive cells have yet to be studied in the same detail (though see 

Miyashita and Chang 1988; Sakai and Miyashita 1991; Li et ai, 1993; Miller et al. 

1993; Fahy et al. 1993). The direction of the proposed hierarchy passes from 

posterior to anterior regions as indicated by the arrowheads in Figures 1.2 and 1.3. 

The stimulus selectivities shown by cells in progressively higher areas and tiieir 

possible computational function are considered below.

Contour Extraction

The neural responses in VI are typically selective for orientation and 

spatial scale (Hubei and Wiesel 1968; De Valois 1982a,b), for example a 

horizontal, thin bar not a horizontal, thick bar. [Other properties of VI cells are 

considered below.] Cells in VI do not respond to stimuli in all parts of visual
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space, but rather to stimuli in specific regions called the classical receptive field. 

The classical receptive fields of VI cells are very small in diameter (e.g. median 

of 0.1 degiee^ aiea at eccentricities of less than 5 degrees, Lehky et al. 1992) and 

rarely above 3 degree^ area at greater eccentricities (although Schiller et al. 1976a 

report VI complex cell classical receptive field sizes of up to 3 degree^ within 5 

degrees of the fovea). There are two basic classes of stimulus selectivity in VI: 

cells whose responses are phase dependent (i.e. selective for a bright line or btu' 

on a dark background but not a dai'k line on a light background - simple cells) and 

cells whose responses are phase independent (a line defined by contrast in either 

direction, light on dai'k or dark on light) the complex cells. More strictly speaking 

the responses of complex cells is non-linear with respect to inputs within the 

receptive field, whereas for simple cells the responses are a linear combination of 

these inputs. There is a third group of cells, often called hypercomplex or end- 

stopped cells, which are not only selective for orientation but also for line length 

(e.g. Hubei and Wiesel 1968; De Valois 1982a,b; Schiller et al. 1976a). The 

sensitivity to line length can be present for one or both ends of the stimulus line.

Originally it was thought that the cells of VI were only influenced by 

stimuli presented within the classical receptive field which can be mapped using 

flashing bars edges and dots. This no longer seems so cleai', as more recent 

evidence suggests that some cells in VI ai'e also sensitive to influences of the 

surround: Knierim and Van Essen (1992, see also Allman et al. 1985) have shown 

that as many as 80% of VI cell responses can be modulated by a textured 

surround falling outside the classic receptive field. For most cells the response 

was stronger when the elements in the surround were orthogonally aligned 

relative to the preferred stimulus orientation in the classical receptive field. This 

modulation of responses by the surround could in part underlie the perceptual 

'pop-out' effects where easy to see contours are defined by texture difference 

(Knierim and Van Essen 1992, see also Fiorani et al. 1992).
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The classic receptive fields of cells of VI me not arranged in a random 

order: there is a clear retinotopic map present, such that adjacent cells have 

adjacent receptive field positions in the retina. Orientation selectivity also has a 

non-random mrangement: there me columns passing through the layers of the 

cortex containing cells all with similar orientation preferences. Each local area of 

the retinotopic map contains enough columns to cover all orientation selectivities 

(Hubei and Wiesel 1968; Blasdel et al 1992a,b). Furthermore, those cells of VI 

which me selective for the direction of stimulus motion me clumped together, as 

me those which respond independent of motion. Cells selective for stimulus 

colour m'e also clumped and separate from cells selective only for luminance 

contrast or only for direction of motion (Hubei and Wiesel 1968; Michael 1981). 

Finally, the neural response sensitivity to which eye received the visual input 

(oculm* dominance) is also highly organised: within layer IV (and adjacent layers) 

units me driven best by input from one eye or another such that there is an 

alternating pattern of left/right eye dominance columns. The more superficial and 

deeper cortical layers show a less clear pattern of ocular dominance and more 

cells me driven by input from either eye (Hubei and Wiesel 1968; Blasdel et al. 

1992a,b; see Muly and Fitzpatrick 1992 for detailed anatomical study of the 

convergence of monocular to binocular sensitive cells). Further, a greater 

proportion of complex cells show this binocular sensitivity than simple cells 

(Schiller et al. 1976b). The concept of regular columnar organization is not, 

however, universally accepted, especially the notion of regular sized, repeating 

columns (e.g. Swindale 1990).

From the early work of Hubei and Wiesel (1968) it seemed that cells in VI 

were detecting 'lines' and 'edges' of visual objects. As methods of stimulus 

presentation became more controlled and mathematically defined, resem'chers 

characterized the spatial frequency and contrast sensitivity of these cells (e.g. 

Campbell and Robson 1968; Schiller et al. 1976c; De Valois et al. 1982a,b). This 

shift in emphasis to investigations of spatial frequency selectivity made people
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realize that detection of an edge of a real object within an image would require 

integration of information over many spatial scales. This approach, however, may 

have led to the erroneous assumption that analysis of spatial frequency coding is 

visual processing. The analysis of local valuation in light intensity could well be 

an important function of early visual processing in order to define object 

boundaries. Gabor filter shape of VI receptive fields can be regaided as 

representing a compromise, allowing for detection of spatial frequencies 

(periodicity) over extended image regions (the cosine component) and the 

position of a local feature (the Gaussian component). Indeed the Gabor function 

gives optimal cover for image area defined by spatial frequency and space axes 

(Gabor 1946) but the responses of cells in area VI are not fully described either 

by difference of Gaussian (DOG) or Gabor filters (Hawken and Parker 1987; 

Stai'k and Wilson 1990). In summary, the neural responses of VI, both in the 

classical receptive field and their modulation by surround stimuli such that 

changes in texture me signalled more strongly than the texture itself, suggest that 

they are involved in exti'acting contour information in the image.

The next cortical meas in the form processing hierarchy of the macaque 

me V2 and V3, situated in the lunate and inferior occipital sulci (see Figure 1.1). 

These areas (like VI) contain orientation selective simple and complex cells, 

some of which me end-stopped, and show clear retinotopic mapping. In V2 and 

V3 there are more complex (i.e. phase independent) cells. The cells also tend to 

have Im'ger receptive fields for a given eccentricity than cells in VI and nearly all 

me binocular (Zeki 1978a,b; Van Essen and Zeki 1978). A significant number of 

cells in V2 are also sensitive to subjective or 'illusory' contours defined by co- 

linemity (44% of tested cells) and continuity (32% of tested cells) (Peterhans and 

von der Heydt 1989a,b; Peterhans et al. 1986; von der Heydt and Peterhans 1988, 

1989; von der Heydt et al. 1992; Peterhans and von der Heydt 1993; see also 

Fiorani et al. 1992). Recent work suggests that some cells in VI of both monkey 

and man may also be sensitive to illusory contours (Grosof et at. 1993). The
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responses of these V2 and V3 cells to such illusory contour stimuli maintain the 

same orientation selectivity as that found using traditional bar and edge stimuli, 

even when the illusory contour is comprised only of elements orientated 90 

degrees from the preferred orientation (Peterhans et al. 1986 and see Figure 1.6, 

V2 box). That is to say many V2 or V3 cells with a strong response to a vertical 

line would also respond to a vertical illusory contour defined only by the presence 

of horizontal lines (see Figure 1.6, box 2). These results suggest that in area 

V2/V3, a more complete extiaction of contour is performed than is seen in aie a 

VI.

As in VI, the arrangement of cell selectivities is not random in V2. The 

retinotopic map can, for each area of visual space, be divided and shown to 

contain spatially distinct groups of cells responding selectively to motion defined 

form, static form and colour (Peterhans and von der Heydt 1993). It is of interest 

to note that this functional division within V2 for form, motion and colour 

processing coincides with a metabolic biochemical division revealed by staining 

with cytochrome oxidase in the anaesthetized macaque ('thick stripe' regions 

containing cells selective for motion, 'thin sti’ipe' regions containing colour 

selective neurons, and 'interstidpe' or 'pale stripe' regions containing orientation 

selective cells, Hubei and Livingstone 1987; Shipp and Zeki 1985). Recent 

evidence suggests that this division might not be as clear as first thought in the 

alert behaving monkey, with orientation selectivity frequently found in thick and 

pale stripes and also in the thin stripes (Peterhans and von der Heydt 1993). Static 

illusory contour sensitivity was not found in the thin stripes but was found in the 

thick and pale stripes. Cell sensitivity for contours defined by coherent motion 

was found mostly in the thick stripes and some in the pale stripes (Peterhans and 

von der Heydt 1993). Interestingly, direction selectivity in area V2 of the awake 

monkey was observed equally but rarely in all cytochrome oxidase defined sti'ipe 

types of V2, suggesting that V2 plays little role in processing direction of motion 

(Peterhans and von der Heydt 1993). In summary, although some debate
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continues as to the degree of functional modularization within cytochrome 

oxidase defined regions, the evidence suggests that even within these early visual 

processing areas there is some division of form and motion processing.

The physiological properties of cells in VI, V2 and V3 suggest strongly 

that all three areas are involved in the extiaction of contours from the image. The 

cell selectivities seen in V2 and V3 suggest that these cortical areas extract 

contour information that is not simply defined by luminance. The study of 

Peterhans and von der Heydt (1993; see also Zeki 1978) provides evidence that 

the function of V2 does not include processing of direction of motion as 

previously suggested (Shipp and Zeki, 1985) but rather is confined more to form 

processing (using motion to define contour information).

Building the building blocks - object-feciture detectors

As outlined above, the early cortical visual areas in the macaque brain 

contain cell populations which are selective for stimulus motion and others 

selective for stimulus shape (or at least contour information). The anatomical 

distinction between these pathways becomes much clearer in the subsequent 

visually responsive brain meas, though it is also clear that the two separate 

functioned sub-systems are interconnected (Young 1992; Martin 1992). Areas MT, 

MST, FST and STPp all contain neurons which are directionally selective for 

moving stimuli and will not be considered further in this section, nor will the 

parietal lobe areas 7a, 7b, LIP and VIP to which they project.

In tiacing the properties of from processing further in the ventral stream it 

is necessary to consider the properties of area V4. Colour, like texture, forms an 

important pmt of form processing since it can be combined with shape 

information to facilitate object recognition (M. Goodale and K. Humphrey, 

personal communication 1993; E. Brodie, personal communication 1993). 

Cortical area V4 contmns many neurons that are selective for stimulus colour. 

Zeki (1980) has argued that, unlike the neurons in VI, V2 and V3 which are
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sensitive to wavelength, most colour selective neurons in V4 show colour 

constancy. That is to say, the neural responses in area V4 appear to be 

independent of the colour (wavelength composition) of the ambient light but 

rather code the reflectance of different wavelengths of one stimulus region 

relative to the reflectance of the same wavelengths from other neighbouring 

stimulus regions in the image. This relative spectral reflectance remains constant 

independent of the composition of the ambient light, as does the perception of the 

stimulus colour (i.e. a red object always reflects more long wave light than a 

green object). The colour constancy exhibited by neurons in V4 indicates 

interactions with colour coding of meas adjacent to the area inside the cell's 

classical receptive field (i.e. a surround effect). The property of colour constancy 

has led Zeki (1980) to call V4 of the macaque the colour coding area (although 

see Dow 1992), corresponding to the colour centre in man (Lueck et al. 1989).

As shown in Figure 1.3, area V4 acts as a gateway to the temporal lobe 

areas, which are themselves associated with form processing (see below). Given 

that inputs to these areas pass through V4, it is not surprising that some cells in 

V4 me selective for the stimulus form independent of colour while others cells 

show conjoint sensitivity to both form and colour (Kobatake and Tanaka 1992, 

1993; Zeki 1978; Van Essen and Zeki 1978; Gallant et al. 1993). In V4 the 

selectivity for stimulus form goes beyond the simple orientation selectivity seen in 

VI V2 and V3. It contains cells which show selectivity for shapes of (slightly) 

greater complexity (Tanaka et al. 1991, 1993). Like VI, V2 and V3, there is a 

retinotopic mapping of cells in V4, although the precision of this mapping is not 

as sti'ict as in the emlier visual areas (Van Essen and Zeki 1978). This breaking 

down of clear retinotopic mapping could be due in part to the increase in size of 

the receptive fields. As in V2 and V3, in V4 there is evidence of clumping of 

colour-sensitive neurons and clumping of form-selective neurons (Tanaka et cil. in 

press) although this clumping may not be as tight as in V2 (Van Essen 1993).
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The next cortical areas in the ventral pathway lie in the inferotemporal 

cortex. Most investigations of the cell selectivity along the length of the 

inferotemporal cortex have concentrated on the dorso-lateral sections (areas PITd, 

CITd and AITd of Felleman and Van Essen 1991). Initial reports indicated that in 

PIT and CIT, like V4, colour is also coded (Zeki 1977). More recent evidence, 

however, suggests that IT codes conjointly for both form and colour. The only 

systematic study of the changing properties along the length of the inferotemporal 

cortex was performed by Tanaka and colleagues (Tanaka et al. 1991; Kobatake 

and Tanaka 1992, 1993; Tanaka 1993). During these studies, recordings were 

made from tu'eas V4 and the inferotemporal areas PITd, CITd and AITd. The 

results showed a clear trend of receptive field size increase from posterior to 

anterior areas (average of receptive field areas, V4 = 4 degree^, PIT = 16 degree^ 

and a large jump to an average of 150 degree^ in AIT). Accompanying this 

increase in receptive field size was also an increase in the required level of 

stimulus complexity. In V4 and PIT most (70%) of the cells were selective for 

single characteristics, such as stimulus size, orientation in the picture plane and 

colour. Note that the pattern selectivity was not necessarily specific for a single 

oriented element but could be specific for a line intersection (e.g. 'X' but not '/', 

or oriented T junctions). 'Elaborate' cells in CIT/AIT showed selectivity for 

stimuli having greater complexity than seen for cells in V4 and PIT (Tanaka et al. 

1991). The simplest of these were selective for patterns such as star shaped stimuli 

(similar in appeaiance to many of the stimuli described by Schwartz et al. 1983; 

Gross 1992). Perhaps the more interesting Elaborate cells in the study of Tanaka 

et al. (1991) were those that showed selectivity to combinations of features, such 

as a brown circular region containing a stippled pattern combined with a bar 

extending to the right; or for a different cell, a dark circular area above a slightly 

larger white circular region. The frequency of these Elaborate cell types showed a 

deal' relationship with location of the recordings: 2% of V4 cells, 9% of PIT cells 

and 45% of AIT cells were classified as Elaborate. Supporting evidence that IT
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cells aie selective for shape and not other stimulus parameters comes from Sary et 

al. (1993) who showed that for many cells in IT, the same selectivity was present 

for a neuron whether the shape (e.g. a star) was defined using luminance, motion 

or texture cues. This indicates that IT cells respond to the shape of the stimulus, 

regardless of the visual cues used to define the shape boundary. While this 

obviously shows convergence of inputs defining contours using different visual 

cues, it also indicates a more abstract and unified coding of 'shape' than seen in 

the eaiiier cortical areas. The selectivities of the IT cells can be likened to the 

"geons" described by Biederman (1987). It is note worthy that the selectivities of 

IT cells show greater vmiation and range of stimulus attributes than suggested by 

Biederman. Further more, the cells described by Tanaka et al. (1991) showed 

orientation selectivity, whereas Biederman proposed orientation insensitive 

representations of "geons".

As observed in other visual cortical areas, there was also evidence from 

the study of Tanaka et al. (1991) of a clumped, modular or columnar organization 

in AIT: during peneti'ations perpendicular to the cortical surface, cells were found 

to have similar selectivities, whereas 2 or 3 mm away (along the cortical surface) 

a second penetiation would reveal cells with substantially different stimulus 

selectivities. This led to the suggestion of shape processing modules within AIT, 

with many different modules coding the overall image contents, and interactions 

within these modules coding precise details of each element (Fujita et al. 1992; 

Tanaka et al. 1993; Tanaka 1993; Young 1993; see also Perrett et al. 1984; Gawne 

and Richmond 1993).

The studies by Tanaka and colleagues (Tanaka et al. 1991, 1993; Fujita et 

al. 1992; Kobatalce and Tanaka 1992a,b, 1993; Tanaka 1993) demonstrate several 

important points. The stimulus selectivity becomes progressively higher moving 

from posterior to anterior inferotemporal areas. The increase in selectivity can be 

seen as a sequence of relatively small steps (e.g. from single oriented elements, to 

T junctions, to more complex stai' like shapes to combinations of shapes). Each of
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these steps could perhaps be accomplished by combining the output from several 

cells at eaiiier areas with different simple selectivities. The additional colour or 

texture sensitivity seen for some inferotemporal cells could also be accomplished 

in a similar way, combining the outputs of cells with colour or texture sensitivity 

with the outputs of cells selective for shape.

It has been reported that there is a log-polai* transformation of the visual 

field onto VI (Schwartz 1980). From an engineering perspective this 

transformation helps solve size and orientation constancy (Seibert and Waxman 

1991, 1992a,b). If the centre of mass of an object is fixated and the image 

undergoes a log-polar transform then changes in image size and orientation 

tianslate into shifts along the 'log' and 'angle' axes. Given the tendency for parallel 

projections from one cortical area to the next and the limited spread of the axonal 

ai'bourizations it is relatively simple to form associations between activities in 

adjacent cortical areas (e.g. a translation along the 'log axis' or 'angle axis'). Such 

associations would permit generalization of arbitrary patterns over size or 

orientation. With the log-polar transform, however, the problems associated with 

exti'acting positional invmiance for stimulus locations outside the foveal area 

remain.

Interestingly, orientation constancy (in the picture plane) and size 

constancy are not generally present in the responses of IT Elaborate cells. Only 

3% showed orientation constancy responding equally to presentation of effective 

stimuli at all angles. A similarly small number showed constancy over a four-fold 

size change, while only one cell showed size constancy over an eight-fold range 

of size change (Tanaka et al. 1991). A further notable feature of the Elaborate 

cells of Tanaka (1991) is that the stimulus selectivity is present over the whole 

receptive field (i.e. generjilization over stimulus position on the retina). Since 

moving the components of the effective stimuli relative to each other reduced 

response magnitudes, pattern configuration selectivity is implied over the whole 

receptive field. It should be noted that other investigations have shown that there
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is slight modulation of response magnitude (but not response selectivity) within 

the receptive fields of inferotemporal neurons (Gross 1992). The results from 

these studies suggest that the visual system may have log-polar like 

transformations for another reason (e.g. Baddely 1993). From properties of IT 

cells it seems that the biological system establishes positional invariance before 

size and orientation generalization is developed, exactly the reverse of what might 

be expected from the potential advantages of a log-polar transform.

The properties of the Elaborate cells in the inferotemporal cortex 

(particularly AIT) suggest that they could form the basic building blocks of object 

recognition (Perrett and Oram 1993). Tanaka and colleagues (Fujita et al. 1993; 

Tanaka et al. 1993) argue that the activity across different modules could code the 

general 'class' of an object feature, whereas within a column of Elaborate cells the 

small differences in neural selectivity would enable precise signalling of the exact 

nature of the visual features present in an image. The basic idea of within and 

between column/module coding is illustrated in Figure 1.4. In the upper part of 

the figure, four columns me represented, each containing four cells with slightly 

different selectivities. As can be seen, the differences of the selectivities of cells 

within any given column is smaller than the differences of selectivities between 

columns (i.e. the columns are functionally differentiated). In the lower section of 

Figure 1.4 are two examples of 'images' or object instances that can be 

distinguished using just five of the 'feature detectors' in the upper part of the 

figure.

The scheme shown in Figure 1.4 is, of course, greatly simplified: in 

particular there is very little configurational information. There are two points to 

be made here. First, the addition of modules which contain cells with 

configurational selectivity could greatly restrict the number of allowable 

configurations of the input feature set. For example, Tanaka (1991) found several 

examples of cells which showed selectivity for concentric 'eye like' patterns. Input 

from cells with this type of response characteristic would constrain the likely
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F i g u r e  1.4. C o d i n g  o f  o b j e c t - f e a t u r e  a n d  o b j e c t  c l a s s

IN  IN F E R O  T E M P O R A L  C O R T E X . U pp er: C o lu m n s  o f  o b j e c t - f e a t u r e  

DETECTORS. Four colum iis are schem atically illustrated, each with 4  cells show ing  

slightly different se lectivties for ohject-features. L o w e r :  T w o  POSSIBLE o b j e c t  

CLASSES. T w o sim plified  versions o f  preferred stim uli are show n. The arrows from the 

object-1cature detectors in the upper part o f  the figure indicate how  two different 

objects (face and front v iew  o f  a car) might be coded by com bining the output from 
the object-feature detectors.
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relationship of the inputs from the left-hand column to the face shape in Figure 

1.4. In other words a detailed configuration specification could be constructed 

from several inputs each containing some, possibly imprecise, configuration 

information (e.g Fukushima 1980). Also the number of objects experienced which 

would share all of a given set of features is small. In other words the visual 

system may not have to operate with perfect configuration sensitivity: the system 

can 'guess' that if a set of 20 object-features are present, then a particular object 

(e.g. a front view of a car) is very likely to be present.

It should be noted that recent findings of low levels of correlation of noise 

between neighbouring neurons suggests that only a small number (maximum of 

20) of IT cells would be able to contribute to the signalling of the precise shape of 

any one feature (Gawne and Richmond 1993). It is likely therefore that within any 

particular module only a small number of cells can encode the feature presently 

being viewed because of this correlated noise. TanWta and colleagues estimated 

that there would be at least 600 of these modules in macaque IT cortex. Even 

allowing for simple binary coding using this visual shape alphabet with one 

feature coded per module, this gives a staggering number of possible pattern 

combinations (2^00  ̂ which is more than the estimated number of atoms in the 

universe!)

Grandmother cells and the coding o f biologically important objects

There is a further class of cell found both in AIT and STPa which shows 

selectivity for biologically important visual patterns. These cells are selectively 

responsive to the head, face, hands and limbs (e.g. Bruce et al. 1981; Baylis et al. 

1985, 1987; Gross et al. 1986; Desimone et al. 1984; Rolls 1984; Perrett et al. 

1982, 1985, 1989, 1991; Yamane et al. 1988; Hasselmo et al. 1989; Young and 

Yamane 1992). While some of these cells are selective for particular features of 

the head and face (e.g. the eyes, Perrett et al. 1982, 1992), others are selective for 

multiple pmts of the same object (Perrett et al. 1984, 1993, Wachsmuth et al.
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1993; see also Figure 1.5). The cells selective for particular facial features could 

perhaps be viewed as an instance of Tanaka's Elaborate cells but, certainly in 

some cases, the cells have other selectivities which suggest that they are coding 

more complex and abstract information (e.g. the direction of another's attention, 

combining information about eye gaze angle, head direction and body posture all 

within the response of one cell, Perrett et al. 1992).

The cells responsive to faces located within AIT show selectivity for 

orientation (e.g. one cell may respond more to full face images than to images of 

either the left or right profile) and are sensitive to rotation in the picture plane, 

with a sti'ong bias for selectivity for upright faces (Tanaka et al. 1991). Further, as 

with the Elaborate cells of AIT they do not show generalization across large 

changes in size. The results from studies of face selective cells in STPa suggest 

that, in conti'ast, these cells show much greater generalization for both retinal size 

and orientation of the head in the picture plane (Perrett et al. 1982, 1984, 1988; 

Rolls et al. 1986). Cells in IT and STPa therefore show different levels of 

generalization (see Figure 1.6). The STPa cells responsive to faces also show 

constant tuning across different spatial frequency bands (Rolls et al. 1985, 1987). 

Studies of the effects of the direction of the ambient light have shown that cells of 

STPa show constancy across different directions of ambient light, even though the 

visual appearance of the head changes dramatically with these different lighting 

conditions (Hietanen et al. 1992). The lighting constancy exhibited by STPa cells 

might not be as surprising as it first appears, since it may depend on luininance 

and contrast normalization for local regions in an image which could occur during 

early visual processing in the retina, LGN and VI (e.g. Hubei and Livingstone 

1990). These processes would facilitate simultaneous contour extraction across 

the whole image, independent of marked regional variations in light level, thus 

enabling the same contour and feature processing inputs to be active regardless of 

lighting condition.
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Cells found in either area AIT or area STPa do not tend to show complete 

constancy across change in perspective view. Furthermore different cells aie 

maximally tuned to different head views (Desimone et al. 1984; Perrett et al. 

1985, 1991; Hasselmo et al. 1989a). Interestingly, a preponderance of cells are 

tuned to one of only 4 views (full face, left or right profile, back of the head), 

suggesting that view tuning is not randomly distributed but rather that certain 

'chai'acteristic views' are preferentially coded (Perrett et al. 1991). There are, 

however, exceptions to this sensitivity to perspective view in area STPa: a small 

percentage of cells studied (< 5%) have been found which respond to any view of 

the head but not to control objects matched for size, complexity and capacity to 

mouse (Perrett et al. 1984, 1991; Hasselmo et al. 1989a). These cells display 

selectivity characteristic of object-centered representations of one object part. 

Sensitivity to differences between individual faces (i.e. identity) in areas AIT and 

STPa may be coded across populations of cells and is rarely found at the single 

cell level, particularly in area STPa (but see Young and Yamane 1992a,b; Baylis 

et al. 1985; Hasselmo et al. 1989b; Rolls et al. 1989; Perrett et al. 1984, 1989). 

Note that the small percentages of the cells studied do not reflect the possible 

importance of the population's function. Indeed cells showing object-centered, 

identity-specific selectivity (i.e. grandmother or cardinal cells) would be expected 

to be found only rarely (e.g a total active population of only some 1000, Barlow 

1972). However, the very existence of a much greater number of cells with view- 

specific, identity-general selectivities suggests that this stage in the processing of 

visual information perhaps subserves a greater number of processes (e.g. social 

signals and integration with motion inputs as well as object recognition, Perrett et 

al. 1993; see chapter 7).

Tanaka et al. (1991) reported cells in the inferotemporal cortex (IT) which 

required specific combinations of features, not only to be present but also to be in 

paiticular spatial relationships. Recently, Miyashita et al. (1993a) has reported cell 

selectivity within ventral IT indicating that the effect of stimulus
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rotation/reflection seems to have less of an effect on response magnitudes than 

changing the relative spatial aiTangement of the component features. With spatial 

selectivity as well as simple feature content, output from such IT cells could be 

used to establish the configuration selectivity for head view seen in area STPa 

(e.g. PeiTett et al. 1984). A direct demonstiation of selectivity to configuration of 

STPa cells sensitive to the face has been shown by Perrett et al. (1982), who 

found that many cells were less responsive to faces when the features (eyes, nose, 

mouth) were jumbled within the outline of the face.

In summary the changes in cell selectivity when moving from area AIT to 

ai'ea STPa seem to be greater size, orientation and possibly also lighting 

constancy. A change from response sensitivity to perspective view (viewer 

centred) to responses independent of perspective view (object-centered), however, 

does not seem to occur except for the possible exception of a small number of 

cells within area STPa. Generalization across different parts of the body (e.g. 

head, torso and legs) also appears to be present in area STPa (Perrett et d . 1992; 

Wachsmuth et al. 1993).

Rationale fo r  multistage form  processing

It is of interest to speculate about the 'jumps' that appear to be available in 

the processing scheme from anatomical considerations (see Figure 1.3). Note that 

while it is possible to 'miss' V2/V3, there is no anatomical link (and hence no 

functional link) that allows contour information from VI and V2 (stage 1) to 

project to cells with moderately complex form selectivity (e.g. V1/V2 to PIT). 

Thus V4 seems to mark the beginning of building the building blocks (stage 2). 

Likewise output from V4 must pass through either PIT or CIT (or both) before 

reaching AIT. This suggests that there is a need for at least one area in the 

processing of the building blocks (in PIT/CIT, stage 2) before cell selectivities 

can be combined to form selectivity for putative object-feature instances (AIT, 

stage 3). In the same way generalization across object instances (stage 4) does not
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seem possible directly from complex feature detectors, there being no connection 

from stage 2 (PIT and CIT) to STPa.

The lack of direct projections from the lowest (e.g. V1/V2) to the highest 

visual areas (e.g. AIT/STPa) also initially seems surprising since convergence of 

all supportive information would provide greater evidence of an object's presence. 

The selectivity of cells in these early visual areas, however, is such that any one 

cell would be activated by virtually every natural image. Therefore the 

information that they code is unlikely to aid directly complex object 

identification. Note that only a small proportion of the total number of cells in VI 

would be active for any one image, but that any one cell could easily be active for 

many images. For example, trees, faces, buildings, cars and chairs all contain 

vertical edges. The information about the presence of vertical edges tells you a lot 

about edge orientation but very little about the identity of the object. Therefore to 

build a processing system capable of extracting object identification using only 

edge orientation information would require many contingencies to be accounted 

for. One contingency might be "if there is a horizontal edge at retinal location 

(X,Y) then there should also be a vertical edge at (X+2,Y)". Another related 

contingency might be "there is not a vertical edge at (X+1,Y) and not at (X,Y+1)

and not at ". In other words cells at the higher levels representing objects

would have numerous 'and' plus 'and not' requirements. This amounts to the 

familiar 'combinatorial' or 'convergence explosion'. Further, such a system would 

need to embody a complete compliment of contingency processing sets for all 

orientations, sizes, positions, lighting conditions and so on. While individual 

neurons can receive many inputs (1000-10,000) the number is far too small to 

accommodate the total number of inputs that would be required to satisfy all 

contingencies in terms of simple edges.

The four stage, multi-layer model outlined above avoids this 'convergence' 

or 'combinatorial explosion'. By gradually developing stimulus selectivities, the 

number of units activated by a natural image decreases at higher processing stages
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(Barlow 1985). The combinatorial explosion problem can be likened to the game 

of 20 questions. If one is allowed 20 questions in order to ascertain what object is 

present in an image, it would not be sensible to ask about the presence of small 

oriented edges at particular positions. One would need to ask a huge number of 

questions of this type. On the other hand, one could derive knowledge about 

simple shapes (e.g. 'H' 'T  'Y' and '+') within restricted locations from 20 questions 

about local line orientation. If one then asks 20 questions using this knowledge, 

one is in effect asking 400 questions about oriented edges. At the next level the 

number effectively increases to 8000 and so on. After 6 steps in processing (with 

just 20 questions per step) each STPa cell would be effectively asking 64,000,000 

questions about local edge orientations over a wide area on the retinal.

Thus a multi-stage system allows for relatively simple connection patterns 

between processing elements to be used to establish feature detectors of ever 

increasing complexity. It would be of interest to discover what combinations of 

simple orientation features provide the best discriminatory power between natural 

images: predictions based on the above arguments suggest that they will be 

similar to those found in areas V4 and PIT, including 'T  and 'Y' junctions and 

crosses.

Learning associations and generalizations

An important series of studies into the mechanisms by which learning 

affects the selectivity of cells of AIT cortex was performed by Miyashita and 

colleagues (Miyashita and Chang 1988; Sakai and Miyashita 1991; Miyashita 

1990; Miyashita et al. 1993b). During an extensive training period in which 97 

visually distinct coloured abstract (fractal) patterns were learnt, the monkeys had 

to indicate whether a particular pattern was the same or different as a sample 

presented 16 seconds earlier. During this training, the 97 sample fractals were 

presented in the same order. Recordings from temporal cortex after this training 

indicated that some cells were selectively activated by particular learnt fractal
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patterns in the stimulus set. The choice of fractal patterns eliminated any 

particular biological importance of the patterns except for the associated 

behavioural implication and thus indicated effects of experience on the shape 

selectivity of single cells. Of particular interest here was the observation that cells 

were selective not for one but for two or three of these fractal patterns. The 

response selectivity was for patterns that were adjacent in the sequence of 

presentation (e.g. patterns 91-93 or 56-59, but not 56 and 91), and therefore this 

leai'iit selectivity could not be explained by similar visual appearance (Miyashita 

and Chang 1988; Sakai and Miyashita 1991; Miyashita 1990). Other studies 

indicated that fractal patterns arbitrary paired could also come to activate the same 

AIT cells (Sakai and Miyashita 1991) provided that the pairings were 

behaviourally relevant (Miyashita et al. 1993b). These studies are important, since 

they show not only plasticity in ventral stream neural responses but also that 

associative leaining can occur at the single cell level between substantially 

different visual images.

A leaining scheme using 'trace' activity levels to establish positional 

invanance simultaneously for each of many experienced features has been 

proposed by Foldiak (1991). The trace activity allowed association of one feature 

detector with a second detector that became active soon after the first. In the 

example given by Foldiak (1991), four differently oriented line detectors were 

present at each of 8 by 8 'retinal' locations in the input layer. During leiuning, 

these were activated by long oriented lines sweeping in random directions across 

the input lU'ray. After learning, the outputs showed large receptive fields formed 

by Hebbian association between input and output layers. Importantly the 

selectivity of a given output unit was for only one of the four possible oriented 

lines seen in the input detectors. This can be achieved by decorrelating inhibitory 

connections between the output units using a form of anti-Hebbian learning 

(Foldiak 1989, 1990).
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A mechanism combining Hebbian and anti-Hebbian mechanisms could 

leai’n generalization across perspective view of several objects from experience of 

rotation of these objects, given inputs with selectivity to different views of each 

object. Hebbian association, utilizing trace activity, would establish selectivity for 

any view of an object, while the decorrelation between outputs would ensure that 

each output node was sensitive to only one object. In principle, such a scheme can 

also leain other invariances, such as lighting, size and orientation providing that 

the appropriate input detectors exist. It is therefore possible that a simple 

unsupervised learning scheme, such as Hebbian learning combined with 

decorrelation (Foldiak 1989, 1990; Barlow and Foldiak 1989) could be used to 

develop the proposed transitions leading to the progressive generalizations from 

IT cortex to aiea STPa.

That the existence of modules or columns within IT might arise from 

decorrelation of inputs. Indeed, it is conceivable that within any given module, the 

individual cell selectivities are themselves decorrelated, thereby establishing a 

sparse representation of the possible object-feature instances that comprise an 

object-feature class (see Figure 1.4 upper). An attractive property of Foldiak's 

learning scheme is that it operates on the statistics of the input images in a way 

that is not dissimilar to networks performing principal component analysis 

(Foldialc 1989). Therefore such a scheme, operating at any level within the visual 

cortex will extract features that form sparse representations which maximally 

differentiate images. It will be of great interest to see if such a scheme operating 

in a multi-layer network can extract features similar to those seen in V4 and 

subsequent inferotemporal areas.

Summary o f form  processing in the ventral stream

Figure 1.6 gives a simplified summary of the neurophysiological 

properties of cells in the ventral or 'form processing' stream, where effective 

stimuli for one example cell are shown to the left of the dotted line in each box
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and non-effective stimuli are displayed to the right. These non-effective stimuli 

would, however, be effective for other cells in the same brain area. 

Computationally the sequence can be viewed as following stages: first extract 

edges and contours (VI), then search for more general contours (V2) to define 

simple edge configurations (V4). These can then be combined first to give simple 

shape selectivities (PIT), which can themselves be combined to produce 

sensitivity to more complex shapes (CIT). A further combination could give rise 

to selectivity for very complex abstract-forms and approximate object-feature 

instances (in aiea AIT) which would be specific for orientation, size, lighting and 

perspective view. Combining outputs of many approximate descriptions of these 

absti'act-form and object-feature instances could establish descriptions 

generalizing across orientation, size and lighting in a view specific manner. A 

final stage combining different views and object parts (within area STPa and 

analogous aieas) would obtain a viewpoint invariant representation of the object 

(see Perrett and Oram 1993 for a detailed discussion). In summary the 

physiological evidence suggests 4 computational stages: extracting contour 

information, building a 'shape dictionary', generating descriptions of approximate 

object-feature instances and establishing object representation in a view specific 

manner. Subsequent stages may generalize across view and infer complete object 

identity from the presence of object parts. The transitions between all of these 

proposed stages involve pooling related inputs from the preceding stage such that 

increased stimulus complexity is generated with simultaneously increased 

generalization over retinal position, retinal size and lighting conditions. 

Association of images over time is a possible candidate for a learning system that 

would explain the development of generalizations seen in the higher stages of 

processing.

The effects o f expectation
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When an expectation is met, the phase "I told you so" is often used 

(especially when something unpleasant happens to someone else). It is often 

found that within psychological models of recognition top-down influences me 

postulated to influence visual processing (e.g. Lowe 1987). This section reviews 

the role of expectation as one form of top-down processing and some of the 

physiological work that is related to this phenomenon in which the responses of 

cells change with predictability of the stimulation.

For cells with simple stimulus selectivities, there are data from areas V I, 

V3 mid area 7a of the parietal lobe of relevance to this issue. The sensitivity of VI 

cells to surround effects (Allman et al. 1985; Knierim and Van Essen 1992) can 

be viewed as a form of expectation, since in many images it would be expected 

that texture in many image areas would be similar (except at object or object-pmt 

boundmies). The suppression of responses by elements of a textured surround 

having similar orientation to the element falling in the classic receptive field can 

therefore be regarded as response suppression to expected or predicted stimuli.

Galletti and colleagues (Galletti et al. 1990) found that nearly one half of 

the directionally selective cells in area V3a showed differential responses to 

expected and unexpected stimulation. Cells in V3a were sensitive to the direction 

of motion when tested with an oriented bar moving across the visual field and the 

monkey maintaining steady fixation. The same retinal stimulus motion could also 

be achieved by having the monkey move its eyes across a static stimulus. For 48% 

of the cells the response magnitude was reduced under the circumstances when 

the monkey induced the retinal motion. In area V3a therefore it appears that if 

image motion is a result of self-produced eye movements (i.e. expected), then the 

responses of the cells are reduced but, when the stimulus is not expected (i.e. 

occurs independently of the monkey's behaviour), there are strong responses.

Work of Goldberg and colleagues on cells of the parietal cortex (area 7a) 

also show a pronounced effect of 'expectation'. Duhamel et al. (1992) recorded 

from cells within the parietal lobe that showed selectivity for stationary bar and
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dot stimuli. In one experimental condition, the stimulus was shown to the monkey 

but outside the recorded cell's receptive field. The monkey then had to make a 

sudden, fast eye movement (a saccade) to a new position, such that the stimulus 

was now, suddenly, in the cell's receptive field. For some cells a surprising result 

was observed: the cell would start responding before the stimulus fell within the 

receptive field. This effect could also be observed even when the stimulus was 

turned off just as the monkey began the saccade but not when an equivalent 

saccade would result in the receptive field remaining empty. This phenomenon 

can also be viewed as reflecting expectation, in this case the expectation of visual 

stimulation in part of the receptive field resulting in an earlier response.

The phenomenon of expectation influencing cell responses is not restricted 

to the eai'ly visual and parietal cortex. A population of cells in area STPa is 

responsive to the motion of an object but shows no selectivity for the shape or size 

of the object (Bruce et al. 1981; Perrett et al. 1985; Hikosaka et al. 1988; Mistlin 

and Perrett 1990; Hietanen and Perrett 1992; Qram et al. 1993; see chapter 5). 

Such cells show responses to any object moving, except under circumstances 

when the object motion can be interpreted as 'expected'. For many cells, the 

response to any object moving up into the line of sight would produce a large 

response. There was a situation where this response was not seen, namely when 

the monkey raised its own hand into sight (Hietanen and Perrett 1993). The lack 

of response was not simply a general suppression of all visual responses, since if 

an object was brought into view simultaneously with the monkey's hand then the 

cell would still respond (Hietanen and Perrett 1993). This indicates that the 

expectation effect is tied not only to the motion but also to the form and location 

of the moving stimulus. Similarly, when the monkey controlled the motion of a 

visual pattern by rotation of a handle held out of sight, responses for some STPa 

cells did not occur, whereas the same stimulus motion occurring when the 

experimenter rotated the handle produced sti’ong responses (Hietanen 1993; 

Hietanen and Perrett in prep.). These results indicate that, for some STPa cells,
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any stimulus can produce a response when its motion is unpredictable but the 

same stimulus fails to produce a response if its motion is predictable from the 

monkey's own motor behaviour.

Area STPa contains cells that are selective for tactile stimuli as well as 

visual stimuli (Bruce et al. 1981; Hikosaka et al. 1988; Mistlin and Perrett 1990). 

The receptive fields of these tactile sensitive cells aie typically very large and can 

include the whole body (Hikosaka et al. 1988), The responses of these cells, 

however, can be modified by visual inputs: the response to tactile stimulation 

from an object touching the subject after the object is seen approaching the area to 

be stimulated is greatly reduced compared to the response when the same 

stimulation occurs out of sight (Mistlin and Perrett 1990). In this situation, the 

difference between the two conditions is only the sight or lack of sight of the 

object's approach before tactile sensation (expected or unexpected stimulation). 

Furthermore, vision was found to be only one modality providing a source of 

expectations about impending tactile stimuli. Normally the monkey was seated on 

a smooth chair during experimentation and was familiar with the tactile nature of 

the chair. Cells showing tactile responses would not respond as the monkey 

touched different parts of the chair, nor would they respond when the monkey 

touched its own fur. These cells did respond when a small part of the chair was 

covered (out of sight) with a new material (e.g. fur) and the monkey touched this 

new 'unexpected' texture (Mistlin and Perrett 1990). In these situations, 

predictions as to the likely tactile qualities of different parts of the environment 

were based on memory. These predictions wei*e effectively negating high level 

sensory processing whenever predictable tactile experiences were encountered.

The data on 'expectation' and its influence on cell response properties 

therefore suggest that expectation has powerful effects on STPa cell responses. 

These effects aie not restricted to visual processing, since visual cues can also 

affect tactile processing. Such effects of 'expectation' on motion sensitivity also 

seem to be present in visual aieas VI and V2 but are more prominent in later
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ai'eas (e.g. V3a, MT and MST, Galletti et al. 1984, 1988, 1990; Erickson and 

Thier 1991). The effect of expectation on static information processing do not, 

however, appear in the earliest visual areas (R. von der Heydt, personal 

communication, August 1993). For STPa cells in the ventral stream, only the 

unexpected or unpredictable stimuli produce responses. It is of interest that area 

7a in the dorsal pathway shows a very different effect where expected stimuli 

provoke a response 'in advance' of their actual occurrence: further work needs to 

be peiformed to see whether expectation effects in both dorsal and ventral 

processing streams have some common underlying mechanism.

Coding distinctive attributes relative to the norm

Consideration of the temporal constraints suggest that the visual system 

can operate in a purely feed-forward way during processing of complex patterns 

which are suddenly presented. As already pointed out, anatomically nearly all 

connections between cortical areas are reciprocal. Indeed there are as many if not 

more feed-back connections from area VI to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) 

than there aie connections from the LGN to VI. Surprisingly, there is very little 

known about the function of these feed-back connections. The temporal 

constiaints outlined above suggest that the function of feed-back connections may 

have little to do with visual processing under the circumstances of suddenly 

presented objects. Therefore one possible role of feed-back can be viewed as 

eliminating the "I told you so" element of processing, allowing only the 

unaccounted or unexpected information to be processed. Realizations or 

expectations as to the nature of forthcoming stimulation can come from a great 

variety of sources. One source of predictable visual images is as a consequence of 

the animals' own behaviour, as reviewed above. Predictability could also arise 

from ongoing processing which 'resolves' some of the input characteristics. These 

resolutions could then steer subsequent analysis. It is possible that effects of 

predictability from this latter source may partly explain the decay in firing rate
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seen in STPa cell responses after an initial burst of activity (Oram and Perrett 

1992; Oram et al. 1993; see chapters 3 and 5).

Below one possible role of feed-back is considered by summarizing some 

psychological data on the efficiency of object recognition in humans. Evidence 

from psychological studies using caricatures of images suggests that the caricature 

image might be more recognisable than the ti'ue or veridical image (Benson and 

Perrett 1991; Rhodes et al. 1987). To understand the relevance of this work it is 

necessary to describe the caricature process briefly. Multiple images of an object 

class (e.g. faces) can be combined together to produce an average, norm or

prototype representation. The caricature process compares the image of an

instance within the class (e.g. Fred's face) with a prototype face. Any differences 

from the prototype can then be exaggerated (e.g. a bigger than average nose can 

be made even bigger, a smaller mouth made even smaller). The process can be 

performed on all aspects of the image such as shape, colour and texture either

independently or in combination (Rowland & Perrett in prep.).

When subjects are presented with such slightly exaggerated or caricatured 

images, they are frequently able to recognise the identity of the image more 

quickly (often accompanied by an increase in accuracy) than when the veridical 

image is presented. This caricature advantage (as it is called) has been interpreted 

as support for the notion of a prototype of an object class being stored in memory 

with individual instances being represented as 'distances' or vectors from that 

prototype.

Although further work needs to be performed to clarify which aspects of 

the image give the greatest caricature advantage, the phenomenon suggests a 

possible style of processing for feed-back connections in image pattern 

processing: that of removing resolved image features from further processing. For 

example, Seibert and Waxman (1993) have developed a model which, as a fkst 

pass, categorises image classes (e.g. face). The model then uses the difference 

between the classified input and the stored face 'prototype' to extract the
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unresolved or unaccounted image elements. This extracted difference information 

is then passed through a similar process allowing further within category 

distinctions (e.g. Fred's or John's face).

In a similar manner, Pece (1993) has proposed that one functional role of 

the feed-back from VI to LGN might be to balance the input to the LGN with the 

processed output from VI. Again this would mean that only information that was 

not already resolved and passed on would be passed forward during a second 

phase of processing. Such feed-back of information could of course occur 

between the output and input layers of one cortical area as well as between 

cortical ai'eas. Evidence from the cat suggests that feed-back influences from area 

18 (V2) to area 17 (VI) tend to have maximal influence on cells with similar 

orientation preference and receptive field position (Alonso et al. 1993).

To speculate on the benefit of such a process, one can imagine a module or 

column in IT with many cells each selective for a pair of features arranged 

horizontally (e.g. Figure 1,4, first column). While many stimuli might activate 

cells within this column, these stimuli would all have two separate areas arranged 

horizontally. Activity from the whole column would represent a prototype feature 

(i.e a horizontal pair of blobs). If the total output from a column or module 

provides inhibitory feed-back on the column Itself, then much of the activity 

within the column would be negated. The remaining activity would represent the 

distinctive attributes of the input image relative to the feature prototype. Thus the 

particular type of feature pairing would be accentuated by comparison to 

horizontal paired features in general. Such norm-based coding is designed to 

extract the distinctive features of a given pattern relative to the average or norm of 

the class of patterns to which it belongs. The functionally defined columnar 

architecture which could implement norm-based coding of input patterns is 

evident throughout the cerebral cortex. Norm-based coding may therefore be an 

important general principle in neural computation.
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This speculative scheme leads to two predictions for the dynamics of cell 

responses. There should be a general decline in activity for ail cells initially 

activated by a stimulus and a faster decline of activity for cells responding to sub- 

optimal stimuli. Both these predictions are evident in the time course of STPa 

cells (Oram and Perrett 1992; see chapter 3), though of course similar predictions 

would be made from lateral or feed-back inhibitory connections onto these STPa 

cells.

As already noted, the number of columns containing object-feature 

detectors in IT is high. This means that many images could be discriminated on 

the basis of column activity, without need for the type of processing proposed

above. Furthermore, if a decorrelating learning mechanism acted between these

columns, then the maximum possible number of images could be distinguished in 

a feed-forwai'd way. It is worth stressing again that using many columnar object- 

feature signals in conjunction can show remarkably accurate and rapid 

discrimination between input patterns (see chapter 3).

At present, of course, the above type of processing remains speculative. 

For example, attention to other stimuli is also known to cause a reduction in firing 

rate in V I, V2, V4 and IT (Richmond and Sato 1987; Richmond et al, 1983; 

Moran and Desimone 1985; Sato 1988, 1989; Chelazzi et al. 1993; Motter 1993), 

although this alone is unlikely to produce the differential decay in firing rate

between different stimuli. Establishing the functional roles of feed-back

connections within the brain remains one of the most intriguing and possibly 

important areas of research: at present they remain something of mystery.

The overview given of the biological data underlying shape processing 

gives three spheres of constraints for models: (1) anatomical considerations 

suggest ai'chitectural constraints with a minimum of 6 cortical areas before 

accessing the highest levels, (2) the physiological properties of cells within the
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cortical areas associated with form processing suggest a series of computational 

stages, often involving two or three steps, which should be performed and (3) 

temporal response properties suggest the types of connection by which the cellular 

selectivities should be established. Below these are brought together to form the 

outline of biological processing of static visual patterns.

Four stages o f processing

The anatomy of the primate form-processing pathway indicates that the 

visual system employs a multi-layer network. The precise number of layers 

involved is debatable, although it is suggested that there are seven or eight major 

cortical areas, each of which involves an input and output layer. The actual 

number of layers within each cortical area is potentially greater, although 

considerations of the speed of processing and response latencies suggest that there 

cannot be more steps in the first pass of processing.

The connections between the areas of primate visual form processing 

suggest that possibly only four computational stages are needed: contour 

extraction and feature grouping at the first stage (V1-V2/V3), development of 

relatively complex 'feature detectors' at a number of retinal locations during the 

second stage (V4, PIT, CIT), establishment of instances of approximate patterns 

or object-features at a particular size and orientation in the third stage (primarily 

AIT) and subsequent generalization across object instance in a view specific 

manner (STPa). Further combining of object parts and different views also occurs 

in mea STPa. It is unlikely that all these stages can be achieved in single steps. 

For instance, to detect illusory contours and general Gestalt groupings it is first 

necessary to have processed the actual local contours and other elementary 

features present in the image. Likewise, the development of object-feature 

detectors may be easier using inputs which show selectivity for moderately 

complex shapes. The gradual hierarchical combination by-passes the 'convergence 

explosion' problem.
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The final transition that appears to occur in the processing of object 

patterns is from area AIT to area STPa. Here many object constancies are 

established (e.g. across orientation, size and ambient lighting). There does, 

however, seem to be one constancy that is rarely established: constancy of 

response over angle of view or viewpoint constancy. In the few cases where 

generalization across perspective view occurs, this may happen after 

generalization across size, orientation, lighting condition etc., since there is some 

evidence that the response latencies of object-centered cells in STPa are slightly 

larger than those of view-specific cells (Perrett et al. 1992).

It is suggested that the third stage of processing should show nodes with 

sensitivity to what can be called object-feature instances. This can be regarded as 

selectivity for an input pattern that approximates a real 3-D object or a feature that 

is normally indicative of only a few objects (e.g. a cell selective for an upright 

face stimulus or a cell selective for an eye-like stimulus, described by Tanaka et 

al. 1991). Such cells are sensitive to pattern elements or object-features that tend 

to occur under particular viewing conditions (e.g. three or four fold changes in 

retinal size, perspective view +/- 60 degrees, orientation ■+•/- 45 degrees, etc.). In 

this model it is conceived that many such approximate descriptions exist within 

temporal cortex and me activated by each object class that is viewed. These 

object-feature detectors are organised by similarity of the feature rather than 

similaiity of parent object, although for objects of particular importance (e.g. 

faces) it is likely that such detectors form their own distinct groups or modules.

The scheme above follows object recognition as a bottom-up process. 

Anatomical considerations reveal architecture for extensive top-down influences 

in visual processing. We have reviewed effects of expectation that are possible 

manifestations of top-down influences on high level sensory processing. Such 

effects may be far more widespread but have not yet been studied extensively. 

Columnar grouping of cells in temporal cortex suggests a second type of top- 

down influence whereby image attiibutes are processed relative to prototypes.
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Such processing would enhance the ability of the nervous system to realize the 

distinctive features of objects to enable precise classification. Despite these 

speculations about the role of feed-back processes in vision, the dynamics of cell 

responses indicate that the classification and recognition of objects can be 

achieved with remaikable accuracy and speed in a purely feed-forward manner.
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CHAPTER 2 

GENERAL METHODS

TRAINING

The subjects were juvenile Rhesus macaque monkeys {Macaca mulatto), 

weighing 3-8 Kg. Individuals were reared within a social colony at a U.K. 

registered breeding colony. Experimental animals were first trained to sit quietly 

in a primate chair and accept food and liquid from the experimenters. Once the 

subject would enter the primate chair of its own accord, then training on a colour 

discrimination task was started.

During the task the subject was encouraged to lick tubes placed in front of 

the mouth. Training of the behavioural task was encouraged by water deprivation 

(12 hrs) before each recording session. Once the subject freely took liquid from 

the lick tubes, the task was changed to incorporate a simple colour discrimination.

Two liquid rewards were used: either sweet fruit juice or a weak saline solution.

The fruit juice reward was paired with a green LED light, whereas the weak saline 

solution was paired with a red LED. Initially the LEDs were placed close to the 

subject, but were gradually moved further away. The subject was regarded as 

being trained when performance on the task reached a high level (> 80% correct) 

even when the LED was at a distance of 4 m on an otherwise white wall. During 

latter stages of training a variety of objects were presented simultaneously with 

the LED.

OPERATION

All procedures were conducted under Home Office Project licence 

numbers PPL-60/00353 and PPL-60/01453 and Personal licence number PIL- 

60/02475.
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Stewtaxic implant

The implant contained two stainless steel David Kopf wells and two 

restraining head bai' holders. The position, in sterotaxic co-ordinates of the wells 

typically were 8-15mm anterior of the interaural line, and 12-14 mm lateral of the 

midline. Once the precise positional measurements had been decided, a to scale 

diagram (using graph paper marked out with a 1mm grid) was made, indicating 

where the restraining bars would be positioned. The elements of the implant were 

then placed in position on a glass sheet and joined using dental acrylic.

Pre-operation proceclure

The subject was put into the travelling cage and given a .sedating injection 

of Ketamine (0.5-1.0 ml of Vetelar). Liquid paraffin oil (Vaseline in liquid form) 

was dropped into the eyes to protect and prevent drying. The head was also 

shaved then swabbed down with alcohol and tincture of iodine. Atropine (1 ml of 

600 micro-gram/ml) was injected to reduce secretions. A general purpose wide 

spectrum anti-biotic (1 ml ampicilin) was given as a precautionary measure. An 

intravenous cannula was inserted allowing direct administration of the anaesthetic 

(Sagatal).

The operation

The monkey was placed in a stereotaxic frame and rested on a diathermy 

base plate. A breathing counter and rectal thermometer probe were put in position 

and linked to a heating plate to maintain body temperature. The operation 

involved one incision, running along the midline of the skull from just above the 

eye ridges to the back of the crown. The skin and underlying membranes were 

reflected away from the skull and held away using the haemostats. Any local 

bleeding was quarterised using a diathermy needle.
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Drilling of the skull was done with constant irrigation to keep the bone 

temperature down. [If the skull tissue rises above 50 degrees centigrade, then it 

dies.] Two wells were drilled out as circular plugs. The implant was then 

positioned to allow for the localization of the T bars and screw placement. The 

stainless steel T bars and screws were inserted into small slots drilled in the skull. 

Dental acrylic was then placed around the implant to secure it in place. After 

allowing time for recovery from the operation (2-4 days), the subject was 

retrained until pre-operative performance was reached. There after the dura 

underneath the well caps was swabbed clean every 2-3 days.

RECORDING

Behavioural task

Before recording began, the subjects were retrained to discriminate 

between the red or green colour of an LED light (see Training section above). The 

LED was typically situated level with the monkey's line of sight on a blank white 

wall at a distance of 4 m, but could also be placed +/- 15 degrees to the left or 

right or +/- 10 degrees above or below this central position. Head movement of 

the subjects in the primate chair was restrained by passing restraining rods 

through the restiaining tubes in the implant. Recording sessions lasted for periods 

of 2-4 hours. The LED and test visual stimuli were presented from behind a large 

aperture (6.5 cm diameter) electromechanical shutter (Compur) or an alternative 

(20 cm square) liquid crystal shutter (Screen Print Technology Ltd.). Both types 

of shutter had rise times of < 15 ms. When open the shutter allowed the monkey 

to view only the central 30 (Compur) or 100 (liquid crystal shutter) degrees of 

visual space. On each trial the shutter was opened under computer control (after a 

0.5 s signal tone) to reveal the stimulus and remained open for a period of 1 s. 

The LED light became visible at the time of shutter opening (stimulus 

presentation) and was randomly red or green on different trials. The monkey's
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task was to lick for a fruit Juice reward when the colour of the LED was green and 

to refrain from licking when the LED was red to avoid delivery of a weak salt 

solution. The LED colour was changed in a pseudo-random order under computer 

control. Subjects were deprived of water for periods of up to twenty-four hours 

before training and recording sessions to motivate task performance.

Although the subjects did not have to fixate the LED throughout the trial 

period, the monkeys attended to the LED at the beginning of trials in order to lick 

several times for multiple juice rewards in the 1.0 s trial period. Once they had 

judged the colour of the LED they were then free to move their eyes. The 2D test 

stimuli were projected onto the wall on which the LED was located, 3D test 

stimuli were presented in front, below or to either side of the LED. The monkeys 

performed the task at a high level of accuracy during the recording sessions 

independent of simultaneously presented test stimuli. On trials where the monkey 

licked for fruit juice, normally two and occasionally three licks were completed in 

the 1 second period available.

Stimulus presentation

Various types of visual stimuli were presented while the monkeys 

performed the behavioural task (see above). Trials were initiated by the 

experimenter but thereafter under computer control and consisted of a 0.5 second 

warning tone, followed by the shutter opening for 1 second to reveal the stimulus. 

Slides, video disc frames or real 3-D objects were presented either to the side of 

the LED or projected to cover the LED at each trial. Presentations to the side of 

the LED were within 2 degrees of the LED. Presentation was for 1 second after a 

0.5 s warning tone. The stimuli were either real 3-D static presentations of an 

experimenter (or control object), or 2-D slides, or still frames on a video disc. 

Each stimulus was presented 5 or more times in computer controlled pseudo

random order. In addition, a 'no stimulus' condition was also used, where only the
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LED and wall could be seen. The inter-trial interval was varied between 0.5 and 5 

seconds.

Recording techniques

For each recording session, topical anaesthetic (lignocaine hydrochloride, 

Xylocaine 40 mg/ml) was applied to the dura and a David Kopf micro-positioner 

fixed to the recording well. A trans-dural guide tube was inserted 3-5 mm through 

the dura and a tungsten in glass microelectrode (Merrill and Ainsworth 1972) 

advanced with a hydraulic micro-drive to the temporal cortex. Position of the 

cannula was varied using a micro-positioner (David Kopf Instruments) adapted to 

permit up to 20 degrees of tilt. The target area for recording was area STPa in the 

anterior part of the upper bank of the STS (which includes areas TPO, PGa of 

Seltzer and Pandya 1978). The electrode was advanced using a micro-drive 

(David Kopf 607W) and the depth of each cell recorded noted.

The electrical signals were amplified (Neurolog NL104) and then filtered 

with a 50 Hz notch filter together with low (300 Hz) and high (20 KHz) pass 

filters (Neurolog NL125). Spikes from individual cells were discriminated using a 

threshold voltage window (Modified Digitimer DM130), set for each cell tested 

and by the visual appearance of the spike on a fast time base oscilloscope. The 

spikes were converted to TTL signals and these were used to form peri-stimulus 

time histograms (PSTHs) with 250 bins usually of size 5.2 ms but 5.0 or 4.8 ms in 

some recordings. The PSTHs had a 1 second post-stimulus period and either 200, 

250 or 300 ms pre-stimulus sample periods, depending on the bin size. Data were 

stored using CED 1401 (Cambridge Electionic Design) and custom software.

Measurement o f cell responses

The time at which the shutter became transparent or was fully open was 

recorded. Subsequent analysis was linked to this, the true stimulus onset time. 

Neuronal firing rates were measured using standard techniques for a period of 250
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ms beginning 100 ms after stimulus presentation. This analysis period was 

selected because most cells in the STS have latencies of 100-150 ms and because 

few eye movements occur in this period (see below). A 500 ms sample period was 

occasionally used for cells with small or late responses. These data were analysed 

on-line by a microcomputer (AT compatible PC (Hyundai, Dell)).

Eye movement recording

Horizontal and vertical eye movements were monitored using an infra-red 

corneal reflection system (ACS, modified to allow recording of both signals from 

one eye) to determine whether any response differences reflected differential 

patterns of fixation. Differentiating the eye position information allowed 

assessment of whether speed or velocity of eye movements affected response 

magnitudes. The output was sampled at the same rate as single cell signals and 

stored with each trial on the CED 1401 with 8 bit accuracy.

It has been reported that STP cells show differential responses depending 

on eye movements (Colby and Miller 1986; see Colby 1991 for an example of 

such a cell). As the effects of eye movements on cell responses were not expressly 

tested, and eye position was not monitored for all the cells tested, the possibility 

that some of the responses observed were influenced by eye movements cannot be 

excluded. However the effects of eye movements are likely to be small, as only 

20% (18/90) of cells in STP were found to be related to eye movements. Of these 

18 cells, 9 were visual (responding to the onset of the target stimulus) and 4 were 

visuomotor (firing from target stimulus onset until the saccade was made), while 

only 5 cells were related exclusively to the saccade (C.L. Colby, personal 

communication). Thus, only 6% of cells in the present study would be expected to 

be related solely to saccadic movements and not the stimulus. Further, it is not 

deal' if the cells reported by Colby and colleagues were recorded from the 

posterior (STPp) or anterior portion (STPa) of STP. Given the large proportion of 

eye movement related responses in MST and that the input to STPa from MST is
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via STPp, one would expect there to be more eye movement related responses in 

STPp than STPa. For several other reasons given below it is unlikely that the cell 

responses reported in this thesis reflect differential eye movements.

The experiments described here used a task in which the subject was not 

required to maintain steady fixation throughout the whole trial period. The 

monkey performed the LED colour discrimination task with a high level of 

accuracy, and more importantly obtained multiple rewards by repeatedly licking. 

The short period during which reward was available meant that the monkey had to 

be attending the LED from the trial onset in order to lick more than once. 

Examination of eye position records showed that this was indeed the case, and 

that fixation was only broken some 400 ms after stimulus onset (see Figures 3.2, 

5.2, 6.6, and 7.4). The analysis of the response magnitudes was based on spike 

counts between 100 and 350 ms (post-stimulus) and therefore during the period of 

maintained fixation. More than 90% of the cells responding to pursuit eye 

movements in MT and MST had the eye movement related response starting after 

the onset of the pursuit eye movements (Newsome et al. 1988). This would 

suggest eye motion 'contamination' of response less likely in the analysis period.

For the few trials where fixation was broken before 350 ms post-stimulus 

no clear change in either the response latency or response magnitude was 

observed (see Figures 3.2, 5.2, 6.6, 7.4). Furthermore, as can tdso be seen in these 

Figures, even when eye movements were comparable between two stimuli, only 

one (the preferred) stimulus would give a clear response.

Studies of MST neurons that responded with directional selectivity during 

pursuit eye movements (where there was no stimulus motion on the retina) also 

show clear directional responses to retinal motion when the animal was fixating 

throughout the trial period (stimulus motion but no eye motion). More important 

the preferred directions obtained under pursuit and fixation tasks were coincident 

(Erickson and Thier 1991; Komatsu and Wurtz 1988a; Thier and Erickson 1992). 

Even if the directional selectivity observed in STPa was reflected cell tuning for
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direction of pursuit eye movements the findings in MST suggest that the 

directional selectivity would be the same under stimulus motion with maintained 

fixation.

It is also relevant to note that many cells recorded in MST do not respond 

to self-induced retinal motion produced by eye movements (Erickson and Thier 

1991). Cells in STP receive a direct input from MST, so they may reflect other 

response characteristics of MST cells. Indeed it has been argued that there is a 

trend for cell responses to become less sensitive to self-induced retinal motion at 

higher in the motion processing hierarchy (Erickson and Thier 1991). It has been 

shown that STPa cells responsive to motion (and similar to those reported here) 

tu'e not responsive to equivalent self-induced motion (Hietanen and Perrett 1992). 

If this is the case then the effects of eye movements on measurements of preferred 

directions in STP is likely to be small.

It is also relevant that the receptive field size of cells in STPa is very large 

and typically covering the fovea (Bruce et al. 1981). Similar selectivity for static 

stimuli at different positions within the huge receptive fields has been reported for 

cells in infero-temporal cortex and STPa (Desimone et al 1984; Gross 1992, 

Tovee and Roils 1993). Although the receptive fields for all cells were not 

expressly checked, of those cells which receptive fields were mapped, similar 

positional invaiiance was observed within the STPa. Selectivity for static and 

moving stimuli was maintained to eccentricities of 10-20 degrees either side of 

the fovea (Perrett et al. 1989b; unpublished studies Perrett, Harries and Oram). 

Thus with large receptive fields and positional invariance, difference in eye 

positions (+/-20 degrees) is unlikely to have effected response selectivity in this 

study.

In summai'y these arguments indicate that it is unlikely that the observed 

selectivity for biological motion stimuli was due to eye movements. First, the 

available evidence suggests that cell responses in STPa are generally unrelated to 

eye movements. Second, given the size of STPa cell receptive fields and
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positional invariance, any small variation in eye position would not account for 

differential responses. Third, direct measurements of eye position indicated that 

differences in eye position/velocity across stimulus conditions were indeed small. 

Finally and more importantly there was no consistent relation between eye 

position/velocity and neural responses reported here.

Localization o f recording session.

Frontal and lateral X-radiographs were taken of the position of 

microelectrodes at the end of each recording session.

HISTOLOGICAL AND ANATOMICAL METHODS

After all recording sessions were finished, and any anatomical tracers had 

been administered, the monkey was sacrificed for histological reconstruction of 

recorded cell position and anatomical studies. The methods by which this was 

done can be broken down into 3 stages. These are (i) perfusion fixing and removal 

of the brain, (ii) sectioning and staining of the brain tissue and (iii) the 

reconstruction process itself.

Peffusion, Fixing and Removal o f the Brain

The monkey was given an anti-coagulant (Heparin, 5000 units for every 

1.5 Kg of body weight) then left for approximately 30 minutes to allow the anti

coagulant to pass throughout the body. A ketamine injection (1.0 ml Vetalar) was 

followed by a lethal intravenous injection of barbiturate (Sagatal). The animal was 

assessed to be in a deep coma by the absence of a gabel la reflex (gently tapping 

the eye produced no reflexive closing of the eyelid).

Perfusion was performed trans-cardially, using first a pre-fixative wash to 

flush the blood from the brain, then passing the fixative through the tissue. After
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this, the brain was removed and kept refrigerated in phosphate buffer until 

sectioned and stained. The fixative used was phosphate buffered 4% 

paraformaldehyde, 0.5% giutaldehyde.

In more detail, the animal's thorax was opened to reveal the heart and a 

large bore cannula (internal diameter 2 mm) was inserted into the left ventricle . 

The right atrium was also punctured to allow the exit of the blood / pre-fixative.

After cannula placement the pre-fixative wash (Hartmann’s solution, pre- 

warmed to 37 degrees centigrade) was passed through the animal (approximately 

5 litres of pre-fixative for 5-8 Kg animals) with a centrifugal pump to assist the 

flow. After the pre-fixative wash, the perfusing fluid was changed to the fixative. 

To ensure good fixation of the brain, the perfusing cannula was pushed gently up 

through the left ventricle and into the ascending branch of the aorta. Similar 

quantities of fixative and pre-fixative were used. The brain was then removed 

from the skull using bone cutters and sunk in successively higher concentrations 

(10, 20 and 30%) of sucrose solution or 2% Dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) and 

20% glycerol (Rosene et al. 1986). These solutions were designed to avoid 

freezing artifacts in histology. The durai tissue was left intact and surrounding the 

brain as much as possible. The isolated brain was then placed in 0.1 M phosphate 

buffer and refrigerated prior to the histological work.

Sectioning and Staining

The posterior part of the fixed brain tissue was cut away to leave a stereo- 

taxically vertical (coronal) surface. Immediately prior to sectioning, the fixed 

brain tissue was immersed in pre-cooled isopentane. The temperature of the 

isopentane was maintained between -70 and -90 degrees centigrade using dry ice 

(CO2). The tissue was then mounted in a freezing microtome (Bright Instruments 

Company Ltd) pre-cooled to -30 degrees centigrade. Coronal sections of 25 

microns were talten every 250 microns. During sectioning, photographs were 

taken of the tissue just before a section was taken. With each photograph the
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section number and anterior/posterior position was included, as was a small 

mai'ker of known length (to allow scaling).

Reconstruction

Reconstruction of electrode position was achieved by reference to the 

positions of micro-lesions (10 micro amp DC for 30 s) made at the end of some 

electrode tracks which were subsequently identified using standard histological 

techniques. In 3 monkeys additional markers used in calibration of electrode 

position were provided by micro-injection of anatomical tracers (horseradish 

peroxidase and fluorescent dyes true blue and diamadino yellow) at the site of cell 

recording on 3 recording tracks. For these markers the position of injection, 

recorded in X-radiographs, could be compared to the anatomical location of 

injection revealed through normal or fluorescence microscopy. Further probes 

were inserted into the perfused brain prior to removal from the skull. The position 

of these probes was also recorded with X-radiographs. Two horizontal alignment 

probes were also inserted per hemisphere along the full anterior-posterior extent 

of the brain to allow alignment of each section.

From each frontal and lateral X-radiograph, the electrode tip was 

measured relative to the interaural plane and midline. The position of the 

electi'ode at a known height (25 mm above the interaural plane) was also 

measured. The 3-D trajectory of each track was calculated from these X- 

radiograph coordinates. Cell positions along each track were then mapped onto 

the sections (See Harries & Perrett 1991 for full details). Recently software was 

developed that allowed entry using a mouse of the photographed brain tissue 

sections. These maps were stored on PC and allow the supersition of the electrode 

ti'acks and cell position.

Breakdown o f total number o f cells
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Table 2.1 gives a breakdown of the number of cells recorded from each 

monkey and the number of cells included in each chapter.

Table 2.1 Number of ceils recorded

MONKEY Chapter Number

3 3 6 7+8 9 Total cells recorded

B 0 36 29 64 0 1300

D 22 48 14 30 4 3182

H 9 4 5 9 5 364

J 13 33 34 58 35 1613

TOTAL 44 216 82 161 44 6549

Table 2.1. In addition to the cells shown, 95 cells from money F

were included in the analysis of chapter 5 (directional tuning).

The nature of neurophysiological recordings of the type described in this 

thesis is such that a collaborative effort is required for data collection. My 

collaborators for the work presented here have been D. Perrett, and over the years, 

M. Harries, J. Hietanen, P. Benson, S. Thomas, R. Bevan, H. Ortega, and W. 

Dittrich. I participated in the collection of the data (i.e. in the laboratory) 

approximately half the time with the exception of monkeys F, B and the first third 

of the data from monkey D.

About two thirds of the way through the data collection for monkey D 

(and. for the subsequent monkeys), I wrote the software that was used for data 

collection, analysis and display. The computerization of data collection 

formalized and led to the final design of the testing. Without the data collection 

program the detailed examination of the time course of the neural responses
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would not have been possible. I also wrote the software and entered the brain slice 

data that is used for the histological reconstruction for monkey J.

I have assisted Dave Perrett with 2 operations, and been responsible for 

maintaining anaesthesia in another one (and an observer in another). I have 

performed perfusions and helped with the sectioning of the brain for three 

monkeys.
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CHAPTER 3

THE EFFICIENCY OF THE VENTRAL 
PATHWAY TIME COURSE OF NEURAL 

RESPONSES DISCRIMINATING DIFFERENT 
VIEWS OF THE FACE AND HEAD

(Oram & Perrett, 1992, / . Neurophysioi., 68:70-84)

INTRODUCTION

The response of neurons in the inferior temporal cortex (IT) has been 

associated with the presentation of complex visual stimuli (e.g. Gross et al. 1972;

Schwartz et al. 1983; Desimone et al. 1984; Tanaka et al. 1991). In this region 

and in the anterior superior temporal polysensory area (STPa) of the superior 

temporal sulcus (STS) cell populations appear selectively tuned to visual stimuli 

having biological importance (e.g. faces and hands, Bruce et al. 1981; Bay lis et al.

1985; Rolls 1984; Perrett et al. 1982, 1989, 1991; Kendrick and Baldwin 1987;

Yamane et al. 1988; Hasselmo et al. 1989a,b). The majority of neurophysiological 

studies within the temporal cortex have focused on the visual basis of selectivity 

between different visual patterns. The effects of attention (Richmond and Sato 

1987; Richmond et al, 1983; Moran and Desimone 1985; Sato 1988, 1989; for 

review see Desimone et al. 1990) and short term memory (Fuster 1990; Coburn et 

al. 1990; Riches et al. 1991; Chelazzi et al. 1993) on visual responses have also 

been studied in this area. Little is known about the dynamics of neural responses, 

or the dynamics of the discrimination between responses.

Studies of neural response dynamics have so far been restricted to the way 

the temporal modulation of firing rate over several hundred milliseconds relates to 

the stimulus pattern (Richmond et al. 1987; Richmond and Optican 1987; Optican
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and Richmond 1987; Gawne et al. 1991a,b; McClnrkin et al. 1991a,b) or the 

possible functional role of oscillations (Gray et al. 1989; Engel et al. 1992a,b;

Singer 1990a,b). Different stimulus patterns not only affect the mean dischaige 

rate sampled over an extended period of time but stimulus pattern differences can 

also be related to different temporal patterns of cell activity (e.g. maintained 

activity, a single transient response or two or more oscillating peaks of activity;

Optican and Richmond 1987; McClurkin et al. 1991b; Gawne et al. 1991a).

Recently the results relating the temporal pattern of cell responses to pattern 

differences has been questioned (Tovee et al. 1993), as has the possible role of 

oscillations (Young et al. 1992; Tovee and Rolls 1992; Gho.se and Freeman 1992;

Singer 1993).

Monkeys can be trained to discriminate behaviourally whether or not a 

complex visual pattern has been seen before (i.e. whether it is familiar or novel) 

within 450 ms (Perrett 1981, unpublished thesis). Since cells in the anterior 

thalamus discriminate between novel and familiar visual patterns within 150-200 

ms during performance of this recognition task (Rolls et al. 1982; Perrett 1981, 

unpublished thesis) at least half the reaction time is taken up with the generation 

of motor commands and conti'action of muscles. This indicates complex pattern 

recognition can occur within a short time, even given the sluggish perfomiance of 

the neural computing elements. In such a short time, only a limited number (20- 

30) of processing steps or stages can occur between retinal output and visual 

recognition of stimuli as familiar. Indeed Thorpe and Imbert (1989) have argued 

that perhaps as few as 10 synapses occur between the retinal photo-receptors and 

cells in the STPa which are selectively responsive to the sight of faces.

Recordings of cells from the temporal cortex offer an opportunity to 

examine the time course both of responses per se and of the discrimination 

between responses to different complex visual input patterns. These parameters 

are of interest since they can be compared to the performance predicted by models
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of visual processing, particularly those with networks of neuron-like elements, for 

example parallel distributed processing (PDF) models (see following chapter).

This chapter focuses on whether or not the firing rate of cells, during the 

initial part of the response, exhibits discrimination between visual patterns. This 

issue relates to predictions from PDF models (see following chapter) and is 

orthogonal to whether or not the temporal pattern of discharge over an extended 

time period contains information about the stimulus nature, though, if there were 

no information available to discriminate between stimuli during the initial 

response of cells, then models of processing need to take account of the response 

pattern over extended of periods of time.

METHODS

The single cell recordings were made using standard chronic implant 

techniques (see Perrett et al. 1985, 1991) from 3 awake behaving rhesus monkeys 

[2 male (D,H) weight 7.6 Kg each and 1 female (J) weight 4.8 Kg]. The standard 

behavioural and recording techniques were used.

Stimuli

Up to 8 views of the head in the horizontal plane and a range of control 

objects (matched to the head for approximate size and varying in colour and 

texture) were used. Stimulus presentation was for 1 second after a 0.5 s warning 

tone. The stimuli (heads and control objects) were either real 3-D static 

presentations of an experimenter (or control object), or 2-D slides, or still frames 

on a video disc. Each stimulus was presented 5 or more times in computer 

controlled pseudo-random order. In addition, a "no stimulus' condition was also 

used, where only the LED and wall could be seen. The in ter-trial interval was 

varied between 0.5 and 5 seconds.
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Data analysis

Classification of cells was based on the mean cell response (spikes per 

second) over a period of 250 ms starting 100 ms after stimulus onset. The 

dynamics of neural responses (the subject of the present study) were analysed 

only for cells that were classified as viewer-centred. Briefly, viewer-centred cells 

were defined as those where ANOVA and post-hoc testing (Protected Least 

Significant Difference, PLSD: Snedecor and Cochran 1980) of the responses 

showed at least one view of the head was greater {P < 0.025, 1-tailed test) than 

both spontaneous activity (S/A) and control levels but another head view gave a 

response that was statistically indistinguishable from S/A and/or controls (see 

Perrett et al. 1991 and Appendix).

For each cell, responses to head views were categorized into three groups:

Best (response to the most effective stimuli), the Worst (response to the least 

effective stimuli) and the Mid (producing a response mid way between these). The 

Best, Mid and Worst categories were each defined as a 20% sub-range of the full 

range of responses to different head views tested: Worst = 0-20%, Mid = 40-60% 

and Best = 80-100%. This gave Best and Worst responses for all cells. For some 

cells no head view tested gave a mean response which fell into the Mid range.

Within each category the responses were, therefore, all of a comparable sti'ength 

relative to the cells' maximum and minimum responses. If no evidence were 

found for relationships between the particular stimuli (e.g. view of the head) and 

response characteristics, then each category would contain a set of responses that 

was only determined by their relative strength. This process therefore allows a 

greater number of individual cell responses to be directly compared. Given the 

spai'sity of cells selective for different views of the head (only 5% of visual cells 

in the STS, Perrett et al. 1991: < 1% of all recorded cells), this grouping was 

necessary to allow the analysis of the time course of pattern discrimination in a 

population of cells. This grouping therefore allowed the response levels of
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different relative magnitude to be compared across cells independently of the 

particular pattern preferred by the individual cells.

The responses on different trials (typically 5 or 10) were averaged within 

each response category for each cell (on a bin by bin basis) after aligning the 

recorded stimulus onset times. This created a PSTH for each response category 

for each cell. A number of response measurements were made from these PSTHs 

(see Figure 3.1). In addition to those shown, the mean firing rate of the cell was 

calculated during (a) the pre-stimulus period, (b) the first, second and fifth 100 ms 

of the response after the estimated cell response latency and (c) the period 150 to 

50 ms before the end of the sampling period. This last measure, although not 

linked to the response onset gave an estimate of the final or stable firing rate. The 

estimate of the pre-stimulus activity in each category was taken from the averaged 

trial responses and regarded as the spontaneous activity (S/A). The latency of each 

cell was taken as the first of 3 consecutive time bins where the mean response was 

in excess of the 95% confidence interval of S/A. If more than one category (Best,

Mid or Worst) for a particular cell gave a different latency estimate, the shortest 

was taken as the cell response latency.

A sliding average of a 3 bin window (nominally 15 ms) was used to 

estimate all other measures of activity and response time course (see Figure 3.1).

The centre bin of the sliding window was used to define the time at which spike 

frequency values reached given criteria.

The values of the firing rate measurements were expressed as the rate 

above S/A and then a further 9 parameters were calculated. For the four 100 ms 

sample periods, the firing rates were expressed as a percentage of the peak 

response. The discrimination between the Best and Worst categories was also 

calculated for the peak response as well as over the four 100 ms samples. The 

discrimination was expressed as 100 * (Rg - R\y) / Rg, where Rg is the mean 

response level above S/A in the Best response category and Ry  ̂ is the mean
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response level above S/A in the Worst response category. If the Best response was 

within 1 spike per second of S/A the discrimination measure was not calculated.

Population response> PSTH profiles in the Best, Mid and Worst response 

categories for the entire population of sampled cells were obtained first (1) by 

normalizing the response magnitude of each cell to the magnitude of the 

difference between the peak response (measured over 5 ms) of the Best category 

and S/A, then (2) averaging response rate in each time bin across all cells and 

finally (3) renormalizing as step (1). This procedure meant that each cell 

contributed equally to the population estimate.

Average Cell response. For each cell the Best, Mid and Worst responses 

were shifted by the difference between the cell's estimated response latency and 

100 ms. This allowed the responses of different cells to be synchronized to 

provide an estimate of the time course of the 3 levels of response of an Average 

Cell.

To determine the statistical efficiency of discrimination between different 

stimulus categories, the responses in each time bin to each of the three response 

categories were taken from all contributing cells and subjected to a 2-way 

ANOVA, with response category being a fixed factor and cell a random factor.

For this analysis, only data collected with the same bin size (5.2 ms) were used.

Firing rates above S/A of each response category for each cell were used without 

normalizing the magnitude of response. This reduces the potential problem of 

having unequal variance between the three categories. For example, if all the 

individual cells reached peak response magnitude of the Best category in the same 

time bin, then normalization would lead to all values in the Best category for that 

bin having value unity with zero variance. Discrimination analysis was also 

performed using transformed data to correct for the standard deviation being 

proportional to the mean (logarithmic transform), and for the variance being 

proportional to the mean (square root transform). The F ratio for each time bin
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was taken as a measure of discrimination between stimuli of different degrees of 

effectiveness that the population or Average Cell showed over that time period.

RESULTS

110 cells were classified as having selective viewer-centred responses to 

the sight of the head. This was approximately 5% of the total number of cells 

recorded in the STS upper bank (Perrett et al. 1991). Data were available in a 

suitable form for analysis of response time course for 44 of these cells (22 from 

iTionkey D, 9 from H and 13 from J).

To investigate the possibility of differences in the response measures 

between monkeys, 1-way ANOVAs were performed on all parameters listed in 

Table 3.1. The results indicated no significant difference between monkeys for all 

parameters (P > 0.17, all comparisons). Parameter measurements for individual 

cells were therefore pooled across monkeys.

All cells contributed to the Best and Worst estimates of the population 

response but 16 cells were not tested with a view of the head that gave a response 

in the Mid range. The comparisons made between the Best, Mid and Worst 

categories were therefore performed using data from 28 cells, of which 22 had a 

bin size of 5.2 ms.

Eve movements

Fixation patterns were found to be similar independent of the stimulus 

used. The subjects showed good fixation of the LED position, starting before 

stimulus onset and lasting some 400-500 ms post-stimulus onset (Figure 3.2). 

Neuronal responses to an effective stimulus were comparable across repeated 

presentations (Figure 3.2a) but were absent to presentations of a non-effective
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Table 3.1

(a) Summarv of Best Category Response Parameters

Parameter MEAN RANGE N
Timing

Latency (ms) 119.05 69.2 to 212.8 44
Rise Time (ms) 58.16 4.8 to 239.2& 44

1/2 Fall Time (ms) 40.00 20.8 to 93.6 44
Decay Time (ms) 93.44 20.8 to 525.2 4 3 B

Duration (ms) 112.46 14.4 to 561.6 4 3 B

Firing Rates
S/A (Spikes/Sec) 8.62 0.3 to 23.6 44

Peak (Spikes/Sec) 115.13 51.3 to 256.4 44
1st 100ms (Spikes/Sec) 66.88 24.3 to 135.4 44
2nd 100ms (Spikes/Sec) 48.10 2 . 0 to 114.6 44
5th 100ms (Spikes/Sec) 28.46 7.9 to 91.1 44
End 100ms (Spikes/Sec) 24.73 6.0 to 98.2 44

Normalized Response Magnitudes^
1st 100ms : Peak { % ) 54.30 28.5 to 72.8 44
2nd 100ms : Peak { % ) 38.00 0 . 0 to 72.3 44
5th 100ms : Peak { % ) 18.75 1.2 to 51.4 44
End 100ms ; Peak { % ) 15.08 -2.4 to 51.5 44

fb) Summary of Discrimination Measures KBest - Worst) / (Best-SA)l

Peak Disc { % ) 61.03 3 . 0 to 106.0 44
1st 100ms Disc (%) 72.55 7 . 8 to 116.2 44
2nd 100ms Disc { % ) 86.65 21.9 to 166.0 4 3 D
5th 100ms Disc { % ) 83.77 -170.0 to 200.0 4 4 E
End 100ms Disc (%) 66.01 -280.0 to 268.4 42D, E

^T he longest rise time seen (239.2 ms) was exceptional, the next two longest being 182.0 ms 
and 140.4 ms. ®For one cell decay time and duration measures were greater than the sample 
period. ^Normalized response magnitudes were calculated as (Firing rate - S/A) / (Peak - S/A). 
^Discrimination measures were not calculated if the Best response level was within 0.1 
spikes/second of S/A. ^Negative discrimination measures resulted when the firing rate in the
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Worst category was greater than the Best, or in 1 case (End 100ms discrimination), when the 
Best firing rate was less than S/A but greater than the Worst firing rate.
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stimulus (Figure 3.2b). The similarity of the eye position during trials to both 

stimulus types shows that the responses were stimulus driven and not due to 

differences in fixation patterns.

Relationship between response and view

The visual properties of the head vary between different views. For 

instance the back view can be thought of as an almost uniform blob (with low 

spatial frequency) with details of the hair texture (with high spatial frequency), 

whereas the face view has more visual components (e.g. eyes, nose, mouth, 

hairline etc) and has a greater range of spatial frequencies. Low and high spatial 

frequency information is carried by different populations of cells in early visual 

processing. A check was therefore made as to whether any correlation was present 

between the cell's most effective view of the head and any of the response 

pai'ameters measured. The most effective view was determined by regression of a 

second order cardioid equation on the responses to all views tested (see Perrett et 

al. 1991 for details). The resulting angle estimates were expressed as degrees of 

rotation away from full face view, independent of direction of rotation (i.e. left 

and right profile = 90 degrees).

No correlation was found between the most effective view and any of the 

response parameters. This lack of correlation was found to be the case for all three 

response categories. A similar lack of reliable correlation was found when the 

angle of rotation was measured from profile views. The absence of systematic 

variation of response time course, response magnitude and discrimination 

measures with view indicates that the dynamics of response are similar for cells 

selective for different head views.

Time-course o f response to effective stimuli

The measured response parameters for the Best category of response are 

listed in Table 3.1. The response of the cell population showed a very rapid and
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Table 3.2

Comparison of the Best. Mid and Worst categories of response
Parameter Best Mid Worst F df P

Timing (ms)
Latency 1 1 1 . 2 120.4 127.7 1.195 2/22 0.322

Rise Time 52.8 64.4 32.6 2.827 2/48 0.069
1/2 Fall Time 40.6 30.3 24.1 7.512 2/46 0.002

Decay Time 83.6 36.5 26.1 18.424 2/44 0.000
Duration 128.6 63.3 50.6 5.501 2/20 0.012

Firing Rates (Spikes/S)
S/A 9.4 8.9 9.3 0.203 2/54 0.817

(2.9 2.7 2.9 0.989 2/54 0.378)
Peak 115.8 82.4 51.2 84.793 2/54 0.000

(10.6 8.8 6.7 85.730 2/54 0.000)
1st 100ms 66.1 43.6 24.3 78.281 2/54 0.000

(7.9 6.4 4.6 107.173 2/54 0.000)
2nd 100ms 45.1 31.8 16.0 51.300 2/54 0.000

(6.4 5.3 3 . 7 71.084 2/54 0.000)
5th 100ms 27.7 19.7 13.1 16.977 2/54 0.000

(5.1 4.2 3.2 19.577 2/54 0.000)
End 10 0ms 25.6 18.1 12.4 11.913 2/54 0.000

(4.8 4 .1 3.2 17.416 2/54 0.000)

Normalized to Peak Response Magnitudes (%)
1st 100ms 53.3 47.0 34.1 7.940 2/54 0.001
2nd 100ms 34.7 33.2 13.5 9.619 2/54 0.000
5th 100ms 17.7 14.5 7.7 2.629 2/54 0.081
End 100ms 15.0 13.9 4.8 2.847 2/54 0.067

Means for each parameter under each category are listed, with the resulting variance ratio 
(F), degrees of freedom (d.f.) and the probability (p) of the values being statistically the 
same. For firing rates, the analysis was also carried out using square l oot transform of the 
data (values in parentheses). S/A, spontaneous activity.
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clear increase in firing rate to the preferred views, followed by a slower decline in 

firing rate. Evidence of the rise and fall in firing rate during the response was seen 

for all cells. The rapid rise in firing rate was a feature across most cells (rise time 

ranging from 5 to 239 ms, mean 58 ms). For some cells the decay of firing rate 

was very rapid and complete, the initial part of the response being a short, intense, 

transitory burst. Such transient activity is illustrated for one cell in Figure 3.3a.

After the initial peak in firing rate, the response rate of this cell remained slightly 

increased over the S/A for the duration of the stimulus presentation. Most cells 

showed a slower rate of response decay but still showed evidence of an initial 

transient burst (e.g. Figure 3.3b). A gradation of decay time course between these 

two examples was found (decay time ranging from 21 to 525 ms). All cells 

showed evidence of a response maintained above spontaneous activity up to the 

end of the sampling period.

Best. Mid and Worst cateaorv responses

Comparison of the responses to three sets of stimuli with different 

effectiveness allows the time course of discrimination in cell responses to 

different head views to be defined. As already noted, the Best responses show an 

initial burst and decay to a steady value which is greater than the pre-stimulus 

activity.

In contrast there was a greater variety in shape of the Worst response. 

Some cells showed no response at all to these stimuli. The most frequent pattern 

was a transient response similar in shape to the Best category but greatly reduced 

in magnitude. Only a few cells showed evidence of inhibition to the Worst view 

in the eai'ly part of response (i.e. within 100 ms of the latency estimate of the Best 

response, see Figure 3.4a).

Since the Worst category actually contained a range of response 

magnitudes for each cell (0-20 % of response range to different head views) any
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sign of inhibition might have been masked by averaging together weak excitatory 

responses with inhibitory responses. The data were therefore re-analysed using 

only trials with the one (least effective) view of the head that produced the lowest 

response. Expressing the firing rates relative to S/A, the peak firing rate to the 

least effective view tested for the 44 cells was substantially above S/A (mean =

51.8, S.E.M. = 4.78, range -1.7 to 125). The mean firing rate was also greater 

than S/A during the first 100 ms of the response (mean 15.7, S.E.M. = 2.71, range 

-3.5 to 68.7) and during the second 100 ms of the response (mean = 5.51, S.E.M.

= 1.77, range = -12.3 to 40.5). During the fifth 100 ms period of response and the 

final 100 ms of the sample period, the mean firing rates were statistically 

indistinguishable from S/A (fifth 100 ms period: mean = 3.9, S.E.M. = 1.87, 

range = -17.6 to 48.6; final 100 ms period: mean = 3.75, S.E.M. = 1.64, range = - 

7.8 to 42.5).

Although the population mean firing rate to the least effective view was 

never significantly below S/A, the negative firing rates indicate that inhibition 

was potentially present for some cells. Due to the low S/A of these cells (mean =

9 spikes/s), statistical detection of inhibition for any one cell was unlikely. This 

would be especially true if any inhibition was achieved by mechanisms similar to 

that described in the cat VI (Douglas and Martin 1991), where inhibition acts to 

stop re-excitation from other cortical neurons. The number of cells showing a 

firing rate numerically below S/A was 1 during the peak estimate, 6 during the 

first 100 ms of response, 16 during the second, 18 during the fifth and 19 during 

the final 100 ms period examined. Cells responding at rates numerically less than 

S/A may not reflect real differences from S/A and may simply be due to sampling 

error. This was probable for several of the cells enumerated above, since 

differences were often small (0.1 - 2.0 spikes per second). A more detailed 

examination of possible inhibition or suppressive effects is given later.

The time course and response amplitude parameters were compared across 

the different categories of response using a 2-way ANOVA analysis for the 22
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cells where head views were tested that fell into all three categories of response.

The results of the comparisons between the three categories of responses are 

shown in Table 3.2. Not surprisingly, the average firing rate was significantly 

different across the three response categories during the early part of response. It 

is more notable that the response differences are maintained throughout the 

sample period (for at least 800 ms after response onset).

The latency and rise time of the responses did not vary across response 

category. [This suggests that the information about the different types of stimulus 

(head views) arrives at the same time and has a similar temporal distribution.]

The nature of the decay from the peak firing rate to the steady state firing 

rate does, however, show a significant difference between the response categories.

Post-hoc testing indicates that the 1/2 fall time of the Best response was 

significantly longer than that for the Mid or Worst categories of response {P <

0.02 Best vs Mid; P < 0.0005, Best vs Worst). A different rate of response decay 

was also indicated in two other measures. The decay time (time from the peak of 

the response to a 3 time bin mean where the response is statistically equal to S/A) 

was also different across categories (Best > Mid, Worst, P < 0.0005 each 

comparison), as was the response duration (time from response onset to a 5 ms bin 

where response equals S/A, P < 0.005 each comparison).

Further evidence for different rates of decay during the early part of the 

response (100-300 ms post-stimulus) is apparent in Table 3.3 from the 

comparison of normalized response magnitude (expressed as a percentage of the 

peak response in each category). This latter calculation shows that the rate of 

decline is not linearly related to the peak response rate. It is progressively faster 

for lower peak rates. This is consistent with a winner-take-all type of network 

with competitive inhibition between network nodes.

Time course o f relative response magnitudes
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As already noted there was little sign of inhibition to sub-optimal stimuli 

within the cell population. Given that there was some evidence (e.g. Figure 3.4a), 

a closer examination was performed by comparing the relative magnitude of 

responses to Best and Worst response categories. This comparison can potentially 

reveal suppressive effects on cells responding sub-optimal 1 y even if the 

suppression does not result in inhibition relative to S/A. Such suppressive effects 

could derive from a variety of sources including competitive inhibition from cells 

responding optimally.

Figure 3.4a shows a peri-stimulus time histogram of the response of one 

cell to the Worst category stimuli. The cell latency was estimated as 100 ms from 

the Best category response. Note there is an initial rise in firing rate lasting some 

20 to 25 ms, with inhibition becoming evident some 40 ms after the cell's latency 

to effective stimuli. This cell was exceptional both in showing clear inhibition and 

in showing inhibition shortly after response onset. This pattern of a small, short 

duration excitatory peak was typical of responses to the Worst category, even in 

cells that showed evidence of inhibition. Inhibition, when seen, was typically 60 - 

150 ms after the estimated response latency.

The magnitude of the response in the Worst category is expressed relative 

to the response in the Best category in Figure 3.4b. The only systematic reduction 

in the relative response apparent at the 5 ms time bin resolution (thin line) occurs 

80 ms after response onset. The decrease in relative response magnitude of the 

Worst category between the first and second 80 ms periods is highly significant 

(t[29j = 4,39, P < 0.0005). To emphasize this decrease, the graph also plots 

relative firing in 80 ms time bins (thick line). This analysis does not indicate the 

presence of competitive inhibition between cells analyzing different perspective 

views of the head in the STPa during the early part of their response. Late 

inhibition was also apparent in the decay of the response, which was significantly 

faster for weaker response categories (Table 2).
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Vogels and Orbaii (1991) showed that the variability of neural responses 

in primate VI increased with time lapsed from response onset. Similarly the 

variability in firing rate of STPa cells assessed with small time bins (thin line) 

appears to increase with time. This the increase is not apparent in the initial stages 

of the response but develops slowly over hundreds of milliseconds. Thus any 

eai'ly discrimination seen within 100 ms of response onset is not due to low 

response variability allowing statistical detection of a small relative difference in 

firing rates. During the early part of response (first 100 ms), firing rate is high, 

discrimination is clear (Figure 3.6) and variability is low (Figure 3.4). During the 

late part of response, firing rate is lower, discrimination is poor and variability is 

high.

Population response

For the 22 cells with a 5.2 ms time bin found to produce a response in 

each of the three response categories the amplitude normalized responses (S/A = 

0%, Pealc from Best = 100%) were averaged by response category to produce the 

population PSTH response profiles (Figure 3.5a). The parameters as measured for 

the population responses are shown in Table 3.3a. The increased rise time and 1/2 

fall time compared with the mean of the individual cells can be explained in part 

by the differing response latencies and in part by the reduced variability of firing 

rate (assessed on a 5 ms basis) when responses are averaged over cells.

A 2-way ANOVA (fixed factor = response category, random factor = the 

22 cells) was performed between the three categories of response each of the 250 

time bins. The resulting F ratio values, where the rank ordering of the responses 

was Best > Mid > Worst, are plotted against time in Figure 3.5b. The 

discrimination between stimuli achieves statistically very reliable and stable levels 

at 116 ms after stimulus onset. The latency of response of this cell population 

(n=22) occurs 90 ms after stimulus onset.
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Table 3.3

Parameter Values of the Population and Average Cell Responses

(a) Population (b) Average Cell
Parameter Best Mid Worst Best Mid Worst

Timing (ms)

Latency 95.2 90.0 105 . 6 100.4 100.4 105 . 6
Rise Time 62.4 36.4 31.2 57.2 31.2 36.4

1/2 fall Time 119.6 166.4 46.8 130.0 140. 4 52.0
Decay Time 842.4 603.2 57.2 842.4 306.8 57.2

Duration 904.8 639.6 88.4 899.6 338.0 93.6

Firing Rate (%)'*

Peak 95.6 56.4 32.4 89.8 53.3 32.7
1st 100ms 69.8 37.6 20.5 72.5 41.8 21.2
2nd 100ms 58.1 36.8 10.9 53.7 33.4 1 0 .6

5th 100ms 23.9 14.4 4.9 24.7 13.4 4.7
Last 100ms 22.8 12 . 5 4.6 23.5 11.7 5 . 6

Normalized to Peak Response Magnitudes ( % )

1st 100ms 73.0 66.7 63.3 80.7 78.4 64.8
2nd 10 0ms 60.8 65.2 33.6 59.8 62.7 32.4
5th 100ms 25.0 25.5 15 .1 27.5 25.1 14 . 4

Last 100ms 23.8 22.1 14.2 26.2 22.0 17.1

Values of response parameters for 3 levels of stimulus effectiveness are listed for (a) the cell 
population and (b) the Average Cell after synchronisataion of response onsets. '"The normalization 
of firing rates set S/A = 0 and peak for each cell to 100. The values are expressed as percentage of 
the maximum possible firing rate (100).
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A more accurate estimate of the population latency was obtained by 

examining the responses of all cells selective for head views (n=44). The latency 

of this ku'ger cell population was 80 ms, with discrimination between Best and 

Worst occurring at 95 ms.

Average Cell response

Figure 3.6a shows the average response from the 22 cells (each with three 

response categories measured), after synchronization of response onsets to 100 ms 

post-stimulus. It should be noted that the method of response onset 

synchronization was performed per cell and not per response category for each 

cell. Thus in principle the different categories of response could occur at different 

latencies in the Average Cell assessment. The Best, Mid and Worst responses, 

however, occur at the same latency. As can be seen, the shape obtained is 

'qualitatively similar to the population PSTH profiles, except for a faster rise time. 

The response parameters measured from these PSTH profiles are shown in Table 

3Jib.

It is important to note that the latency of onset for each of the three levels 

of response that has been detected for the data combined from 22 cells does not 

occur in advance of 100 ms. With a conservative latency assessment a small 

(possibly indiscriminate) response might have started in advance of the detected 

response onset. This would become evident in the average.

Discrimination between different levels of response and hence different 

types of stimuli was analysed by ANOVA of firing rate in different time bins 

across the 22 cells. This statistical evaluation of the discrimination is illustrated in 

Figure 3.6b. It is apparent that cells on average discriminate at statistically 

significant levels within the first 5 ms of response onset.

Variance in firing rate can be correlated with the response strength 

(Vogels and Orb an 1991). A suitable transformation [(firing rate + 1)1/%,
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100 * (Best response - W orst response) /  (Best response - S /A ). There was no 

significant correlation between the two measures (>'[4 2 ] =  0 .169 , P  >  0 .25),
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Snedecor and Cochran 1980] was performed to allow for this relationship, or a 

Poisson distribution underlying firing rate, which might invalidate ANOVA 

assessment of discrimination. This showed significance within the first 5 ms of 

response (F[2,42] = 5.746, P = 0.006). To control for the mean firing rate being 

proportional to the standard deviation, ANOVA was also performed on response 

rates in each time bin using the natural logarithm of firing. Discrimination was 

still evident within 5.0 ms of response onset, (F^ 42] = 4.871, P = 0.012).

Relation o f response and latency

In deriving the time course of responses for the Average Cell the 

synchronization of the onset of response of the different cells to the same moment 

in time could potentially obscure a slow time course of discrimination within a 

sub-population of cells. Cells with long latency but quickly discriminating 

responses could, in principle, mask the responses of cells with early response 

latency but slow discrimination. This potential artifact, however, does not appear 

to be a problem with the sample of cells studied here because latency was not 

found to correlate with any of the discrimination parameters (see Table 3.4). The 

lack of correlation between latency and discrimination confirms that good 

discrimination of static head views is seen in both cells with early responses and 

cells with late responses (Figure 3.7).

To examine the relation between response and latency further, the 

responses of 6 cells with the shortest latency were compared to those of 6 cells 

with the longest latencies and to 6 cells with mid range latencies. The 6 cells with 

eai'ly latencies exhibited slightly higher peak firing rates in both the Best and 

Worst category response than cells with mid or long latencies. This is reflected in 

the negative correlation of peak response magnitude (peak - S/A) with latency 

(Best category: i'[42] = -0.366, P = 0.015; Worst category: = -0.625, P =

0.003) and over the first 100 ms of the response (Best category: i'j42] = -0.411, P 

-  0.006; Worst category: i*|}g| = -0.557, P = 0.011). For each of the 3 sub-
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Table 3.4

Parameter Correlations with Latency

Timing
Parameter r d.f. P

Rise Time (ms) -0.177 42 0.2511
1/2 Fall Time (ms) -0.123 42 0.4255

Decay Time (ms) -0.021 41 0.8937
Duration (ms) -0.099 41 0.5264

lates
S/A (Spikes/s) -0.272 42 0.0739

Peak (Spikes/s) -0.360 42 0.0164
1st 100ms (Spikes/s) -0.409 42 0.0058
2nd 100ms (Spikes/s) -0.247 42 0.1053
5th 100ms (Spikes/s) -0.254 42 0.0963
End 100ms (Spikes/s) -0.208 42 0.1756

Normalized Response Magnitudes
1st 100ms ; Peak (%) -0.289 42 0.0574
2nd 100ms ; Peak (%) -0.071 42 0.6462
5th 100ms : Peak (%) -0.033 42 0.8320
End 10 0ms : Peak (%) 0 . Oil 42 0.9435

Discrimination Measures
Peak Disc (%) 0.156 42 0.3107

1st 100ms Disc (%) 0.169 42 0.2741
2nd 100ms Disc (%) -0.112 41 0.4758
5th 100ms Disc (%) 0.076 41 0.6297
End 10 0ms Disc (%) 0 .101 40 0.5226

The correlation coefficient (r), degrees of freedom (d.f.) and probability are listed 

for each parameter. S/A, spontaneous activity.
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populations (short, mid and long latencies) time synchronization of response 

onsets indicated immediate discrimination between Best and Worst responses 

within 5 ms of response onset (for the 6 cells with the shortest latency =

12.78, P -  0.016). Thus while discrimination was evident at the onset of response 

for all cells, those with short latencies gave larger absolute responses to less 

effective stimuli.

DISCUSSION

Response properties to effective stimuli

The most striking aspect of the STPa cells' responses was the initial 

transient burst of activity. After this burst, firing rate decays gradually to 

approximately 15% of its peak rate. The response magnitude of individual 

neurons to effective stimuli was large, typically reaching 100 spikes per second 

above spontaneous activity within 50 ms of response onset. Almost half of this 

increase in firing rate is reached in the first 5 ms of the response. Indeed the 

stimulus presentation control techniques may have artificially slowed or smeared 

the initial rise phase since the stimulus presentation hardware had a rise time of 15 

ms. This rapid increase of neural activity was not predicted from PDF models 

utilising lateral inhibition or feed-back loops.

The very rapid rise suggests that a lai'ge number of input synapses to STPa 

cells are active during this short period. It has recently been suggested that 

typically 5 or more near-simultaneously active synapses are required to generate a 

single spike in temporal cortex (Cochin et al. 1991). This provides a lower bound 

on the number of active pre-synaptic cells. Under normal circumstances more 

might be required, since each synaptic relay in the pathway leading to activation 

of the recorded cell would tend to decrease the tightness of the timing. Indeed the
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mean estimate of the number of pre-synaptic spikes to activate a post-synaptic cell 

was 39 (Cochin et al. 1991).

The rapid rise of activity following response onset is consistent with the 

importance of the first or first few spikes to coding (Thorpe and Imbert 1989).

Civen the exacting time constiaints of processing (see later), information must be 

passed on to the next stage on the basis of this initial activity.

Response differences behveen Best. Mid and Worst catei^ories

Following the initial transient peak of activity, the rate of decay (as 

measured by Duration, Half-fall and Decay parameters) was found to vary across 

the category of response. The decline was progressively faster for less effective 

stimuli. As the difference in decay rate was found in most cells (38/44, 86%), it 

suggests that this reflects a general property of the neural responses in temporal 

cortex.

The between-category differences in response decay could reflect 

interactions between STPa cells, feed-back loops involving later or earlier 

processing stages, or interactions between cells in earlier stages. It should be 

stressed, however, that there was no evidence for inhibitory interactions during 

the first 80 ms of response.

Temporal resolution o f the analysis

The analysis of the neural responses was performed using 4.8, 5.0 and 5,2 

ms bin sizes. These allowed separation of single spikes up to frequencies of 208, 

200 and 192 spikes per second respectively. The mean peak firing rate of the 

population was 115 spikes per second and the maximum mean peak firing rate 

observed in any one neuron was 256 spikes per second. The dynamics of the
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neural responses have therefore been analysed at a temporal resolution matched to 

the spike frequency exhibited by the cells studied.

The temporal resolution also matches that for synaptic transmission.

Allowing for EPSP summation where appropriate (see Miles and Wong 1986;

Walmsey and Stuklis 1989; Miles 1990), estimated minimum transmission times 

are, for guinea-pig hippocampal neurons, 2.9 ms (Miles, 1990), 7.3 ms (Sayer et 

al. 1990) and 12 ms (Miles and Wong 1986). In rat VI, Mason et al. (1991) report 

a mean of 2.5 ms for transmission between neurons separated by only 140 jam. 

Transmission between cat VI layers involves lags of at least 5 ms (Best et al.

1986; Maunsell and Gibson 1992). Transmission between VI and superior 

collicLilus is at least 4.6 ms based on antidromic spike propagation from the 

primate superior colliculus to VI (Findlay et al. 1976).

Time estimates depend on the proximity of neurons and the difference 

between the post-synaptic cell's resting and threshold potentials. It is likely, 

however, that 5 ms will elapse between detection of an impulse in the soma of an 

input neuron and impulse generation in a second target neuron in a different brain 

area. Transfer of activity between cells within the same area might be slightly 

quicker (say 4 ms) because of the greater cell proximity. The responses and 

discrimination measures between stimulus patterns has thus been calculated at a 

time scale that is fine enough to separate individual units of processing (action 

potentials).

The time course o f  discrimination

The method adopted to establish a measure of discrimination is similar to 

the pattern model of Geisler and colleagues (1991) but does not assume an Ideal 

observer' which extracts all available information (c.f. Geisler et al. 1991): rather 

the assumption is only that the firing rate of pre-synaptic neurons gives a degree 

of certainty about the stimulus meaning (Barlow 1972, 1985).
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Discrimination in the population response (Figure 3.4b) occurred some 20 

ms after the response onset. This delayed discrimination arose because assessment 

of the population response was made with cells with a variety of onset latencies.

As response latency itself did not correlate with the quality of initial 

discrimination (i.e. both short and long latency cells exhibited good initial 

discrimination), the dynamics of the Average Cell discrimination was calculated.

This showed discrimination between response categories within 5 ms of response 

onset. With a very large cell population discrimination would take place at the 

population latency. Indeed, the six cells with a sub-population latency of 70 ms 

discriminated head views within 5 ms response onset. Thus, discrimination 

between head views in the STPa occurs as early as 70 ms after stimulus 

presentation.

The emphasis that discrimination between input patterns is possible within 

the first 5 ms of the response, this claim does not deny the possibility that the 

quality (statistical reliability) of discrimination increases over time. Indeed, using 

5 ms time windows, a trend for increased significance of discrimination can be 

seen over the early part of the response of the Average Cell (Figure 3.5b). The 

peak variance ratio (F[2.42] = 21.1, P < 0.0001) was obtained some 80 ms after 

response onset.

It has been proposed that the temporal changes in individual neural 

responses occurring over hundreds of milliseconds contain information about the 

stimulus pattern (Richmond et al. 1987; Richmond and Optican 1987; Optican 

and Richmond 1987; McClurkin et al. 1991a,b; Gawne et al. 1991a,b; Eskandar et 

al. 1992a,b). Such temporal coding of firing rate is independent of the dynamics 

of cell responses studied here. Further, the results of Richmond and Optican have 

recently been questioned by Tovee and Rolls (1993), who found that using a 

similar, but more appropriate correction for small sample size, most information 

is coded by neuronal firing rate and relatively little information Is coded in the 

temporal pattern of discharge. The study of Tovee and Rolls (1993) also shows
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that most (84%) of the information within the neural firing is available within the 

first 50 ms of the response, and indeed a substantial amount (44%) is present 

within the first 20 ms of the response.

Similarly, a number of studies have speculated that temporally coherent 

oscillations of firing within cell populations may code information about the 

nature of stimuli (e.g.. Gray et al. 1989; Engel et al. 1992; Singer et al. 1990a,b).

The role of such oscillations is, however, unclear in primate cortex (Young et al.

1992; Tovee and Rolls 1992; Ki’eiter and Singer 1992) and still debated (see 

Young et al. 1992; Singer et al. 1992). This study has not focussed on whether 

information about stimulus form can be derived from the temporal pattern of 

response over an extended period of time; rather it has addressed the issue of the 

latency at which the response of a cell discriminates between image patterns at a 

statistically reliable level.

The conclusions about the presence of discriminatory activity as soon as 

the response commences do not contradict claims that additional information is 

present in the temporal pattern of discharge (although no investigators have 

suggested how this information could be reliably transmitted to other cells).

Temporal codes over long time scales may well have a role in or reflect processes 

involved in, pattern recognition (e.g. they could reflect top-down guidance of 

processing). Such slow time course effects, however, do not appear to have a role 

in the initial discrimination of patterns which is achieved extremely quickly.

Several detailed models of cortical visual processing predict that cells in 

visual cortex should initially exhibit broad tuning, with .selectivity increasing over 

time (e.g. Krone et al. 1986; von Seel en et al. 1987; Rybak et al. 1991). Indeed, 

there is evidence for the role of lateral inhibition in tightening the orientation 

tuning curves of some VI cells (Sillito 1975a,b; Berman et al. 1991; Hata et al.

1991; Best et al. 1986).

However, recent reports indicate very rapid pattern discrimination (present 

from response onset) in the visual cortex, even for early latency cells (Trotter et
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al. 1989; Vogels and Orban 1991; Thorpe et al. 1989; Douglas et al. 1991;

Knieiim and Van Essen 1992; Li et al. 1993; Miller et al. 1993). This is perhaps 

not surprising as many features of simple cells can be accounted for by the 

afferent input from the LGN (Chapman et al. 1991; Worgotter and Holt 1991;

Worgotter and Koch 1991; Reid et al. 1991). The finding that the highly non

linear response properties of many VI cells can also be predicted from feed

forward networks (Lehky et al. 1992) is also encouraging.

It is unlikely that the rapid discrimination seen in the STPa cells studied 

here was due either to lateral inhibition or feedback influences. Lateral 

interactions would require one synaptic relay (4-5 ms) before their effects can be 

seen (see following chapter for detailed discussion). If discrimination depended 

on lateral inhibition then it should be weak in the first time bin (5 ms) and 

improve thereafter. Discrimination was, however, strong within the first 5 ms of 

response, with no evidence of relative suppression of weaker response until some 

80 ms after the response onset (Fig 3). The present analysis does not, however, 

exclude a role for lateral influences of an excitatory nature. Feed-back loops 

require a minimum of 2 synaptic relays (9-10 ms). If discrimination depended 

upon feedback, discrimination would not be evident within 5 ms.

It is possible that lateral connections and feed-back loops located at earlier 

stages of processing are "thresholded", and this "cleaned up" information passed 

to STPa cells. With such an operation, one would expect input from effective 

stimuli to reach the threshold earlier than those to less effective stimuli (Thorpe 

1990). This would lead to increased response latency and rise time for poorer 

responses. Statistically this was not found (Tables 2 and 3b).

Thus, rapid pattern discrimination at the neural level may be evident at 

early stages of visual analysis in striate cortex and, as shown in this study, is 

apparent in the temporal cortex. These empirical observations lie in contrast to the 

performance of many models employing artificial neural elements (see chapter 2), 

though some do show rapid discrimination between input patterns, especially
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when operation relies on feed-forward connections (e.g. Foldiak 1990; Grossberg

1987).

Role o f attention in encoding stimulus properties

It could be argued that the rapidity of cell response (< 90 ms) and 

discrimination between complex patterns (< 5 ms) observed were due to the 

experimental subject Teaming to expect' a small number of testing stimuli and 

paying preferential attention to relatively simple visual cues. The mechanisms by 

which this could be implemented are not clear but might involve "pre-facilitation' 

or ^pre-inhibition' to enhance sensitivity to the relevant cues.

There are two points to be made with respect to this issue. First, a very 

large set of stimuli (> 300) was used for examining responses to visual 

information about the head and body. Each block of trials consisted of head 

views, control and blank stimuli presented in random order. Within each block, 

control stimuli were randomly selected from a large set (>100) of different views 

of different objects. Thus, there wer'e no predictable visual cues that could be 

'pre-selected'.

Second, the subjects performed a behavioural task (LED colour 

discrimination) during presentation of test visual stimuli. Perfomiance in this task 

was > 80% correct, with reaction times less than 500 ms. The subject could obtain 

multiple rewards (licks) only if the discrimination of LED colour was performed 

at these fast reaction times. Objective measur-es of eye position showed that 

fixation patterns could not account for differences in neur al responses to different 

stimuli (Figure 3.2). Eye movements by themselves are not per se a good 

indicator of attention and the head view stimuli were not used as disciminanda. In 

the behavioural task used, however, the subject had no restrictions on eye 

movements. Thus it is likely that the fixation point at any time was a good 

indicator of the subject's focus of attention. It seems reasonable to assume that any
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'pre-selection' of visual cues was therefore directed more to the colour of the LED 

than to simple visual cues related to the test stimuli, since the test stimuli were 

themselves irrelevant to task performance.

The use of a warning tone just prior to stimulus presentation can suppress 

cell pre-stimulus activity of cells in IT cortex (Sato et al. 1980). Relatively minor 

effects on the amplitude of STPa and IT cell responses have been observed from 

paradigms using a second concurrent visual stimulus or fixation spot; these 

include both decreases (Richmond et al. 1983) and increases in response rate 

(Moran and Desimone 1985; Richmond and Sato 1987; Sato 1988; Fuster 1990).

As these studies did not report changes in response latency, it seems likely that 

attention in the behavioural task, which was to an LED and not the test stimuli, 

may have caused a slight decrease in response magnitude to the test stimuli but no 

other effects.

Pattern ambiguity and rate o f discrimination

Models using feed-back loops exhibit particularly slow discrimination 

when two input patterns are ambiguous. It is relevant therefore to consider the 

extent to which different head views constitute similar input patterns. The cells in 

the present analysis show a broad tuning curve for perspective view (half width, 

half height = 60 degrees) and have a minimum response some 90-180 degrees 

from the optimal head view (Perrett et al. 1991). Given this breadth of tuning, 

stimuli producing Best, Mid and even the Worst levels of responses would have 

many simple features in common (e.g. those associated with eyes, hair and 

mouth). That the patterns share features is indicated by the observation that there 

was a small response in the Worst category. Discrimination between views is 

therefore a situation where recognition models would tend to show slow 

discrimination because the input patterns are similar.
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Work by Tanaka et al. (1991) shows cells in the inferotemporal cortex (IT) 

which require specific combinations of features, not only to be present but also to 

be in particular spatial relationships. A more direct demonstration of selectivity to 

configuration of STPa cells sensitive to the face has been shown by Perrett et al.

(1982). Recently, Miyashita has reported cell selectivity within IT indicating that 

the effect of stimulus rotation/reflection seems to have less of an effect of 

response magnitudes that changing the relative spatial arrangement of the 

component features (Miyashita 1993). With spatial selectivity as well as simple 

feature content sparsely coded, output from such IT cells could be used to 

establish the discrimination between views of the head that found in STPa cells.

Number o f processinQ steps prior to STPa activation

Visual responses of cells in VI have a mean latency of 53 ms (Robinson 

and Rugg 1988), with a range of 40-100 ms (Vogels and Orban 1991). Shorter 

latencies are possible in layer IV with stimuli presented at high light intensity, 

contrast and fast rise time (Maunsell and Gibson 1992). Taking 35 ms as the 

earliest latency estimate for VI cells with the stimuli used, this leaves 35 ms of 

time available for processing between VI and the inititil activation of some STPa 

cells (70 ms).

While the shortest route from VI to the anterior STPa may be via V5 

(MT) this route is generally regarded as a 'motion' pathway (Zeki and Shipp

1988). The transmission of'form ' information is more likely to involve a a ventral 

route involving visual areas VI, V2, V4, TEO and TE (Ungerleider and Mishkin 

1982; Harries and Perrett 1991; see also first chapter). This route could involve a 

minimum of 3 areas (missing out V2, Felleman and Van Essen 1991). Recent 

work of Baizer et al. (1991) suggests a relay through a further area (e.g. TEa) 

would be needed to reach the site of recording (STPa upper bank, areas TPO and
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PGa, Harries and Perrett 1991; Perrett et al. 1991) since inputs from TE and TEO 

are almost exclusively to the lower bank and fundus of the STPa.

Feed-forward inputs to cortical areas enter layer IV, whereas outputs from 

an area predominantly exit from cells in the infra-granular layer (VI) or supra- 

granular layers (I-III) (Felleman and Van Essen 1991). Thus transmission of form 

information between VI and the recorded cells in STPa probably involves a 

minimum of 8 synapses (through 4 visual areas, each with an input and output 

layer). Coupled with the transmission times suggested above this would give the 

earliest latencies of activation (ms) by areas as follows:-

VI 35; V2 44; V4 44-53; TEO 53-62; TE 53-71; TE<i 62-80; STPa (TPO/PGa) 71 -89 

(Using the nomenclature of Felleman and Van Essen the temporal areas would be 

PIT, GIT, AIT and STPa)

These considerations should make it clear that to set up the first one or two 

spikes in early latency STPa cells, the flow of information has to be entirely feed

forward.

Generality o f results to processin(i in temporal cortex

The neural responses examined here all showed evidence of a transient 

burst (for 100-200 ms) followed by a lower more maintained discharge lasting up 

to 800 ms. This pattern of activity is apparent in illustrated examples of responses 

of temporal cortex cells from many previous studies (e.g. Richmond et al. 1983; 

Fuster 1990; Perrett et al. 1985; Sato 1988, 1989). The estimates of spontaneous 

activity from the present study (mean of 8.6 spikes per second) also seem typical 

of IT and STPa neurons reported previously (Ridley et al. 1977; Mistlin and 

Perrett 1990; Perrett et al. 1991). The high peak response magnitudes (200 

spikes/s) observed here are not uncommon in other studies (e.g. Richmond et al. 

1987). Previous estimates of the range of response latencies in IT and STPa 

cortex also suggest that the cells studied here are typical (mean 142 ms, Ridley et
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al. 1977; 144 ms, Fuster 1990; range 70 to 220 ms, Richmond et al. 1983; 73 to 

120 ms, Richmond et al. 1987; 52 to 400 ms, Coburn et al. 1990).

The similarity of the response properties of the sub-population of cells 

studied here to the properties of cells from other studies of the temporal cortex 

suggests that the conclusions about the dynamics of discrimination between 

different head views are probably applicable to the processing and discrimination 

of a variety of complex visual patterns. It is common for published records of 

visual cells in IT (and elsewhere) to display responses to effective stimuli which 

show a large, clear onset. These records also show, for the same cells, no response 

to non-effective stimuli. As with this study, this response pattern implies 

discrimination at the onset latency.

Coding o f information

Within 5 ms of information arriving at the STPa cortex, the output from 

about 150 neurons would contain sufficient information to distinguish reliably 

between head views separated by some 60 degrees of rotation, (the estimate of the 

responses of the Average Cell was based on data from 22 cells with 5-10 trials in 

each response category for each cell). This provides an indication of the number 

of cells necessary to achieve discrimination between head views withi/i 5 ms\ Each 

cell individually showed discrimination between views when the responses were 

assessed over a 250 ms period for 5 trials of each response category.

The present study is consistent with others in indicating that sparse coding 

using a small number (e.g. 20, Young and Y am an e 1992) of cells in the temporal 

cortex can achieve an effective level of discrimination between complex stimuli. 

The findings here indicate that by utilizing a greater number of cells (150), 

discrimination can be achieved in a very short time scale (5 ms). Temporal 

integration by post-synaptic cells receiving the output from the population studied 

here would lead to greater discrimination between the stimuli. This is probably of
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particular importance some 400 ms after stimulus onset and thereafter, where 

discrimination is not statistically reliable when sampling over a 5 ms period, 

though longer sample periods (e.g. 100 ms) the discrimination is statistically still 

reliable (Table 2).

The assessment of the discrimination was performed using 2-way 

ANOVA, with cells as one factor. On the average, there is a statistically reliable 

difference between responses of the three categories. There are however 

differences in the absolute firing rates of the individual neurons. It is an implicit 

assumption in such an analysis that, for the brain to utilise the differences between 

response level, a mechanism must exist which can accommodate any differences 

in absolute firing rates of the individual input cells. Differential synaptic 

efficacies, or synapse location at different electro tonic distances are two possible 

mechanisms.

The results indicate that at least three levels of response rate are reliably 

differentiated. This shows that STPa cell response levels were not just binary 

(effective stimuli present or absent) but were graded in a quantitative manner.

Such graded discrimination between input patterns can be seen as providing 

'evidence' proportional to the confidence that a given stimulus pattern is present 

in the image (Barlow 1972, 1985). Again it should be stressed that it was possible 

to grade the information relayed by the sub-population of cells, not just at the 

peak of cell firing rate but also within 5 ms of cell response onset.

The rapidity of discrimination (within 5 ms) and the firing rate (rarely in 

excess of 1 spike in a 5 ms period) combined with the fact that any one input is 

unlikely to have sufficient synaptic strength to drive a post-synaptic cell by itself 

within 5 ms (Gochin et al. 1991) suggests it is the presence o f single spikes in 

multiple input sources (rather than the number of spikes from one input) which is 

necessary for the discrimination seen between input patterns. This could be 

paraphrased as "Grandmother cell coding could only work if such cells had a 

grand 'mother' of a synapse to the next cell". Even with strong synaptic
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connections, single cell coding could not account for the rapidity of the graded 

discrimination observed, as a single transmitting source could only differentiate 

between patterns in a binary fashion within this time (1 impulse). This in turn 

implies that multiple sources are required to transmit the graded information to 

the next stage within 5 ms,. Thus, in contrast to Barlow's doctrine (Barlow 1972,

1985) consideration of the time constiaints of coding suggests that the information 

about stimulus certainty requires the pooling of activity across a small population 

of cells (each with similar stimulus selectivity).

The 'dual-coding' principle recently proposed by Kruger and Becker 

(1991) suggests that coding of information is by both the precise time at which 

impulses occur and their presence or absence. Whilst the data support the notion 

that it is the presence of impulses that codes the information within one cell, the 

interpretation offered here stresses that it is the number of single impulses seen 

within any one short time period across the input population that codes 

information about the image. This interpretation, that it is input synchrony has 

recently been proposed by Singer (1993).

It has been argued that a coding system based on spike arrival times can 

give very rapid discrimination (Thorpe 1990): the first cell to transmit 

information to the next level becomes a 'winner-takes-all' in a purely feed- 

forwtird manner by using an inhibitory 'veto' of late spike arrivals from 

competing inputs. With such a mechanism and sampling across an input 

population with redundant coding, processing of the image could be accomplished 

with great rapidity in a feed-forward way, allowing the rapid discrimination 

described in this study. This would not be possible with a coding system relying 

on many spikes from just a few neurons.

Physiological studies on the issue of population vs single cell coding are 

often made by comparing the quality of discrimination at the single cell and 

behavioural level (for discussion see Barlow 1985). Even if the stimulus 

selectivity of individual cells is extremely high (and equal to the psychophysical
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observer) multiple cells with the same high selectivity would be required to 

transmit the information through the nervous system at the required speed. This 

speed is reflected both in the rapidity of behavioural responses and in the rapidity 

of discrimination between neural responses reported here.

Transmission and representation o f information how many cells are needed?

The findings from this study indicate that rapid initial discrimination is 

maintained throughout the visual system. What is more, the speed of information 

flow and the very fast rise in firing rates combined with the absolute levels of 

firing rates of cortical neurons suggests that a multiple redundancy coding system 

is used with information being passed from one processing area to another on the 

basis of the first (and possibly second) spike relating to the stimulating input. The 

analysis also implied that multiple sources are required to transmit the graded 

information to the next area within 5 ms. This raises the question of how many 

cells are required.

Barlow (1994) suggested that coding might require several 'cardinal cells' 

rather than a single 'pontifical' or 'grandmother' cell. Similarly Konorski (1967) 

noted that coding might include several 'gnostic' units for important objects. 

Consideration of the time constraints of coding suggests that the information 

transmission requires the pooling of activity across a small population of 

approximately 150 cells. The notion of 'cardinal cells’ or 'gnostic units' can be 

supported from these studies but only if there is a certain degree of redundancy, 

with approximately 150 cells showing nearly identical I’esponse selectivity and 

response latency.

The coding of information using multiple cells with similar selectivity has 

a potential problem: if the inputs to all the cells are cor related (or more strictly, if 

the noise between cells were correlated) then improvement in signal to noise from 

utilising many units would be limited (i.e. a greater number of inputs above an
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upper bound would not improve the quality of pattern discrimination). Groups of 

approximately 10^ cells with similar stimulus pattern selectivities are found in a 

group or column in IT and STPa cortices (Fujita et al. 1992; Perrett et al. 1984,

1986). The work of Gochin et al. (1991) and Gawne and Richmond (1993), 

however, has shown that even cells with similar stimulus selectivities have only 

partially correlated noise during their responses. Even with this small amount of 

correlated noise Gawne and Richmond (1993) have argued that it is unlikely that 

coding of stimulus attributes in IT is distributed over more than a few (20) units.

This is consistent with studies which have shown a sparse population of IT cells 

can code accurately detailed pattern (face identity) information when assessed 

over a long (200-1000 ms) time period (Young and Y am an e 1992).

The small number of units that can be used to code object representation 

efficiently (20) is somewhat smaller than the numbers (at least 100-150) argued 

here as necessary to explain the rapid discrimination seen between input patterns.

There are two points which are relevant to this apparent discrepancy. First, the 

work of Tanaka and colleagues (Fujita et al. 1992) indicates that there may be 

several modules or columns processing similar information. The distances 

between these columns would make it very unlikely for them to share common 

input (i.e. have correlated noise, Gochin et al. 1991). Therefore it is reasonable to 

assume that each column involved in processing information about one particular 

feature could pass this information forwards using 20 or so neurons to achieve 

optimal signal to noise ratio. Only five to ten columns would then be necessary to 

achieve the appropriate total number of cells. Second, it is argued for multiple 

lines of transmission using only one spike on each line to enable rapid 

discrimination at the subsequent level: in this situation the effect is not one of 

improving signal to noise but rather of reducing the transmission time of the 

information (at a given signal to noise ratio). Thus it seems that a small number of 

cells may be sufficient to represent particular aspects of an object adequately (and 

indeed may reflect the highest degree of accuracy of representation possible),
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whereas the observed speed of information transmission requires multiple cells as 

inputs to those representations.
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CHAPTER 4 

PROPERTIES OF PDP MODELS PREDICTIONS 
OF PATTERN DISCRIMINATION DYNAMICS 

FROM A SIMPLE SIMULATION

(see Oram & Perrett 1994, Neural Netw’orks, 7, 945-972,1994)

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter it is argued that most network or parallel distidbuted 

processing (PDP) models processing visual patterns, or indeed any complex 

pattern of inputs, suggest a gradual emergence of the discrimination between 

visual patterns. The dynamics of PDP models are rai'ely compared with neural 

responses, yet, as seen in the previous chapter, the macaque ventral pathway 

appears to process information in a primarily feed-forward manner. It is argued 

here that the slow discriminatory properties of many PDP models, even after 

extended learning periods, are a consequence of the architecture of the 

connections between processing elements (nodes) rather than an effect of the 

processing elements themselves.

Lateral (feed sideways) inhibition is frequently used to apply 'contrast 

enhancement' (Grossberg 1987) between two or more nodes that are both initially 

activated to similar levels by one input. An effect of such lateral inhibitory 

connections is a relatively slow rising phase of activation. This slow rise is 

characteristic even of the eventual 'winning' node, since initially it is itself being- 

inhibited by other competing nodes. The precise rate of activity increase will of 

course depend on the time course and strength of inhibitory connections.

The presence of 're-entranf feed-back (Edelman 1978) from higher 

network layers to lower layers can also contribute to a gradual emergence of 

discrimination between input patterns. Feed-back loops from initiating nodes in a
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higher layer act on nodes of a lower layer which provide inputs to the higher 

layer. Inputs to competing nodes in the higher layer can be suppressed through 

inhibitory feed-back connections and, simultaneously, positive inputs to the 

initiating nodes can be supported through excitatory feed-back connections. It is 

important to make a distinction between feed-back connections (top-down) and 

models using back-propagation to modify synaptic weights, which most 

investigators do not regard as biologically feasible (Grossberg 1987).

Both feed-back and lateral connections are particularly useful in enhancing 

discrimination between input patterns which are impoverished or noisy but such 

connections can force the discrimination between input patterns to emerge 

gradually. The slow temporal characteristics are found in many models especially 

when distorted or noisy input is used (e.g. Frohn et al. 1987; Rumelhart and 

Zipser 1986; McClelland et al. 1986; Seibert and Wax man 1989, 1990, 1992a,b).

To clarify the reasons behind this claim it is helpful to provide an 

example. Figure 4.1 shows a section of a model from McClelland et al. (1986) for 

4 letter word recognition. The section shown represents only a small part of the 

complete model. The basic features of the model consist of a set of feature 

detectors (oriented lines of given length in given positions. The outputs of these 

feature detectors could be combined to form any single letter. As there only four 

letter words used, the structural pattern of feature detectors feeding onto letter 

detectors was repeated for each of the four possible letter positions. These letter 

detectors in turn fed into word detectors. Thus under normal circumstances the 

model would combine activation of the feature detectors to activate the letter 

detectors and these in turn would combine to activate the word detectors. Possible 

ambiguity between word detector activation levels is "contrast enhanced" by 

lateral inhibition between (a) the word nodes and (b) the letters and also (c) by the 

use of appropriate feedback excitation and inhibition connections (see figure 4.1).

If the word "WORK" was presented to the model there would be no 

difficulty in the 'WORK' node of the model reaching full activation, but if the
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final letter position stimulus was degraded as indicated in figure 4.1, then the 

model would behave differently. When the stimulus is first presented, the 

appropriate feature detectors become active. A finite time later the detectors in 

position 4 of letter level would become active, but in this case both the 'K' and 'R' 

nodes would be equally excited. Another finite time later, whilst inhibiting any 

other letter detectors in the fourth position, the 'K' and 'R' letter nodes also inhibit 

each other to an identical extent. At the same time that this lateral inhibition 

occurs, the letter feature activations are passed forward to the word detector level.

It is during the next processing cycle that the word to letter feedback connections 

start to come into play. As there is a word "work" but not "worr" (and the to 

3^^ three letter positions as well as the ’K’ node are activating the 'WORK' word 

node) the 'K' node receives feedback excitation from the 'work' node. At the same 

time the 'R' node receives feedback inhibition from the 'WORK' word node. It is 

only at this stage that there is a difference between the total input activation levels 

of the 'K' and 'R' nodes. The activity difference this differential input produces 

subsequently will be increased (enhanced) by both continued differential feedback 

input from the word level and (because of the influence of the differential top- 

down influence from the word level nodes) also by direct lateral inhibition 

between the two letter nodes.

In this extreme case the activity of the two letter detectors only becomes 

sepai'ated after the feedback connections have played their role. This effect can 

only occur two computational cycles after the initial activation of the letter 

detectors (1 cycle to pass the information forward to the word level, 1 to be 

passed back down). In a similar way, the effects of lateral inhibition can only be 

seen one cycle after the differentiation of the activation levels of the 'K' and 'R' 

nodes (a total of three computational cycles after initial activation).

Thus many PDP or network models of pattern processing exhibit a number 

of common operating characteristics that are a result of the architecture used.

They predict that the time course of response in relevant elements will show (1) a
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slow rise to peak activation in the node showing highest activation and (2) once 

an activity peak has been reached, the network will stabilize and the activation 

level in the nodes will be maintained until the input pattern changes. These 

features of slow rise and decay will depend on parameters within the network, 

including the exact strength and timing of connections. A more interesting 

prediction is (3) the slow emergence of discrimination at output levels for closely 

related input patterns.

These predictions are independent of the hardware used as calculation of 

activation levels in nodes is typically performed at discrete intervals of time 

(computational cycles). Thus the temporal characteristics will remain qualitatively 

identical even with faster hardware since the number of cycles needed for the 

computation will not change, even though the absolute time taken will decrease.

The work described in this chapter was undertaken to investigate the 

validity of the lU'guments and predictions outlined above. The simulations also 

served as an to attempt to generate model data that could be compared to 

neurophysiological data.

METHODS

The predictions were tested using a simple implementation of an 

interactive activation competition (IAC) model described by McClelland and 

Rummelhart (1988). This model was chosen since there are published values 

available against which the implementation could be checked, thus ensuring that 

the program was performing correctly. Further, because the connections and 

weights between the computational elements in lAC models are predetermined 

and fixed, this class of PDP model has no learning stage and is deterministic.
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TABLE 4.1 

Network parameters used in the simulations

Maximum possible activation level 1.0

Minimum possible activation level -0.2

Resting activation level -0.1

Threshold activation level 0.0

Decay fraction 0.1

Excitatory connection weight 0.1

Inhibitory connection weight 0.1

External input factor 0.4

Input strength 1.0

The network parameters were taken from McClelland et al. 1988. The 
performance of the network showed identical performance to published 
figures for given inputs in McClelland et al. 1988.

Network simulations were performed using an implementation of the ".lets 

and Sharks" interactive activation (lAC) network of McClelland and Rummelhart 

(1988, and see Figure 4.2). The "Jets" and "Sharks" are two fictitious New York 

gangs, each member having various properties (name, gang membership, age, 

occupation, education level and marital status). The basic architecture of this lAC 

model is one of "pools" of nodes representing properties (e.g. age groups) 

connected to other "pools". Within each pool, the nodes are fully connected (i.e. 

each node is connected to every other node) with inhibitory links. Between 

"pools" the nodes are selectively connected with excitatory links. Finally there is a 

central pool which acts as a relationship or association center. Conceptually this
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gives rise to a situation where within "pools" the nodes are mutually exclusive 

(i.e. as Phil is in his 30's then he cannot be in his 20's or 40's), with the central 

pool acting as the link connecting Phils's name with the 20's, Pushers, Married,

Sharks and College nodes.

The program was written in Turbo Pascal 5.0 (Borland), using 

MetaWindows 3.5 graphics routines (Metagraphics Software Corporation), and 

run on a PC-AT compatible computer (Dell 450DE). Connection strengths, 

connection factors, minimum maximum and resting activation levels, and external 

input strengths were all set at the default values (see p. 40 McClelland and 

Rummelhart 1988, also table 4.1). Their standard update rule for node activity 

was used. The full list of nodes implemented is given in table 4.2.

Three additional features were added to the standard program. The first 

was the inclusion of a graphical display mode, whereby the activation levels of 

the nodes could be displayed over time (computational cycles) to the screen.

Screen dumps to encapsulated postscript (EPS) files or direct output to a 

postscript printer were available. Secondly, random noise could be introduced to 

each of the nodes in the network. The noise could be simulated as coming from a 

Gaussian (normal) or linear (uniform) distribution. The level of noise (standard 

deviation for Gaussian or peak for linear) was expressed as a percentage of the 

difference between the minimum and maximum possible activation levels of the 

nodes. The noise was added at each computational cycle to each processing 

element. The purpose of adding noise was to allow comparison between PDP 

model nodes and biological data from neurons (see next chapter). Since neurons 

show random fluctuations in their activity levels and this noise cannot be 

removed, it was necessary to introduce noise into the model. Finally, when noise 

was added to the
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TABLE 4.2

Characteristics of members of the Jets and Sharks gangs

Gang Education Name A ti e Occupation Marital

Status

Jets Junior High Art 40^ Pusher Single

Jets Junior High Al 30^ Burglar Married

Jets Junior High Clyde 40^ Bookie Single
Jets Junior High Mike 30^ Bookie Single

Jets Junior High Jim 20^ Burglar Divorced
Jets Junior High John 20s Burglar Married

Jets Junior High Lance 20^ Burglar Married

Jets Junior High George 2&S Burglar Divorced

Jets Junior High Ralph 30^ Pusher Single

Jets High School Greg 20^ Pusher Married

Jets High School Doug 30^ Bookie Single

Jets High School Pete 2()'s Bookie Single

Jets High School Fred 20^ Pusher Single

Jets College Sam 20^ Bookie Single

Jets College Gene 20^ Pusher Single

Sharks Junior High Ike 30^ Bookie Single

Sharks High School Nick 30^ Pusher Single

Sharks High School Karl 4&S Bookie Married

Sharks High School Ken 20^ Burglar Single

Sharks High School Earl 40's Burglar Married

Sharks High School Rick 30\ Burglar Divorced

SliEirks High School Neal 30^ Bookie Single

Sharks High School Dave 30^ Pusher Divorced

Sharks College Phil 3&S Pusher Married

Sharks College Don 30^ Burglar Married

Sharks College Ned 30^ Bookie Married

Sharks College o i 30's Pusher Married

Full listing of the non-association nodes of the simulated model. Each line of the table has an 

association node which links the non-association nodes (see also Figure 4.2).
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system repeated simulations could be run and the activation values of selected 

nodes could be stored to disk file at each cycle. After a prescribed number of 

repeated simulations were completed, the average values of the monitored node 

activation levels were compared using 2-way ANOVA (node activity as fixed 

factor, simulation repeat as random factor). The F value for between the average 

activity of the nodes was taken as the discrimination measure, with a high F value 

corresponding to successful discrimination between inputs.

The simulations were run with the "College" node set to value one as the 

input (the highest possible activation level for a node) and the ".let" and "Shark" 

nodes were monitored as the output. [A greater proportion of, the "Shark" 

members than the ".let" members had college education.] The simulations ran for 

50 iterations before the "input" was initiated. This was considered analogous to 

the pre-stimulus period used in the neurophysiological experiments. The initiation 

of input into the network was taken as the equivalent to stimulus ‘onset. The 

simulations were stopped 100 cycles after the onset of input.

RESULTS

The performance o f the noiseless model

The first experiment was to run the network without the introduction of 

noise to determine the networks base-line performance. The result of this 

simulation is shown in Figure 4.3.

As can be seen the network shows that, initially when the monitored nodes 

first rise above the resting level, the difference between their activation levels is 

low. As the number of computational cycles increases the difference in activation 

levels increases. The activation of the 'Sharks' node once above the resting level 

starts slightly above the activation of the 'Jets' node, and continues to rise until it
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asymptotes to a fixed high level. By contrast the activation level of the 'Jets' node 

starts to rise but then shows a slowing of the rise and finally a decline to 

asymptote to its final activation level. This slowing of the rise follows the 

activation of the 'Sharks' node exceeding threshold. Note that the model will 

always perform in this way and always give the same activation levels (statistical 

analysis is therefore unnecessary). Further it is possible at any stage after the 

fourth cycle to determine which of the nodes will remain higher than the other - if 

one node has a higher activation level than the other it will remain so as long as 

the input does not change. The tick marked s along the X-axis marks the point 

where the activation level of the two nodes first becomes different (cycle number 

5).

The effect o f adding noise

The simulation above was performed without noise and as described 

suggests perfect discrimination is present whenever two nodes have different 

activation levels. However, there is clearly an increase over time in the difference 

of the activation levels which is suggestive that discrimination of the model would 

emerge slowly if implemented by an intrinsically noisy system (such as the brain).

To test the suggestion that discrimination of the model is slow to emerge, 

noise was added to the network. There is an important difference between the 

nature of the noise used here and that used in other studies: previous studies have 

only added noise to the inputs but have assumed that the calculations performed 

within the network remain noise free (Frohn et al. 1987; McClelland et al. 1986), 

although there are a few notable exceptions where noise was added internally to a 

model (and in some cases found to be an essential feature of the model, e.g.

Clothiaux et al. 1991). By adding noise to the computational stages of the network 

it was hoped to gain insight into the stability of the performance of the network 

itself and not simply its ability to peiform with partial or noisy input. [Simulations 

using noisy input have also been performed and showed that the network
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implemented here is indeed insensitive to noisy input when there is no internal 

noise.]

Figure 4.4 shows two example trials of the same simulation as shown in 

Figure 4.3, but with the addition of Gaussian noise added to each element (node) 

in the network at each computational cycle. The distribution from which the noise 

was taken had mean 0 and standard deviation of 2% of the difference between the 

minimum activation level (-0.2) and the maximum possible activation level (1.0).

As can be seen clearly this has the effect of removing the reliability of 

discrimination. Unlike the previous simulation, with noise added it is not the case 

that if one node is at a higher activation level than the other node it will remain 

so. The activity levels of the two nodes do, however, show the trend of slowly 

reaching a quasi-stable level.

The simulation with 2% Gaussian noise was repeated 20 times and the 

activation levels of the nodes at each computational cycle were stored and then 

analysed using 2-way ANOVA. The upper section in figure 4.5 shows the average 

of the activation levels for the '.lets' and 'Sharks' nodes. As can be seen, the 

activation levels remain similar for several computational cycles longer than the 

time when the noise free simulation first showed differential activation levels.

Indeed the activation level of the 'Shiu'ks' node only rises above the activation 

level of the 'Jets' node 2 computational cycles after the noise free simulation first 

showed a difference in activation levels (marked s in figure 4.5). After this 

"unsure" or "non-discri mi native" period, the average activation levels then 

separate and reach relatively stable levels. The final activation levels obtained are 

very similar to those in the noise free simulation. The lower section of figure 4.5 

shows the F-value plotted against time (number of computational cycles). It is 

clear from this graph that statistically reliable discrimination between the 

activation levels of the nodes does not emerge until several (eight) cycles after the 

activation levels change from the resting level in the noise free network (marked 

s). These results were repeated using both another random twenty and fifty
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individual simulations. Furthermore the discrimination was not reliable until after 

the activation level of both nodes was substantially above the resting level of the 

nodes in the noisy network.

It is interesting to note that when 5% Gaussian noise was introduced the 

network would perform qualitatively differently. One or other node frequently 

reached and maintained high activation levels before the onset of the input 

"stimulus": because of this the 'Jets' node would sometimes "win" against the 

'Sharks' node (see figure 4.6), Under these conditions, the average over 20 

repeated runs looks very different from the noise free simulation and indeed this 

is reflected in the discrimination analysis which indicates that a significant 

difference in activity levels was not reached (figure 4.7).

Although the system becomes inherently unstable (when run with no 

input, one or other node quickly becomes the "winner") the steady state reached 

by the network is itself stable. That is to say that once one of the two monitored 

nodes reaches a high level, then it remains at a high level and suppresses the other 

competing node (for at least 500 computational cycles, figure 4.8).

The use of Gaussian noise could of course introduce occasional large 

fluctuations in individual nodes, and the effects seen (in particular when using 5%

Gaussian noise) could have been due to these "freak" perturbations. To check 

whether or not this was occurring when 2% Gaussian noise was used, the 

simulations were run using noise randomly selected from the range -2 to +2% of 

the minimum to maximum activation levels (thereby removing "freak" activation 

level changes). Figure 4.9 shows two examples of individual runs using 2% linear 

distributed noise. As is evident from comparison between figures 4.9 and 4.4 the 

linear noise did not produce such large fluctuations during normally stable periods 

from one cycle to the next. However the slower, larger fluctuations in the activity 

levels of the nodes were very similar to each other.

The average activation levels of the 'Jets’ and 'Sharks' nodes and statistical 

reliability of discrimination from 20 runs using 2% linear noise are shown in
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figure 4.10. The results are similar to those obtained using Gaussian noise in that 

the discrimination between the activity of the 'Jets' and 'Sharks' nodes arise 

slightly later than it appears in the noise free model. This therefore suggest that 

the effects were not due to "freak" changes in node activation levels. Note that 

again discrimination arises after the average activity has risen from the resting 

activation level. In the example shown in figure 4.10, discrimination becomes 

statistically reliable only 2 cycles after the time of activation level change in the 

noise free simulation. Reliable discrimination was not always evident so quickly 

after the time of activation level change in the noise free simulation, although it is 

probable that the discrimination is delayed more when using Gaussian noise (see 

later).

DISCUSSION

The simulations outlined above indicate that the model used shows 

sensitivity to internal noise (as opposed to noise added to the inputs). This is to 

say that when noise is added to the processing elements within the model (i.e. the 

nodes), then the behaviour of the model to a given input changes compared to the 

noise free situation. The level of noise within the network can cause two 

qualitatively different effects.

At lower levels of noise (2% Gaussian), the network behaves very 

similarly to the noise free situation except for the small fluctuations around the 

expected values. With 2% linearly distributed noise addition, the network reliably 

reaches towards the same equilibrium state that is achieved without noise (for 

several hundred simulations). The story is slightly different with 2% Gaussian 

noise, since the network does occasionally (approximately 1 in 50 runs) become 

stable with the 'Jets' node high and the 'Sharks' node low. However the rarity of 

this occurring, and the fact that results using linear noise were consistent with the
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2% Gaussian noise simulations, suggests that in both'cases the results reflect the 

properties of the network.

For Gaussian distributed noise levels of 5% (and above) the network no 

long has an equilibrium state with the activation level of nodes around their 

resting level. Instead the network reaches an equilibrium state with one of either 

the 'Jets’ or the 'Sharks' node high, even if the input to the network is such that, 

under noise free conditions, the 'Sharks' node is always the node to reach high ?

activation levels.

It is possible that the introduction of small amounts of noise (2%) 

produces slight changes to some of the computational aspects of the network (i.e. 

the network's input-output mapping has changed) that are not as clear as the 

massive change with greater noise levels (5%). While this has not been 

extensively tested there is reason to think that when 2% noise is added (either 

linear or Gaussian distributed) this is not the case. The Gaussian noise level added 

to the system was from the normal distribution having 0 mean and 2% standard 

deviation. If the noise only adjusted the activation levels of each node 

independently of its computational function then significance between activity 

levels should be reached approximately when the difference between the activity 

levels was approximately 5%. [The expected difference is found from the 

standard deviate scores, using p=0.05 critical value (1.96) and the standard 

deviation of the distribution of the noise, here 2% of the difference between 

maximum (1.0) and minimum (-0.2) possible activation levels, giving 1.96 2%

* (1 - (-0.2)) = 4.7%.] This was found to be the case for the simulations using 2% 

noise (both under linear and Gaussian distributions).

The main conclusion from these simulations is that, as predicted, 

discrimination between the nodes is slow to emerge. In both the 2% linear noise 

and the 2% Gaussian noise situations the average activation level of both nodes 

has clearly started to rise and is substantially above the. "pre-stimulus" resting
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levels before there is a statistically reliable difference between the activation 

levels of the nodes.

It is argued below that this slow rise phase and accompanying slow 

discrimination is due to the architecture of the network and not a peculiarity of the 

particular network that was used. Of course, the slow emergence of discrimination 

would not be found in a noise free (deterministic) network.

The effects of lateral inhibition in the network during the simulation in the 

noise free network can be seen shortly after the activation level of the 'Sharks' 

node exceeds threshold. Once threshold has been reached, the 'Sharks' node starts 

to exert an inhibitory effect on the 'Jets' node. The 'Jets' node will therefore 

always receive more inhibition than that which the 'Jets' node itself sends to the 

'Sharks' node. This is the main cause of the observation that the 'Sharks' node, 

once it has an activation level higher than the 'Jets' node always maintains a 

substantially higher activation (in the noise free system).

The "contrast enhancement" effect is increased by similar processes 

happening in the other pools due to the (direct and indirect) feedback excitation 

the 'Sharks' node supplies to the other pools. For instance, within the association 

center, the nodes linking properties of the members of the Sharks gang will be 

inhibiting those nodes associated with members of the Jets gang. As the difference 

in activation levels of the 'Sharks' and 'Jets' nodes increases the supportive, 

excitatory input to the 'Jets' node will decrease. This in turn means that they will 

be feeding proportionately greater excitation to the 'Sharks' node. The differential 

activation levels of the association nodes will themselves feed into the other 

pools, propagating the effects.

The simulations reported here are supportive of the notion that the 

dynamics of PDP network discrimination are a consequence of the network 

architecture and will therefore be present in any network that, performs "contrast 

enhancement" computations on its inputs using either feedback or lateral 

connections.
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In summary, the PDP model simulations described above predict that 

systems using feedback and lateral connections to "contrast enhance" differential 

activation levels should show a slow initial rise phase, and gradual emergence of 

discrimination. When noise was added the average activation level of both nodes 

clearly started to rise and was substantially above the 'pre-stimulus' resting levels 

before there was a statistically reliable difference between the activation levels of 

the nodes. PDP networks are often used as models of brain function. Although the 

class of model used above (interactive activation competition) is normally used 

for models of high level cognitive processes (e.g. word recognition, McClelland 

and Rummelhart 1986, and face recognition. Burton et al. 1990) the predictions 

are based on architectural considerations and will therefore apply to any PDP 

model with these types of connections (e.g. feedback and lateral).

Comparison with the macaque visual system

It was argued in the previous chapter that the clear discrimination that is 

present in the first 5 ms of the response of the macaque visual system cannot rely 

on lateral or feed-back processing occurring either within STPa or during the 

earlier cortical processing areas because such processing would delay the response 

latencies beyond 70 ms.

It is worth restating that the behavioural 'decisions' about visual attributes 

in the image can be based on activities at any of these processing stages: the 

particular stage used should be task dependent. In other words any behavioural 

decision should be made as soon as the relevant information for that decision is 

available. This means that processing does not have to pass through the whole 

system before behavioural decisions and actions can be taken. Such cascade 

processing would depend on outputs from each area to sub-cortical systems, rather 

than proceeding with the hierarchical processing outlined above.

One of the aims of the simulations was to generate predictions of the 

dynamics of PDP models to allow comparison with data obtained from
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physiological recordings. Throughout, an implicit assumption has been made 

about the nature of the nodes in the model: that they can in some way be 

compared to single brain cells. To this effect, the discussion has assumed that the 

activation level of the nodes is directly comparable with observing activation 

levels of neurons, either singly, or as a population. In this assumption, the 

activation levels of the nodes prior to input initiation has been related to the "pre

stimulus" period of physiological recordings. In terms of the simulated model 

however information is only transferred to other nodes once the activation level 

has exceeded zero. At first glance this might .seem an untenable position, yet it 

must be the case that a similar situation exists within the brain. Recordings from 

all brain regions show that neurons have spontaneous activity. This means that 

every now and again neurons give a response (typically an action potential). If 

there were not some thresholding mechanism, then these random signals would be 

transmitted to the next stage within the brain and the owner of these cells would 

be constantly sensing at random intervals stimuli, emotions etc. As subjectively 

we know this not to be the case, then it is reasonable to regard the non- 

communicating resting level of the nodes in a model as comparable to the resting 

level (i.e. spontaneous activity) of neurons, and that detection of a change in the 

activity of nodes is comparable to the increase in activity of a neural response.

Note that this also allows for a high level threshholding mechanism operating in 

the brain. Indeed Cochin et al. (1991) found that up to 20 or 30 simultaneously 

active inputs were needed before cells in infero-temporal cortex would spike (a 

temporal as well as magnitude based thresholding system). The appropriate 

comparison is therefore between the observable activation levels of nodes and 

neurons, not at what, activation level is the information passed to the next 

processing element.

Comparison of figures 3.6 and 4,5/4.10 shows that the fluctuations in the 

pre-stimulus period for the averaged response (Figure 3.6) are much greater than 

those seen in the model simulation (Figures 4.5 and 4.10). This implies that the
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faster discrimination onset observed in the biological system is not due to a lower 

noise level than was present in the model. These observations confirm the 

predictions made in the previous chapter and again suggest that the macaque 

ventral pathway processes visual information in a predominantly feed-forward 

manner.
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CHAPTER 5 

MOTION PROCESSING IN STPa 
DIRECTIONAL TUNING

(Oram et al. 1993, Exp. Brain Res. 97:274-294)

INTRODUCTION

Visual information processing in the cerebral cortex of primates appears to 

have at least two major divisions, one analysing motion the other analysing form. 

One stream runs ventrally from occipital cortex into the temporal lobe and is 

thought to be involved in the analysis of visual pattern and recognizing the form 

of objects (Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982). A second stream projects dorsally into 

the parietal cortex. This pathway has been postulated to be concerned with the 

spatial position of objects (Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982) and visuo-motor 

coordination (Goodale and Milner 1992). Since this dorsal pathway involves areas 

in the posterior part of the superior temporal sulcus which contain cells almost 

invariably sensitive to motion, this stream of processing has also been dubbed the 

motion pathway (De Yoe and Van Essen 1988).

The upper bank of anterior sections of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) 

contains an area, STPa (anterior superior temporal polysensory region, also 

known as areas TPO and PGa after Seltzer and Pandya 1978), which is a high 

level visual processing area receiving input from both ventral (form) and dorsal 

(motion) processing streams (Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Young 1992). The 

majority of studies in this region have concerned the selectivity of cells to static 

pattern information and the analysis of complex biologically significant objects 

[e.g. the form of hands (Gross et al. 1972), faces and bodies (Bruce et al. 1981;
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Desimone et al. 1984; Bay lis et al. 1985; Perrett et al. 1982, 1984, 1992; Young 

and Yamane 1992; see also chapters 1 and 3). Other studies in STPa have 

described cells selective for complex body movements including hand actions, 

patterns of walking and head and limb articulation (Bruce et al. 1981 ; Perrett et al.

1985b, 1989, 1990a, 1990b; Mistlin and Perrett 1990; Hasselmo et al. 1989).

These latter cells are interesting because they may indicate the integration of the 

form and motion streams of information at the cellular level (see chapters 7-9).

Despite the preponderance of cells in STP with complex selectivity there 

are also hu'ge numbers of cells sensitive to motion but showing no apparent 

sensitivity to form in the same area (Bruce et al. 1981; Perrett et al. 1985b;

Hikosaka et al. 1988; Mistlin and Perrett 1990). The functional significance of 

this cell population is unclear.

Bruce et al. (1981) distinguished three main types of direction selective 

cells in STPa; those sensitive to movement in the fronto-parallel plane, movement 

in depth and radially symmetric movement about the centre of gaze. These types 

of cell responses are very similar to those found in the medial superior temporal 

area (MST) in the posterior section of the STS (Duffy and Wurtz 1991a; Tanaka 

and Saito 1989; Tanaka et. al. 1989). Other STP cells exhibit less directional 

selectivity responding to multiple or all directions of motion, a property not 

reported for earlier visual motion areas. A variety of less common STPa cell types 

have also been reported which were sensitive to rotation. Jerky motion, or 

appearance or disappearance from the visual field (Bruce et al. 1981; Perrett et al.

1985b). Bruce et al. (1981) reported that the majority of the STPa neurons 

displayed little or no form specificity. Perrett et al. (1986b) also found one quarter 

(84/335) of the STP motion sensitive cells lacked form selectivity.

One possible function of these motion .sensitive STPa cells lacking form 

selectivity might be to contribute to the properties of cells conjointly sensitive to 

form and motion. Intuitively, these could be created by combining the outputs of 

cells sensitive to the static form with the outputs of cells sensitive to direction of
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motion. In order to evaluate this scheme more information is needed about the 

motion sensitive STPa cells lacking form selectivity. Such information could also 

clarify their relation to motion processing in regions within the dorsal pathway.

Motion pathways

In order to understand the motion sensitive properties of cells in STPa it is 

useful to review motion processing in earlier cortical regions of the motion 

pathway. In the macaque monkey the cortical processing of motion information 

involves a hierarchical series of steps through magnocellular layers of the lateral 

geniculate nucleus, the upper and lower portions of layer 4Ca of VI, the thick 

stripes of area V2, the middle temporal area (MT or V5), area MST, an area on 

the floor of the superior temporal sulcus (FST) and posterior sections of the STP 

(STPp).

Whilst areas VI and V2 contain neurons selective for both static and 

moving visual stimuli in roughly equal proportions, areas in the posterior sections 

of the superior temporal sulcus (MT, MST, FST and STPp) contain a very high 

proportion of motion selective cells (Albright et al. 1984; Duffy and Wurtz 1991a;

Hikosaka et al. 1988; Maunsell and Van Essen 1983; Movshon et al. 1985;

Rodman and Albright 1989; Zeki 1974a).

In VI, V2 and MT there is clear retinotopic mapping but, in MST, FST 

and STPp this mapping does not appear to be present (Gattass and Gross 1981).

Further, in MT and MST, receptive fields show little or no relationship between 

eccentricity and receptive field size (Komatsu and Wurtz 1988a; Tanaka et al.

1986). Like VI and V2, both MT and MST do show evidence of a columnar 

organization with similar cell displaying similar motion sensitivity occurring in 

close proximity (Albright et al. 1984; Saito et al. 1989). Proximity of similar cell 

types has also been reported in STPa (Harries and Perrett 1991; Perrett et al. 

1984,1985b).
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Receptive field size increases going up the motion processing stream. For 

instance, cells in MT have receptive fields approximately five times the size those 

in VI (Mikami et al. 1986b). In the next cortical area of the motion processing 

hierarchy, MST, the receptive field size of increases again, typically extending 

into the ipsilateral hemispace (mean square root size range 45—53 degrees,

Tanaka and Saito 1989; 62—64 degrees, Duffy and Wurtz 1991a). From MST to 

STPa there is again an increase, with receptive field size of some 80% of the 

neurons in STPa covering nearly all of the visual field (median size 150 degrees 

horizontal, 105 vertical, Bruce et al. 1981).

Cells of VI and V2 with directional selectivity show a preferred direction 

of motion that is perpendicular to the orientation of bar stimuli. In area MT some 

30% of cells show selectivity for a direction of motion parallel to the preferred 

bar orientation, allowing the area to code the global direction of an object's 

motion independent of its local contour orientations (Albright 1984; Snowden et 

al. 1991). MST neurons, particularly those in the dorsal region, MSTd, prefer 

motion over a wide field (Duffy and Wurtz 1991a, b; Komatsu and Wurtz 

1988a,b; Tanaka & Saito 1989, Tanaka et al. 1986, 1989). Further, most neurons 

in MST show no response to self-induced retinal motion resulting from eye 

movement, a property not observed as frequently in neurons of V4 and MT 

(Duffy and Wurtz 1991b; Erickson and Thier 1991; cf Galletti et al. 1990), are 

relatively insensitive to speed or dot density of moving patterns (Duffy and Wurtz 

1991b), but are sensitive to disparity (Roy and Wurtz 1990; Roy et al. 1992).

Tanaka and Saito (1989) have suggested that the sensitivity to wide field 

motion in MST has a role in maintaining visual stability during self-motion and 

hence to control of posture. Despite the size of their receptive fields, STP cells do 

not require large field stimuli. Thus as the hierarchy of motion processing areas is 

ascended towmds the STP, receptive fields increase in size and cells become less 

responsive to self-induced motion (Hietanen and Perrett 1992). The functional
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role of motion processing within the STP, however, remains unclear particularly 

for those cells lacking form selectivity.

Form, processing

The manner in which static form is processed within the STPa has been 

more fully characterized and may provide insight into motion processing in the 

same area. The vast majority of STPa cells sensitive to the static form of objects 

display selectivity for perspective view (Desimone et al. 1984; Perrett et al. 1991,

1992). The distribution of view tuning displayed an interesting inhomogeneity; 

namely in the horizontal plane of rotation, statistically more STPa cells were 

found with optimal views of the head and body close to the front and side views 

of the head than to intermediate views (Perrett et al. 1991, 1992). This uneven 

distribution of optimal views amongst STPa neurons supports theoretical models 

of recognition whereby a small number of 'characteristic' views of the object are 

selectively represented in the nervous system (Koenderink and van Doom 1979).

One of the main aims of the present study was to examine the directional 

selectivity of STPa cells and to determine whether the distribution of directions 

preferred by cells was continuous, or whether particular directions were 

preferentially represented. Since other classes of STP cell are selective to head or 

body view and direction of motion, the preferential analysis of particular 

directions might facilitate the integration of the two types of information. Studies 

of VI indicate a slight bias for coding horizontal and vertical directions of motion 

(Mansfeld and Ronner 1978; DeValois et al. 1982). Studies of MT and MST have 

not noted any strong bias in the distribution of optimal directions of motion (e.g.

Albright 1984). Despite this apparent absence of preferential tuning to particular 

directions there is some evidence for its appearance in STPa. In a preliminary 

report optimal direction of STPa motion sensitive cells appeared to coincide with 

cartesian axes (up/down, left/right and towards/away, Perrett et al. 1985b,

1990a,b) but no systematic study has yet been made of direction tuning in STPa.
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Thus there is a need for quantitative study of tuning to determine whether 

processing of direction of movement is similar to the processing of static view.

A second aim of the study was to define the breadth of tuning for 

direction. This is likely to be related to the distribution of preferred directions.

With broad tuning (45 degrees, 1/2 width at 1/2 height) four populations of cells 

tuned to directions 90 degrees apart could represent all directions of motion in a 

plane, with narrower tuning of, say 22.5 degrees, 8 populations would be needed.

Of course, finding broad tuning for direction in the STP does not it.seIf guarantee 

an uneven distribution of directions preferred by cells. For example cells in MT 

are found tuned to a continuous range of directions yet tuning appears relatively 

broad (Albright 1984). Knowledge of the breadth of tuning is also important for 

comparison with motion processing in other areas.

The time course of neuronal responses to movement was also examined in 

the present study since this information can help specify the likely source of 

visual input to the motion sensitive STP cells.

METHODS

Two female (wt 4 Kg) and three male (wt 5 -10  Kg) rhesus macaque 

monkeys were used. The monkeys aie referred to as F, J, B, D and H.

Testing procedure

The standard behavioural task and recording techniques were used. Each 

cell recorded was first subjected to exploratory testing involving the presentation 

of a variety of static and moving objects. Testing associated with other 

experiments involved presenting tactile, auditory stimuli and up to 8 views of 

static and walking human bodies. Any hand held stimulus motion was started 

before the shutter opened and continued until after the shutter clo.sed. Video disk
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images of moving stimuli were under the control of the computer and were 

therefore exactly repeatable. Speed sensitivity was assessed with hand held stimuli 

using three broad categories: fast (> 30 degrees/sec), medium (10-30 degrees/sec) 

and slow (< 10 degrees/sec). This ensured that directional tuning was assessed for 

each cell at an effective stimulus speed. The accuracy of live 3D presentation was 

assessed by analysis of video recordings of movements of a typical testing 

protocol. The analysis took the form of marking the object in each frame of the 

video sequence and storing the X-Y co-ordinates using a Pluto Graphics system 

(lO Research). Position and velocity profiles could the be calculated for each of 

the directions tested. It was found that the variation of the mean speed of motion 

between directions was within +/— 15%, and the overall range of speeds was 

within +/— 30%. Directional accuracy of hand held stimuli was better than +/-- 10 

degrees.

A cell which exhibited consistent responses only to moving stimuli or 

gave preferential responses to stimulus motion was tested for possible selectivity 

for direction of movement. The cells were routinely tested for six different 

directions of movement along 3 orthogonal axes (towards, away, up, down, right, 

left). This testing included moving 3D stimuli in front of the monkey in the 

preferred direction(s) under strong diffuse room lighting (>800 watt total). The 

stimuli included human faces and bodies and various hand-held laboratory objects 

of different shape, size (subtending 1 to > 20 degrees), colour and texture (fruit, 

tools, boxes, curtains, fur, bodies, etc.). Cells were also tested with moving 2-D 

stimuli from a video disk library which included simple geometrical images (e.g 

bars, spots, gratings) as well as complex images of moving bodies. These video 

stimuli moved in 8 directions in a given plane and allowed precise repetition of 

stimulus trajectory etc.

If the cell was observed to respond equally to all stimuli tested in the 

preferred direction(s) it was classified as a non-form, motion sensitive cell (e.g. 

see Figure 5.1). In some cases the size of the object was found to have an effect
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on the responses but, as no other selectivity for features could be established, 

these cells were also classified as non-form selective. Cells which were found 

selective for both motion and stimulus form will be reported elsewhere. Speed of 

stimulus motion was also regularly tested (5 degrees/s to 100 degrees/s) and when 

found to have an effect the preferred speed was used for all subsequent testing.

The effect of the position of motion within the visual space was also examined 

and again if there was found to be an effect of the position of stimulus 

presentation the most effective position was used for subsequent testing.

Cells lacking form sensitivity but which showed a tendency to 

discriminate between moving and static objects were tested with 5 trials of four or 

eight directions of movement, presented in a computer-controlled and randomized 

order. Testing was performed in one mode using either real 3D, projected 2D 

slides or video disk stimuli. Computer-controlled testing protocols enabled data to 

be subjected to ANOVA and regression analysis on-line.

Data Analysis

Assessment o f response magnitude

Cell responses to 4 or 8 directions, static controls and spontaneous activity 

(S.A.) were compared on line using 1-way ANOVA and post-hoc tests (protected 

least significant difference, PLSD, Snedecor and Cochran 1980). For cells tested 

with eight directions multiple linear regression analysis was used to estimate the 

best relationship between response and 2nd order cardioid function of direction.

In effect this calculates the values of the coefficients P i__5 of the equation below 

which produce the highest correlation between response and the angle of motion.

R = Pi 4- p2 cos 0 + p3 sin 0 -t- p4 cos 20 + P5 sin 20,

where R is the response, 0 is the directional angle and p ]__5 are coefficients.
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This equation was chosen because it makes very few assumptions about 

the nature of direction tuning. It also provides a good estimate of tuning of cells 

with a single preferred direction and cells with two preferred directions 

approximately 180® apart (e.g. movement left and right). See Perrett et al. (1991 

and Appendix) for a detailed discussion.

Where the regression analysis produced a significant (j) < 0.05) relation 

between predicted and observed values, the regression equation was used to 

define: (a) the optimal direction (Gmax), (b) the maximum response at this 

direction (Rmax), (c) the sharpness of tuning (average angle of rotation required 

to reduce the response to half Rmax) and (d) the angle and magnitude of any 

second peak in the direction tuning.

Assessment o f response time course

The criteria for the onset of cell responses was set at the upper limit of the 

95% confidence interval of the pre-stimulus period. The latency was assessed for 

the responses to the most effective direction(s) and taken as the first of three 

consecutive (5.0 or 5.2 ms) bins exceeding the onset criteria (Oram and Perrett 

1992; chapter 3), For these same cells, the responses in each time bin were 

normalized so the spontaneous activity was set to 0 and peak response set to 1.0.

Averaging responses across cells gave the population response profile.

Once the latency estimate had been made, firing rates were calculated for 

each cell for the first, second and fifth 100 ms periods after response onset. The 

firing rate during the final 100 ms of the data collection period was also calculated 

for each cell (800-900 ms after response onset). The peak firing rate was taken as 

the maximum value of a running 3 bin average of firing rate. The rise time was 

calculated as the time from response onset to the peak firing rate. The half fall 

time was calculated as the time from peak to the time when the running 3 bin 

average fell below (Peak -S.A .)/2. The decay time was calculated as the time 

from peak to the time when the running 3 bin average fell below the threshold
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criteria used for the latency estimate. Finally, the duration was taken as the time 

from response onset to the first time when the running 3 bin average fell below 

threshold level. Note that for some cells this was before peak firing rate had been 

reached.

R E S U L T S

Cell classification

553 of the visually responsive cells were classified as lacking selectivity 

for stimulus form but having sensitivity for motion. It should be pointed out that 

few of these cells showed selectivity for speed or position in the visual space of 

the motion. Where such selectivity was noted, optimal conditions were used for 

further testing. Figure 5 .1 shows an example of a cell which was selective for the 

speed of motion (upper) but not the form of the stimulus (lower). Shown above 

each of the peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) is a schematic representation 

of the stimulus motion within the area revealed from the open shutter. The LED 

was situated in the centre of this area. The stimulus was moved by hand at speeds 

corresponding to 0, 7, 13, 40 degrees/s (+ /- 15%). As can be seen for all motions 

there was at least a slight response, and above 10 degrees/s the cell produced a 

clear response. In contrast for static stimuli there was slight inhibition. The lower 

section shows the mean response (spike.s/s) of three objects (a simple bar, grating 

and a body) moving at approximately 20 degrees/s. As can be seen, the response 

magnitudes are all equivalent (p > 0.2), but substantially greater than the 

spontaneous activity or the presentation of static stimuli (p < 0.002 each 

comparison).

Cells were screened to check that the response differences to different 

stimuli were not due to differences in eye position or movements. No relation was 

observed between responses and eye movements for any of the 43 cells where eye
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movements were recorded. Figure 5.2 gives an example of eye position recordings 

during an effective (moving) stimulus and ineffective (static) stimulus. 

Recordings show the monkey fixating the position of the coloured LED before 

stimulus onset (0 ms) and maintaining fixation for at least a further 200 ms. With 

the stimuli moving to the left, the cell responded at a latency of 110—130 ms 

regardless of the latency and pattern of subsequent eye movement. The pattern of 

eye movements elicited to static stimuli was similar, yet the neural response was 

abolished. As with all cells reported in this study, there was little if any response 

to static stimuli. The cell was also tested with movements to the right and towards 

the subject (not shown in Figure 5.2). These directions of motion produced 

different patterns of eye movement after the data collection period but similar 

neuronal responses. Importantly the monkey was fixating during the sample 

period on which the analysis was based (100—350ms post-stimulus onset) for all 

except one trial. This pattern of maintaining fixation during the sample period was 

observed for almost every trial where eye movements were recorded. On the 

occasional individual trials when the monkey broke fixation before the 350 ms 

time there was no clear evidence of a change in the response, either before, during 

or after the saccade. As the perfomiance of the subjects at the LED colour 

discrimination task was consistently high with multiple licks, there is no reason to 

suspect that fixation patterns differed for the other tested cells.

As mentioned above, all the cells were routinely tested for six different 

directions of movement along 3 orthogonal axes. If a cell was found responding 

preferentially in only one of these directions it was classified as a unidirectional 

cell. Based on the routine screening testing, Table 5.1 presents the distribution of 

the preferred directions of unidirectional cells recorded from all five subjects.

216/553 (39%) non-form selective motion sensitive cells were classified as 

unidirectional. Bidirectional cells were classified as cells which showed roughly 

equal responses to two directions with responses in between which were 

substantially weaker. 23/553 (4%) non-form selective motion sensitive cells were
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classified as bidirectional. Finally, the remaining cells showed approximately 

equal responses to motion in many or all directions and were classified as 

pandirectional (314/553 or 57%). This class of cells may have included cells 

displaying the radial type of motion sensitivity described by Bruce et al. (1981).

Table 5.1

Preferred Direction

Subject U D R L + - Total

B 1 3 10 10 4 8 36

F 26 13 4 0 39 13 95

D 6 7 9 6 15 5 48

H 1 1 0 0 2 0 4

.1 7 5 1 7 9 4 33

Total 41 29 24 23 69 30 216

Table 5.1. Distribution of STPa cells tuned to different 
directions. Classification of preferred directions of cells 
from qualitative assessments in 5 recording subjects (B, 
F, D, H and J). Abbreviations: U = up, D = down, L = 
left, R = right, + = towards and — = away.

After initial directionality screening, the directionality of 43 cells was 

tested with 8 directions of motion in a given plane. Three cells were tested twice 

in the same plane to asses reliability of testing, 8 cells were tested in two different 

planes and one cell was tested twice in one plane and a third time in a second 

plane giving a total of 56 regression analyses. Of this total of 56, 50 (89%) were 

found to give a significant relation between response and the second order
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cardioid function of direction of movement. Of these 50 ceils 19, 18 and 9 cells 

were studied in the horizontal, fronto-parallel and sagittal planes, respectively. 

[The 3 cells retested in the same plane, 8 cells tested in two planes and the 1 cell 

which was both retested in the same plane and tested in a second plane all gave 

significant fits].

The responses of 32 of the direction selective cells followed a unimodal 

pattern (unidirectional cells), with one direction evoking the optimal response. An 

example of a unimodal or unidirectional cell is given in Figure 5.3. For this cell, 

movement with a downward directional component elicited a strong response, 

whereas movement to either side of the subject or upwards produced responses no 

different from spontaneous activity (S.A.).

Five direction-selective cells were classified as bidirectional because their 

responses to two directions were both significantly (/; < 0.05) higher than 

intervening directions. Figure 5.4 shows responses of a bidirectional cell selective 

for motion to the subject's left and right. For all bidirectional cells in this study the 

two preferred directions were approximately 180^ apart, even though it could 

have been possible to find a cell with two preferred directions only 90 degrees 

apcut. The criteria for classification as bidirectional used here were fairly stringent 

and a further 3 cells, classified as unidirectional, showed a degree of bidirectional 

direction tuning, in that their response to a second or minor direction was greater 

than half the response to the optimal direction (with other intervening directions 

evoking less than half the maximal responses). These 5 bidirectional cells were 

unlikely to be the radial type reported by Bruce et al. (1981) as the radial motion 

that occurred when the stimulus was moved in the directions intervening between 

optimal directions produced only weak responses. Bidirectional cells responding 

to movements left and right did not respond to movement up or down, when in all 

cases there was equivalent radial motion.

As already noted, the majority of non-form selective motion sensitive cells 

recorded were responsive to movement of an object in any direction. Some of
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these cells (e.g. Figure 5.5) also exhibited weak directional selectivity. For the cell 

illustrated in Figure 5.5 movement of an object in any direction in the fronto- 

parallel plane caused the cell to respond, whereas the same object held stationary 

elicited no response. The responses to all movements were not equivalent; 

movement to the subject's left and downwards was significantly greater than 

movement upwards.

Whilst the majority of the cells were tested only once, 4 cells were 

subjected to two identical testing paradigms to assess the reliability of the 

responses and directional tuning assessments. For each of these cells the optimal 

direction and tuning to non-optimal directions was highly similar across tests. 

Figure 5.6 gives an example of the similarity of results for one cell tested twice 

for directionality (with a delay of 5 minutes filled with other testing). In both tests 

a variety of different objects were moved by the experimenter under strong 

diffuse room lighting, including hands, gratings and other objects. If the 

directional selectivity were due to co-incidental variations in speed, position or 

form it would be expected that the cell responses would show markedly different 

tuning curves. As can be seen the similarity was remarkably high. This shows that 

the directionality estimates obtained here were accurate using hand held stimuli 

and quantitative analysis of cell response magnitudes. Indeed, other investigators 

have noted that even hand held testing with subjective assessment of responses 

can yield good estimates of directionality compared with computer controlled 

stimulus presentation, data collection and accurate fixation (Thier and Erickson 

1992).

It is of course possible that speed sensitivity could have influenced 

directional tuning estimates. However directional testing was done at speeds 

within cell's optimal speed range. The testing revealed that most STPa cells were 

not selective for speed over the range tested. This was not due to the range of 

tested .speeds being too small since the method was sensitive enough to pick up 

speed sensitivity amongst some STPa cells (see Figure 5.1). The consistency of
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stimulus speed during testing was thus sufficient to pick up speed sensitivity 

amongst STPa cells and more importantly cannot account for the directional 

tuning estimates (see Figure 5.6).

Tuning across différent, planes

For 9 cells, directionality was studied in two orthogonal planes. Each of 

these cells was found to show highly similar directional tuning functions in the 

two planes. Figure 5.7 shows the result from one representative cell. One curve 

was derived from testing in the sagittal plane, where the estimated optimal 

direction was down and slightly towards the subject (14 degrees off vertical). The 

second curve represents tuning in the fronto-parallel plane where the optimal 

direction was down and slightly to the left (9 degrees off vertical). To facilitate 

comparison across planes, the tuning curves in the figure have been shifted so that 

the peaks are co-incident and the response magnitudes normalized (Rmax was 

17.2 and 15.2 spikes per second in the two planes).

D iscrim ina tio n h etM>e en dire étions

In a study of the tuning of cell responses to different views of the static 

head and body a different discrimination index was used to quantify 

discrimination between different perspective views (Perrett et al. 1991). The index 

was defined as (Rmin S.A.) /  (Rmax ”  S.A.) where Rmin Rmax were the 

minimum and maximum responses, respectively, to different views.

To facilitate comparison between tuning for perspective view and 

direction in the same brain area the same discrimination index was computed for 

the cells studied here. As ANOVA revealed no significant differences between 

planes for the index (j? = 0.28) the data for cell testing in different planes were 

combined. Figure 5.8 shows the frequency histogram of the discrimination index 

for 55 cells. Only the first estimate is given for cells which were tested more than 

once. For all cells the response to the worst direction of motion was less than 1/2
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of the response to the optimal direction. Negative index values indicate responses 

to non-preferred directions were less than the spontaneous activity.

For 55 directional selective cells the mean value of the discrimination 

index was —0.07 (+/— 0.032 SE). The discrimination of direction amongst this 

population of motion sensitive cells was comptued to discrimination of 

perspective view amongst cells selective for the static form of the head and body. 

The discrimination index measured for 110 view sensitive cells was found to have 

a mean of 0.04 (+/— 0.031, Perrett et al. 1991). The discrimination of direction 

was significantly greater than the discrimination of perspective view (fj i 44] = 

2.378, p < 0.02, using Satterthwaite's approximation for heterogeneity).

A number of other indices have been used to estimate the discrimination 

between directions. A commonly used direction index is = 1 — (Rgpp -  S.A.) / 

(Rmax S.A.), where Ropp is the response magnitude to motion in the opposite, 

or null, direction to that which gives the maximal response magnitude (Rmax)* 

For comparison with directional tuning in other studies, this index was also 

calculated (see Figure 5.9). Not surprisingly, bidirectional cells showed less 

discrimination between preferred and opposite directions than cells displaying 

unidirectional responses. Consequently bidirectional (Figure 5.9a) and 

unidirectional (Figure 5.9b) cells have been plotted separately. The mean value 

for the 44 unidirectional cells tested with stimulus motion in the null direction 

was 1.01 (+/-- 0.037).

Width o f timing o f dircction-scdective cells

Width of tuning was calculated as the average angle recjuired to reduce 

firing rate to half of the difference between response to the most and least 

effective directions [(Rmax -  Rmin)/2 or 1/2 width at 1/2 height measure]. As no 

significant differences were found for cells sensitive to motion in different planes 

(p = 0.26), the estimates from all 3 planes were combined.
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Figure 5.10 illustrate.^ the width of tuning estimate for all direction- 

selective cells tested with 8 directions and with significant cardioid regressions (1 

value per cell). Half width at half height ranged from 45̂  ̂ to 120®. The 

distribution of directional tuning in Figure 5.10 illustrates two important points: 

first the majority of ceils have tuning less than 75® (1/2 height 1/2 width) and 

second, the distribution does not appear continuous. Using 90 degree 1/2 width 

tuning as a cut off point, 34 cells were defined here as having relatively ^narrow' 

tuning for direction and 3 cells as having "broad' tuning

The distribution of width of tuning is skew positive with no cells having 

1/2 height 1/2 width less than 45®. Thj-sds in part an artifact of regression analysis 

since the cardioid equation used cannot follow changes in response from 

maximum to minimum in less than 90®. From visual examination of the tuning 

curves and cell responses, for only 5 cells the estimated width of tuning was 

artificially broad (by an estimated 5—15 degrees). Since this error affected a 

minority of cells only, it does not affect estimates of the width of tuning of the 

cell population unduly. The distribution of values were compared with those 

obtained for cells sensitive to different views of head and body using the non- 

pmametric Mann-Whitney U test and found to be similar (direction median 1/2 

width = 55.5®, view median = 57.7®, U[5 4 3 4 ] = 1374.5,/? = 0.24).

Average shape o f direction tuning

To make a visual comparison across different tuning curves, the raw data 

for each cell were rescaled (so that Rmax = 1.0 and S/A = 0.0) and directions 

expressed as angles of rotation from optimal (Soodak and Simpson 1988). Figure 

5.11 illustrates the range of the individual tuning curves for a sample of 29 

unidirectional cells with narrow tuning.

To obtain the average tuning curve for different cells, the coefficients of 

the regression analysis (Equation 1, above) of normalized data were averaged. 

Figure 5.12 displays the average tuning curves for uni and bi-directional cells. For
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both types of cell the average tuning curve exhibits a dip in response to directions 

some 90® away from optimal view. This dip falls below spontaneous activity and 

may well arise from inhibition from cells tuned to these orthogonal directions.

Distribution o f optimal directions

The optimal response directions were analysed for cells which (a) were 

tested with 8 directions, (b) displayed a significant (j? < 0.05) relation between 

response and a cardioid function of angle of motion (Equation 1) and (c) for 

which Chi-Squared comparisons between predicted and observed response 

indicated a good fit of the cardioid function. Thus, data were considered for only 

those cells for which regression analyses produced appropriate optimal response 

angles.

Figure 5.13 shows the distribution of the optimal directions from the 46 

appropriate analyses. For each cell the optimal direction is represented by a single 

line. For cells tested twice in the same plane the first estimate of optimal direction 

is plotted. Where testing was performed in two planes both estimates have been 

entered in the appropriate figure.

As shown in the upper part of Figure 5.13, the optimal directions of cells 

appear clustered around cartesian axes, (up/down, left/right and towards/away). 

To evaluate this clustering the estimated optimal direction is expressed as the 

angular rotation from the nearest cartesian axis (Figure 5.13 lower). Statistical 

analysis confirms that significantly more cells have optimal directions that are 'on 

axis' (within 22.5 degrees to a cartesian axis) than would be expected by chance 

(Binomial Test p < 0.0005).

Temporal characteristics o f cell responses

The temporal characteristics of the responses of cells within STPa to static 

form were investigated (Oram and Perrett 1992; see chapter 3). Whilst there were 

insufficient data available to perform a complete analysis of the same
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characteristics of cells selective for the direction of motion in the same brain area, 

analysis allows a partial comparison of the two populations.

Table 5.2

Direction 
Mean Range

Timing (ms)

Static Form' 
Mean

Latency 90.9 35.0 - 126.4 119.1
Rise time 69.4 10.4 - 175.0 58.2
Half fall time 59.0 20.0 - 124.8 40.0
Decay time 134.4 20.8 - 754.0 93.4
Duration 168.6 15.6 —764.4 112.5

rates (spikes/s)
S.A. 11.4 0.8 - 40.8 8.6
Peak 108.3 62.2 - 175.9 115.1
First 100 ms 67.3 34.7 - 89.2 66.9
Second 100 ms 53.1 20.7 - 84.0 48.1
Fifth 100 ms 31.9 3 .0 - 56.3 28.5
End 100 ms 30.6 5.4 - 59.2 24.7

Table 5.2. Time-course of responses of motion sensitive STPa 
cells lacking form selectivity. Measurements from STPa cells 
involved in static form processing and selective for the perspective 
view of the head for comparison (from Oram and Perrett 1992).

Latency estimates were obtained for 15 cells where the data had been 

collected to 5.0 or 5.2 ms accuracy. The mean was 90.9 ms (See Table 5.2). The 

static form cells, under similar presentation conditions had a mean latency of 119 

ms (Oram and Perrett 1992; see chapter 3), These are statistically different (î [57 j 

= 3.34, p  = 0.001), with direction selective cells responding at earlier latencies 

than form selective cells. As response magnitudes were almost identical (67.3 and
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66.9 spikes/s during the first 100 ms of the response), this difference in latency 

was not due to stronger responses in the cells of the present study.

As with cell responses to static form information, the responses of the cells 

in the present study to moving objects showed a fast rising phase to a peak, then a 

more gradual decay down to an apparently steady firing rate. The steady firing 

rate (estimated from the final 100 ms of the data collection period) was found to 

be above the spontaneous activity level for all cells.

Table 5.2 summarizes the parameters used to define the time course of 

responses for 15 motion sensitive cells lacking form selectivity. The mean values 

for STPa cells selective for static form (different views of the head) are given for 

comparison. The Table indicates the overall similarity of the temporal profile of 

the responses of the two cell types.

Figure 5.14 shows the population average of the responses of 9 cells where 

spike activity was collected in 5.2 ms time bins. The population latency of this 

sub-sample was 58.8 ms. This is shorter than the population latency for cells 

sensitive to static form (95 ms, Oram and Perrett 1992; see chapter 3), confirming 

the statistical assessment of the individual latency estimates. Other temporal 

measures of the population response of direction sensitive cells were similar to 

those obtained for the view selective population response (e.g. rise times of 69.4 

and 62.4 ms for direction selective and view selective population responses, 

respectively).

Location o f cells

Histological reconstruction of the positions of cells recorded in monkeys 

F,B,D (e.g. Figure 5.15) indicated that the majority of non-form motion sensitive 

cells were located in the cortex of the upper bank of the superior temporal sulcus 

(areas TPO and PGa of Seltzer and Pandya 1978). The proportions of cells 

responsive to movement but lacking form sensitivity out of the total number 

recorded within STPa varied from subject to subject (B, 10.6% (67/632); D,
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11.1% (155/1397); F, 14.8% (225/1553). (N.B. these figures include cells 

responsive to motion that were not investigated in detail for direction selectivity.) 

The motion sensitive cells constituted approximately 25% of all visual cells in the 

STPa. Measurements of the position of recording electrodes (from X-radiographs) 

indicated that cells sensitive to motion but not form in monkeys J and H were 

recorded in the same region.

Figure 5.15 illustrates the reconstruction of the position of directionally 

selective cells that were recorded in the upper bank of the STS in the right 

hemisphere of one monkey (D). Neighbouring cells on the same track showed a 

tendency to display similar direction preferences, though within a given 1.0 mm 

patch of cortex multiple directions appear to be encoded. Thus with the resolution 

of reconstruction present (+/— 1.0 mm) there was no obvious anatomical 

organization of direction coding within the cortex of this monkey at a 

macroscopic level.

DISCUSSION

Motion-coding in temporal cortex

Previous work with cells responsive to visual stimuli in the STPa focused 

mainly on coding of information about the form of the stimulus. Indeed, the 

cortex of the temporal lobe is often considered as containing high level 

representations of form. The current study evaluated coding of direction 

information by cells with no apparent sensitivity to the form of the stimulus. Few 

studies have investigated motion processing within the temporal cortex, yet there 

is evidence that motion can be used as a source of information to define form 

within this area (Britten et al. 1992; Oram and Perrett 1994a,b; Perrett et al. 

1990a, 1990b; see following chapter). The motion sensitive cells studied here 

were found in the same locus (within the upper bank of the anterior superior 

temporal sulcus or STP) as cells selective for the static form of the head and body
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(Perrett et al. 1991). This co-localization emphasises the anatomical convergence 

of streams of information processing for form and motion.

Coding o f direction in STPa

In keeping with the relatively low rate of spontaneous activity, optimal 

directions appeared to be coded by excitation rather than inhibition. That is, no 

cells were found coding the presence of one direction by a selective reduction of 

response rate below spontaneous activity with no change in activity for other 

directions of motion. There was, however, some evidence for a role of inhibition 

in the coding of non-preferred directions.

It is interesting to note the "Mexican hat' shape of direction tuning 

amongst the majority of directionally .selective cells. The dip in response, for 

directions approximately 90® to the cells' preferred direction, may represent 

inhibitory interactions between cells tuned to different directions. Indeed 

inhibition relative to spontaneous activity was observed for many cells to non- 

optimal directions and also static stimuli (e.g. Figure 5.1). Inhibition has been 

reported to motion in the null direction for some 90% of MT cells. Direction 

selectivity in MT would seem to be established by both inhibition in the null 

direction (as suggested by Barlow and Levick 1965) and by facilitation of the 

response in the preferred direction (Mikami et al. 1986a). The degree of inhibition 

for non-optimal directions exhibited by STP cells was not as great as that reported 

for cells in other visual systems (e.g. the rabbit accessory optic system, Soodak & 

Simpson 1988).

The amount of inhibition found in the present study of STPa direction 

coding was substantially greater than that found in STPa coding of the perspective 

view of static objects. Approximately half (14/29) of the tuning curves for 

individual directionally tuned STPa cells drop numerically below spontaneous 

activity (Figure 5.11). For cells tuned to different views of the head, only one 

quarter (11/43) of the individual tuning curves drop below spontaneous activity
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levels (see Figure 8, Perrett et al. 1991). The difference in the amount of 

suppression seen in these two cell populations is reflected most clearly by 

comparison of the average tuning curves. In the present study the average tuning 

curve for direction drops to slightly below spontaneous activity for non-optimal 

directions (Figure 5.12a), whereas the average view tuning curve for cells 

responsive to the head remains well above spontaneous activity throughout the 

full 360 degrees of head rotation (see Figure 9a of Perrett et al. 1991). In a 

detailed examination of the responses of cells selective to static head views, very 

little evidence was found of inhibition to non-optimal views (Oram and Perrett 

1992; see chapter 3). The increased suppression and/or inhibition seen in motion 

selective STP cells compared with form sensitive STP cells may therefore reflect 

a qualitatively different process for establishing tuning.

The range of the direction tuning defined by 1/2 height 1/2 width measure 

in the present study was 45 to 120 degrees. This range was similar to the range of 

tuning exhibited by cells selective for head view. The difference in the amount of 

inhibition seen between form and motion sensitive cell responses does not 

therefore lead to tighter tuning of motion sensitive cell responses.

Directional tuning and cartesian axes

Previous work has emphasized the prevalence of viewpoint sensitive 

coding for static form information in the STP (Bruce et al. 1981; Desimone et al. 

1984; Perrett et al. 1982, 1985a, 1991, 1992; Kendrick and Baldwin 1987; 

Hasselmo et al. 1989). The current study also indicates that motion processing in 

temporal cortex is heavily influenced by the observer's viewpoint. Of course, in 

most brain areas direction of movement is specified relative to the viewer. Some 

processing of motion in the temporal cortex, however, is conducted in an object- 

centred framework where the direction of object movement can be understood 

best when specified relative to parts of the object being viewed. For example head 

moving to chest regardless of orientation of the body relative to the viewer (head-
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nodding, Hasselmo et al 1989) or arm moving to chest (Perrett et al., 1990), a 

person walking forwards (following their nose) as opposed to backwards (Perrett 

et al., 1985; Oram et al., in submission; see chapters 7-9). In the present study it 

was found that half of the motion sensitive cells in STPa were selective for 

particular directions of motion relative to the observer. This viewpoint sensitivity 

could allow the motion information to be combined more easily with the form 

information that is processed in the same brain area.

One of the clearest findings of the present study was the prevalence of 

direction-selective coding clustered around particular cartesian axes. These axes 

correspond to the gravitational axis (up/down), an axis running towards/away 

along the line of sight and an axis running left/right. The width of the tuning of 

the cells suggests that coding of these 6 directions is sufficient to allow 

representation of all possible directions of movement within the STP. Movement 

at 45 degrees to the cartesian axes would excite (half maximally) at least two cell 

populations tuned to directions along the cartesian axes. The preferential coding 

of orthogonal directions means that all directions in three dimensional space can 

be represented by the minimum number of directionally selective cell populations. 

Therefore, direction of motion is represented in STPa in the most efficient 

manner. Although an initial investigations of V5 (MT) suggested a bias in cell 

response preferences for movement towards the contralateral periphery (Dubner 

and Zeki 1971), subsequent studies have not drawn attention to any pronounced 

bias in the distribution of directional tuning (Zeki 1974; Albright 1984 and see 

introduction). Cells in MST also exhibit no marked bias in directional preference, 

except in the horizontal plane where cells show a slight preference for motion 

towards the ipsilateral side (Komatsu and Wurtz 1988a), a property also seen in 

the visual ti*acking neurons in the lateral part of MST, MSTl (Thier and Erickson 

1992). The biases reported for MT and MST were towards a particular hemispace 

(i.e. contralateral and ipsilateral) and not the strong preference along particular 

axes reported here.
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Preferential coding of direction has been noted in sub-cortical structures. 

The neurons of the accessory optic system (AOS) of the rabbit, cat and monkey 

show preferential coding of directions of movement that coincide with the 

direction of retinal movement that would occur during self motion about the 

vestibular axes (Soodak and Simpson 1988; Simpson et al. 1988; Grasse and 

Cynader 1982, 1984; Grasse et al. 1984; Hoffman and Distler 1989). Coupling the 

sensory inputs from the semicircular canals with the optical changes resultant 

from self motion could also be used to define the three axes of motion selectivity 

observed in STPa. Indeed real motion and retinal movement consequent on self 

motion have markedly different effects on STPa cells selective for motion 

(Hietanen and Perrett 1992).

Given the importance of the cartesian axis system for the coding of motion 

and view it is also interesting to speculate on the development of preferential 

coding. The direction of motion of an animate object will be highly correlated 

with the perspective view of the moving body. For example, the left profile head 

view would be correlated with motion of an animal to the observer's left. This 

relationship could underlie the correlation between the views preferentially 

encoded in STPa (front, left and right profile and back) and the directions 

preferentially coded in the same area (towards, left, right and away). Furthermore, 

the cells coding head and body information associated with another individual's 

attention up and down could also be related to the body movements up and down 

(Perrett et al. 1992).

It is of interest to consider why these particular three axes are represented. 

If directional tuning is affected by experience then the axes utilized in STPa are 

not too surprising. The up/down axis is, of course, coincident with gravity; this 

axis could be defined through experience of objects falling. Movement towards 

any organism has strong survival implications and, for social animals such as 

macaques and humans, it is a powerful cue to social interactions. From optical 

considerations objects moving along this z axis will change in retinal size. The
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presence of retinal expansion/conti'action could therefore be used to define the 

selectivity of cells tuned for movement towards and away. With two axes defined, 

the third axis (left/right) can also be found by a system of coding which attempts 

to decompose movement into uncorrelated or orthogonal directions. Learning 

rules which maximise the difference between activity amongst cell populations 

(e.g. 'decorrelation' of Foldiak 1991) will automatically extract orthogonal 

dimensions (or principal components) amongst sensory inputs.

Relationship o f motion processing in STPa to posterior areas

The obvious route for motion information to arrive in area STPa is from 

the motion pathway involving the magnocellular portions of the lateral geniculate 

nucleus (LGN) and areas VI, V2, MT and MST. Motion sensitive visual inputs to 

STP may not be entirely dependent on the m agn oce 11 u I ar- gen i c u 1 o s tr i a te system. 

The visual responses in MT are largely dependent on the magnocellular pathway 

(Maunsell et al. 1990) but, after lesion of magnocellular LGN, there is evidence 

for additional parvocellular input to MT (Merigan et al. 1991). Motion sensitivity 

in STPa could also depend on inputs from the superior colliculus, which provides 

inputs to extrastriate visual areas via the lateral pulvinar (Bruce et al. 1986; Girard 

and Huilier 1989; Girard et al. 1991; Gross 1991; Rodman et al. 1989, 1990). The 

colliculus also projects to S and interlaminar layers of the LGN. The,se layers are 

the source of direct projections from the LGN to extrastriate areas V2, V3, V3a, 

V4 and MT (Benevento and Yoshida 1981; Bui lier and Kennedy 1983; Fries 

1981; Wong-Riley 1976), though there do not appear to be direct LGN 

connections to anterior temporal cortex (including area STP) or parietal cortex 

(area PG) (Fries 1981; Iwai et al. 1980; Yukie and Iwai 1981).

It has been proposed that the residual vision seen after lesions to striate 

cortex is mainly due to neuronal activity in the dorsal pathway (Girard et al.

1991). Following unilateral lesions to striate cortex many STP cells remain
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visually responsive but selectivity for form and motion direction is largely 

abolished (Bruce et al. 1986; Gross 1991). Bruce et al. (1986) found only two out 

of forty STP cells exhibiting residual directional selectivity. Thus, although the 

superior colliculus may provide some visual input to the STP, it does not seem to 

be the main source of directional selectivity in this area.

Interestingly, directional selectivity is maintained in many MT cells 

following VI lesion, although response magnitudes are reduced (Rodman et al. 

1989). This residual directionality is presumably due to input to MT from the 

superior colliculus, since lesions of both striate cortex and the superior colliculus 

abolished all visual responses in MT and STP (Rodman et al. 1990; Bruce et al. 

1986). It is not clear why the residual sensitivity to motion in MT which survives 

striate lesion is insufficient to drive directional selectivity in more than a minority 

(5%, 2/41) of STP cells (Bruce et al., 1986).

Temporal characteristics o f the response

Responses of MST cells show a phasic increase from response onset which 

lasts for some 100—300 ms. The tonic response which occurs after this transient 

burst lasts for the duration of the stimulus presentation (Duffy and Wurtz 1991a). 

This pattern of a transient burst followed by a period of tonic discharge 

throughout stimulus presentation was also seen in both STPa cells sensitive to 

motion (Figure 5.14) and cells responsive to static stimuli (Oram and Perrett 

1992; see chapter 3). The latency of MT neurons has a mean of 58 ms, whereas 

the latency of the population curve of direction selective STP neurons is 68 ms 

(Figure 5.14). This is consistent with motion information arriving in STPa via 

MT. It has been argued elsewhere that static information in STPa neurons arrives 

as quickly as possible via the ventral route (Oram and Perrett 1992; see also 

chapter 3), yet the latency of the cells in the present study was shorter than the 

latency of cells responding to static form. Most likely therefore, the motion input 

derives from the dorsal route (involving MT and MST) as there is a pathway from
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VI to STPa passing through fewer brain areas than in the ventral route. 

Conversely the static pattern input would derive from the ventral route involving 

V4 and inferior temporal cortex (Young 1992; Felleman and Van Essen 1991).

Proportions o f motion sensitive cells

In areas MT, MST and posterior STP (STPp), virtually all visual cells are 

non-selective for stimulus form but responsive to motion (98% of MT, 96% MST, 

Tanaka et al. 1986; MST 99%, STPp 97% Hikosaka et al. 1988; MSTd and 

Lateral MST, MSTl 96% Saito et al. 1986; MSTd 85%, Duffy and Wurtz 1991a). 

This is Tu’ above the proportion (25%) of visual cells in STPa displaying motion 

sensitivity but lacking form sensitivity.

A further difference between non-form, motion selective cells in STPa and 

those of MT/MST lies in the increased number of pandirectional cells. Studies of 

MT revealed only 2% of motion selective cells were pandirectional (Tanaka et al. 

1986). A similarly low proportion (1%) of pandirectional cells was found in 

MSTd and MSTl (Tanaka et al. 1986, Saito et al. 1986). In a third study of MSTd, 

some 30% of the cells were responsive to rotation, movement in the fronto- 

parallel plane and expansion/contraction but, of those tested in the fronto-parallel 

plane, only 7% responded to all 8 directions tested (Duffy and Wurtz 1991a). All 

these estimates are far lower than the 56% of STPa motion sensitive cells found in 

the present study to be pandirectional. Hikosaka et al. (1988) also report that 30% 

of motion sensitive cells are pandirectional in STPp. Thus, the change in the ratio 

of unidirectional to pandirectional cell selectivities seen from MT/MST to STPa is 

due to a drop in the number of unidirectional motion selective cells, 86% in MT 

and 80—88% in MST (Tanaka et al. 1986; Saito et al. 1986). The proportion of 

bidirectional cells remains consistent across areas MT (6%, Tanaka et al. 1986), 

MST (1%, Saito et al. 1986) and STPp (4%, Hikosaka et al. 1988) and is far more 

comparable to the 4% found in STPa in the present study.
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Of the unidirectional cells in posterior regions relatively few respond to 

expansion or contraction; MT, 3%; MST, 5—23%; STPp, 13% (Tanaka et al. 

1986; Saito et al. 1986; Hikosaka et al. 1988). In the present study 46% of 

unidirectional cells responded to movement towards or away from the monkey. A 

similarly high number of cells responding to movement along the z axis were 

found in STPa poly modal cells (Mistlin and Perrett 1990). This apparent 

discrepancy between posterior areas and STPa cell populations could be due to the 

observation that expansion/contraction cells respond preferentially to real 3-D 

stimuli over projected stimuli (Tanaka and Saito 1989; cf Hikosaka et al. 1988). 

The ratio of unidirectional cells in MSTd responsive to expansion compared to 

contraction ranges from about 2:1 (Saito et al. 1986) to 7:1 (Tanaka and Saito 

1989). The ratio of the present study was 67:28. Thus in all areas there are more 

cells responsive to motion towards than away from the monkey but the proportion 

of cells sensitive to motion along the z axis is much higher in STPa than in MT, 

MST or STPp.

Thus the changes that seem to occur between posterior motion areas (MT, 

MSTd/MSTl, STPp) and STPa can be summarized as follows: (1) the proportion 

of motion sensitive cells decreases; (2) there is an trend for fewer unidirectional 

cells and more pandirectional cells; (3) the proportion of bidirectional cells stays 

roughly equivalent indicating that they form a separate population and (4) the 

proportion of motion sensitive cells preferring motion along the z axis (towards 

and away) increases.

Directional tuning in different brain areas

It is also of interest to compare the direction index measures (Id, Figure 

5.9) with other extrastriate brain areas. A number of measures of Id have been 

made for MT (e.g. median = 0.99, Saito et al. 1989; 1.01, Snowden et al. 1992). 

Furthermore, the estimate of Id is similar when isoluminant, colour contrast 

stimuli are used (median 0.95 Saito et al. 1989). The median Id of the
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unidirectional STPa cells in the present study was 0.97 (Figure 5.9b). In another 

study, more than 80% of the unidirectional cells in MT had Id values greater than 

0.8 (Mikami et al. 1986a). As the criteria for including a cell in their analysis was 

very stringent, the estimate is very unlikely to include any bidirectional cells. For 

the unidirectional cells in the present study, it was also found that greater than 

80% of cells had Id values exceeding 0.8.

Estimates of directionality in MST (Duffy & Wurtz 1991a) are similar to 

those obtained here, though a greater proportion of STPa cells appear to have 

higher direction discrimination. Such a regional discrepancy may be due to the 

use of the minimum estimated response, whereas Duffy and Wurtz used the 

observed response magnitude to the null direction. Thus, the directionality in area 

STPa appears similar to that in MT and MST but greater than that estimated for 

VI directional cells (e.g. I(_| = 0.44, Snowden et al. 1992). This suggests that 

STPa, MT and MST code movement with similar discrimination between 

directions.

It is worth noting that the discrimination between directions shown by 

cells in STPa (Figure 5.8) is comparable with the equivalent measure for 

discrimination between views for cells selective for different views of the head in 

the same brain region (Perrett et al. 1991). Thus the discrimination, the breadth of 

tuning and distribution of preferred directions shown by STPa neurons processing 

motion appear comparable to that shown by neurons in the same area that process 

the static form of the head and body.

Establishment o f direction tuning

It has been argued that the tuning seen in static form cells of STPa is 

derived in a feed forward way with little lateral inhibition contributing to the 

initial view selectivity. This was based on the observation that view 

discrimination was present from response onset and that response latencies were
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so early that, even following the shortest route (involving only 8 synapses) along 

the ventral ('form' or 'what') pathway to the STPa, the responses had to be relayed 

between stages on the basis of the first one or possibly two spikes of the response 

(Oram and Perrett 1992; see chapter 3).

The latency of the cells in the present study is on average statistically less 

than the latencies of cells selective for views of the head and body. As firing rates 

during the initial 100 ms of response were comparable (67.3 as opposed to 66.9 

spikes/sec) and similar stimulus presentation methods were used, this difference is 

unlikely to be due differences in the adequacy of the stimulus. The difference in 

latency suggests that the input to motion selective cells in STPa is established by a 

different route not involving the ventral pathway. The shortest route to STP from 

the striate cortex is via the dorsal pathway (Vl-MT-MST/FST-STPa, Felleman 

and Van Essen 1991). Allowing for interneurons between input and output layers 

in MT and MST/FST (Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Zeki and Shipp 1988), a 

minimum of 5 synaptic relays are needed to pass information from VI to the 

STPa cells recorded here. Latencies of VI cell responses to strong contrast stimuli 

can be as early as 30 ms (Maunsell, personal communication). As the population 

latency of the STPa cells responsive to motion studied here was found to be 58.8 

ms, this leaves 30 ms for activity to flow between VI and STPa. Allowing for 4— 

5 ms for each synaptic relay, the difference in latencies fits well with a route 

through MST to the recording sites in STPa. The time constraints along this 

pathway seem therefore as tight as those for static form processing, suggesting 

again that information must be passed between stages on the basis of the initial 

spike of the response.

Several studies have suggested that directionality can be established in a 

feed forward manner (e.g. Worgotter & Holt 1991; Soodak & Simpson 1988), 

which is a requirement to obtain the fastest flow of information. Indeed, the 

changes in the creation of new directional selective properties in MST can be
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explained by direct feed-forward input from MT (Saito et al. 1986. Tanaka and 

Saito 1989, Tanaka et al. 1989).

Unlike the cell population studied here, the optimal direction for MT and 

MST neurons is more evenly distributed around the fronto-parallel plane 

(Albright et al. 1984; Komatsu and Wurtz 1988a). From Figure 5.13 it can be 

seen that more than 75% of the cells have optimal directions within 15 degrees 

from the cartesian axes. If the directional tuning depended on input from 

MT/MST then the preferential coding of directions in STPa could be established 

from outputs of Just a small fraction (5—10%) of MT/MST neurons.

Relationship to psychophysical studies

Motion processing at the cellular level in VI, MT and MST has been 

correlated frequently with motion sensitivity at the psychophysical level 

(Snowden et al. 1991; Mikami et al. 1986a; Movshon et al. 1985; Newsome et al. 

1986). Using moving random dot displays, Levinson and Sekuler (1980) 

measured the elevation in luminance detection threshold for various directions 

following adaptation to motion of the display in one direction. The elevation in 

threshold varied with the direction of drift of the test stimuli from the adaptation 

direction. It was found that maximal elevation occurred when the test stimuli 

moved in the same direction as the adaptation stimulus and fell to a minimum for 

opposite directions of motion. From this the estimated band width of underlying 

directionally selective channels (1/2 width at 1/2 height) would be between 40 and 

60 degrees, which is equivalent with the tuning (1/2 width at 1/2 height) of STPa 

unidirectional cells reported here.

Adelson and Movshon (1982, see also Movshon et al. 1985) suggested a 

two stage model of motion detection, with the first phase extracting local 

orientation based velocities and the second phase combining these to get a 

measure of whole field movement. Psychophysical studies with plaid patterns 

support this two stage model (Welch 1989) although the apparent direction acuity
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of plaid displays is greater along the horizontal and vertical directions than in 

oblique directions (Heeley & Buchanan-Smith 1992). Thus, if there was a 

neuronal correlate to the psychophysical observations, the cell responses would be 

expected to show preferential tuning to horizontal and vertical directions, have 

large receptive fields and have a band width of tuning of 40—60 degrees. These 

properties, in particular the meridional anisotropy, correlate more closely with 

STPa cells than cells in MT/MST. Further work with plaid patterns would be 

needed to establish whether the properties of STPa cells account for the 

psychophysical results.

Conclusion

Measurements of response latency indicate that movement information 

arrives in the STPa via a different route from that supplying sensitivity to the 

form of biologically meaningful objects. The directional selectivity of cells within 

STPa is consistent with an input of motion information from posterior motion 

processing areas (MT and or MST). Unlike the posterior areas, however, the 

distribution of preferred directions amongst STPa motion sensitive cells is highly 

clustered around the cartesian axes (towards/away and left right, up/down). Cells 

in STPa that are selective for static information about heads and bodies also 

exhibit a preference for views clustered around cartesian axes (front and back, left 

and right sides). The employment of the same system of axes for visual 

processing by these two distinct cell populations may underlie the production of a 

further population of STPa cells which are conjointly sensitive to form and 

motion. The specialization of STPa cells for particular directions and object views 

may facilitate the integration of two streams of visual analysis and thus support 

the unified experience of moving forms.
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CHAPTER 6 

MOTION PROCESSING IN STPa 
BIOLOGICAL MOTION' SENSITIVITY

(Oram & Perrett 1994, J. Cog. Neurosci., 6:99-116)

(Oram & Perrett 1994, Proc. SPIE 2054, 155-165)

INTRODUCTION

In the early 1970's it was found that human subjects could interpret 

extremely impoverished images of human walking. Small light sources were 

attached to the points of articulation of a walking person (the shoulders, elbows, 

wrists, hips, knees and ankles), then all other visual information removed by 

presenting the stimulus in darkness. Johansson (1973) found that subjects had no 

difficulty in identifying the stimulus as representing a person walking. Indeed 

Johansson reported the effect as being "immediate and compelling". He referred 

to this type of stimuli as biological motion stimuli. They have also been referred 

to as moving light displays.

Human subjects can perceive a variety of information from such biological 

motion stimuli, including the gender and identity of familiar individuals (Cutting 

1978; Cutting & Kozlowski 1977; Cutting et al., 1978; Cutting et al., 1988; 

Kozlowski & Cutting 1977), whether the individual walks forwards or backwards 

(Perrett et al., 1990a,b; Mather et al., 1992), as well as the mode of ambulation 

(Jansson & Johansson 1973; Fox & McDaniel 1982; Bertenthal et al., 1985) and 

other actions (e.g. sign language, Poizner et al., 1981). Thus at the human 

perceptual level biological motion stimuli can give a great deal of information.
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not only about the nature of the movements but also the form of the individual 

that is moving. Despite the rich source of information from such non-rigid motion 

stimuli little is known about the underlying neuronal mechanisms. The similarity 

of behavioural performance between human and macaque subjects in processing 

form from motion (Siegel & Andersen 1990) suggests that the macaque is a 

suitable model for investigating the underlying neural mechanisms of form from 

motion processing.

Form and Motion Pathways

A brief recap of the two major visual processing pathways is of relevance 

here. As noted in the introduction, it has been suggested that processing of visual 

information in primates follows two pathways: the ventral "form" or "what" 

pathway and the dorsal "motion" or "where" pathway (Ungerleider & Mishkin 

1982; Mishkin et al., 1983; De Yoe & Van Essen 1988). These two pathways 

involve several brain areas (Felleman & Van Essen 1991; Young 1992). The 

ventral pathway passes through the areas VI, V2, V4, into posterior, central and 

anterior inferotemporal cortex (PIT, CIT, AIT) and the anterior sections of 

superior temporal sulcus (including area STPa). The dorsal or "motion" pathway 

flows from VI through V2, the middle temporal area (MT), also known as V5, 

and the lateral and dorsal medial superior temporal areas (MSTl and MSTd) and 

then passes to the frontal eye fields and parietal cortex. The termination areas of 

this pathway have led to the suggestion that it is involved in the control of eye 

movements and visiio-motor interactions with objects (Goodale & Milner 1992).

The two pathways are not completely separate: outputs from areas MSTl and 

MSTd also pass through the fundus of the superior temporal sulcus (EST) to the 

posterior and anterior sections of the superior temporal polysensory area (STPp 

and STPa, Boussaoud et al. 1990). Area STPa therefore receives inputs from both 

the ventral (form) and dorsal (motion) pathways (Felleman & van Essen 1991;

Young 1992). In view of this anatomical convergence, it may not be surprising
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that some neurons in area STPa show selectivity both for the form and the 

direction of motion of objects. Single cells in macaque STPa (and more generally 

throughout the anterior sections of the superior temporal sulcus, STS) have been 

found to be selectively responsive to the sight of various body movements 

including walking and articulation of individual limbs (Brothers & King 1992; 

Desimone et al., 1984; Hasselmo et al., 1989; Perrett et al., 1985b, 1990b; see also 

later chapters) and hand actions (e.g. tearing, object manipulation, Perrett et al., 

1989a,b). In this section, the responses of cells to whole body motion defined 

under biological motion are described.

Mechanisms o f sensitivity to form and motion

There are three broad possible categories of mechanism by which conjoint 

selectivity to form and motion could be achieved in the STPa. (a) STPa cells 

could integrate information about the direction of overall displacement during 

movement (from the dorsal inputs) and information about the form of the stimulus 

(from the ventral inputs), (b) Sufficient motion information might be available to 

STPa cells (from the dorsal route alone) to establish sensitivity to the patterns of 

articulation, (c) Selectivity for body movement could be established by combining 

inputs from multiple cells (in inferotemporal cortex, IT, or STPa) each selective 

for the same body form but at slightly different spatial positions. Motion 

sensitivity could in this case derive from inputs from the ventral route alone using 

circuitry analogous to that proposed for other systems (Barlow & Levick 1965;

Torre & Poggio 1978). This latter mechanism is the least likely, since cells in the 

STPa and IT have very large receptive fields (Bruce et al., 1981) though changes 

in sensitivity to stimuli at different positions within the large receptive fields 

(Gross 1992) could perhaps be used.

Selectivity which could be used in all three processing schemes has 

already been documented: cells selective for the static form of the head and body 

are found within the STPa and IT (Bruce et al., 1981; Desimone et al., 1984;
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Hasselmo et al., 1989; Perrett et al., 1982, 1984, 1985a, 1991, 1992) as are cells 

selective for direction of motion but lacking form sensitivity (Gross et al., 1972;

Bruce et al., 1981; Perrett et al., 1985b; Hikosaka et al., 1988; Hietanen & Perrett 

1993; Oram et al., 1993). Utilization of these cell types could support scheme (a).

Inputs to the STP from MT and MST are likely to convey motion information but 

relatively little form information. Area MT and MST contain increasing numbers 

of cells selective for the direction of motion independent of local contour motion 

(Albright 1984; Albright et al., 1984; Duffy & Wurtz 1991a,b; Komatsu & Wurtz 

1988a,b; Mikami et al., 1986a,b; Rodman & Albright 1989; Saito et al., 1986,

1989; Snowden et al., 1991, 1992; Tanaka et al., 1986, 1989; Tanaka & Saito 

1989; Zeki 1974). These inputs could support scheme (b) or be used in 

conjunction with inputs from cells selective for static form as in scheme (a). 

Furthermore, IT, which projects to the STPa (Felleman & Van Essen 1991;

Young 1992), contains cells which are selective for static form and perspective 

view of the head (Tanaka et al., 1991; Hasselmo et al., 1989; Young & Yamane

1992). These cells (and also cells within area STPa selective for form) could be 

used to support scheme (c) or be combined with inputs from cells selective for 

motion to support scheme (a). Therefore any of the proposed schemes of 

processing to detect walking bodies under normal lighting could in principle be 

implemented by cells in the STPa, using either inputs from cells within area STPa 

or inputs from cells in areas IT and MT/MST. It is worth noting that under 

scheme (a), the suggested motion input carries only overall translation 

information. Therefore form information could not be calculated under biological 

motion conditions since it is only the motion of the light points relative to one 

another that can be used to extract form-from-motion (e.g. both left and right 

profiles moving the left have the same large field motion signals). Similarly under 

scheme (c) only overall translation information would be present, so again no 

sensitivity to biological motion stimuli would be seen. Hence STPa cells would be
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expected to respond to biological motion stimuli only under the second scheme of 

processing.

View specificity

The majority of processing of static form information within the STS and 

IT cortex appears to be conducted in a view specific manner (Bruce et al., 1981; 

Desimone et al., 1984; Perrett et al., 1985a, 1991, 1992; Hasselmo et al., 1989).

For example, individual cells respond to the left profile view of the head but not 

the right profile or other views. Such sensitivity to perspective view has also been 

observed in STPa cells conjointly sensitive to body form and motion; some cells 

respond selectively to the left profile body view walking to the observer's left 

(Perrett et al., 1985b, 1990a,b). Neuronal sensitivity to the visual patterns of 

monkey ambulation in specific directions has been observed in other regions of 

the macaque temporal lobe (e.g. the amygdala, Brothers & King 1992). The view 

sensitivity seen in STPa cells offers an opportunity to quantify sensitivity to form 

defined by motion, since the response to movement of one body view can be 

compared to a different view moving in the same direction. Mirror image body 

views are identical in size, complexity of articulating elements and angular speed 

of component movements. Discrimination of responses to different views 

therefore indicates sophisticated processing of form. Discriminating body view 

under biological motion conditions has been used in psychophysical tasks to 

assess quantitatively human perceptual sensitivity to form defined by motion 

(Cutting et al., 1988; Mather et al., 1992; Perrett et al., 1990a).

Computational approaches for interpretation o f biological motion stimuli

The majority of the computational models analysing form from motion 

stimuli in general (U11 man 1978; Hildreth & Koch 1987) and biological motion in 

particular (e.g. Rashid 1980; Webb & Aggarwal 1982; Hoffman & Flinchbaugh 

1982; Sugie & Kato 1987; Sugihara & Sugie 1984) establish a linkage structure 

that is consistent for the motion of the moving elements. This means that the
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analysis establishes a description that is independent of body view and direction 

of motion: indeed the analysis is applicable to any articulating entity, and gives no 

information about direction of movement nor the identity of the object that is 

moving. While analysis of overall displacement of an object is simple to perform, 

there would still be the problem of binding the direction of motion with the 

particular object. Furthermore the models that establish only linkage structure 

would require a further processing stage for determination of object identity and 

body view. Other computational approaches use a template of the object's identity 

(Lee & Chen 1985; Leung & Yang 1987). However, these models also predict 

invariance with respect to orientation, body view and direction of motion 

(assumptions are often required about the nature of the motion - walking, running 

etc - in these models as well). Therefore to explain human observer performance 

further processing stages would also be required, in particular lo extract body 

view. It would only be during this sub.sequent stage that effects such as increased 

response latency seen with inversion of stimuli (Sumi 1984; Dittrich 1993). View 

sensitivity of cells responsive to body motion defined under biological motion is 

therefore an important attribute to quantify since it is a property that is not 

predicted on the basis of most current computational approaches to biological 

motion.

The primary aim of this study was to determine whether cells in the STPa 

selectively responsive to the sight of walking bodies under normal lighting 

conditions were sensitive to biological motion versions of the same walking 

stimuli. Earlier reports suggested that STPa cells might indeed utilize patterns of 

articulation (Bruce et al., 1981; Perrett et al., 1990a,b) but no systematic study 

had been made of the extent to which cell sensitivity to body form and direction 

of movement was maintained under biological motion conditions.
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M E T H O D S

Four subjects were used (Macaca mulatta, 3 male B, D, H wt. 5-8 kg, 1 

female J wt. 4 kg from a UK registered breeding colony). The standard training, 

surgery, recording, behavioural task and histological reconstruction methods were 

used (see General methods section).

Stimuli

The stimuli were either real 3-D presentations or sequences of frames on a 

video disc. They included images of the experimenter walking, both forwards 

(compatible movement) and backwards (incompatible movement) in different 

directions (towards and away from the monkey and moving to the monkey's left 

and right). The biological motion stimuli were made using luminescent patches 

(subtending approximately 0.2 degrees) fixed to the experimenter at the neck, 

shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees and ankles. Live presentation was 

performed under black out conditions within the laboratory. Video images were 

talcen both of actors walking under strong diffuse lighting and under blackout 

conditions to give normal walking stimuli and the equivalent biological motion 

stimuli. The biological motion stimuli were then contrast thresholded to two 

luminance levels and finally contrast enhanced to black and white using a 

Fairlight Computer Video instrument. Both these and the images under natural 

lighting conditions were stored on video disk.

In addition to the small dot stimuli, stick figure representations were also 

used. These were generated in an analogous fashion to the biological motion 

stimuli but short strips of luminescent material were fixed between the articulation 

points. Gaps of similar size to the "dots' were left at the articulation points. These 

stick figures have more information than traditional biological motion stimuli
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since they give linkage structure but they do not have other form information (e.g. 

appearance of the face).

Control objects moving in the same directions as the walking / translating 

and biological motion stimuli were used. These were matched for size and like 

walking had non-rigid motion (e.g. curtains, lab-coats, hinged pieces of wood) 

and were moved at the same speed (+/- 15%) and direction (+/- 10 degrees) as the 

walking stimuli. The responses of STPa cells to stimuli of the translating body 

will be reported elsewhere (Oram et al. in prep). Three biological motion controls 

were also used. One was luminous dots moving non-rigidly under blackout 

conditions. Secondly, images of rigid translating dots were stored on video disk.

The third was a "jumbled' biological motion figure recorded on video disc. The 

jumbled figure was made using a computer based system (IRIS 3130, Silicon 

Graphics). The position of the points of limb articulation were digitized for each 

of 24 video frames making one step cycle in 4 directions on a treadmill. To create 

normal motion sequences these were re-animated at 24 frames/sec and each point 

was allocated an additional translation vector to re-create walking motions with 

displacement (i.e. walking to the left). For jumbled figures the coordinates were 

moved in a random direction by a distance that was 30% of the initial head to 

floor height of the figure. The appropriate motion vector of each of the points was 

then added as was the translation vector. Therefore the resulting interpretation of 

the linkage structure was not changed but, when replayed, even though the overall 

translation and the individual component motions remained consistent with a 

walking stimulus, the image was no longer recognizable as a human figure. It is 

important to realize that the light points can still be 'connected' by rigid limb 

elements and that the component motions were identical to the equivalent 

biological motion stimulus, but the relative lengths, the relative positions and the 

relative motions of these elements were no longer humanoid.

The luminance values of the video disk images were 0.2 cd/m^ for the 

background, 3.0 cd/m^ for the dots and stripes (see below) and 4.0 cd/m^ for the
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natural image of a walking person. Under live conditions, the dot and stripe 

luminance was less than 0.1 cd/m^, whereas for natural images of a walking 

person the luminance was 1-4 cd/m^.

The stimuli were viewed through either a liquid crystal shutter (Screen 

Print Technology) or a large aperture camera shutter (Compur, 6.5 cm diameter).

Both shutters had rise times of < 15 ms. The time at which the shutter became 

transparent or was fully open was also recorded. Subsequent analysis was linked 

to this, the true stimulus onset time. Each stimulus was presented 5 or more times 

in computer controlled pseudo-random order. In addition, a "no stimulus" 

condition was also used, where only the LED and wall could be seen. This was 

used to assess background or spontaneous activity (S.A.) levels of the cells. Each 

trial consisted of a 0.5 s warning tone, followed by a 1 s stimulus presentation 

period. The in ter-trial interval was randomly varied between 0.5 and 5 seconds. 

Motion of the stimulus was started before the presentation period and continued 

for a short duration afterwards to ensure a smoothly moving presentation.

The isolated cells were tested using normal lighting and biological motion 

conditions. Tests were at the least of 2 body views and controls moving in 1 or 2 

directions. If, under biological motion conditions, no response to the stick figures 

was found, then it was assumed that the dot figures would not elicit a response.

Cells selectively responsive to body motions other than walking were tested for 

biological motion sensitivity with luminous patches only under laboratory 

blackout since appropriate images were not available on video disc. Body motions 

used in this testing included rotation, crouching and bowing. Cells were also 

tested for selectivity to the single limb movements present in the preferred 

stimulus. These tests involved the presentation of the arm or leg flexing and 

extending in isolation (i.e. rest of the body occluded from sight or visible but 

stationary). Cells found selective for these stimuli have been reported previously 

(e.g. leg, arm or hand motion, see Perrett et al. 1985b, 1989a,b, 1990a,b; Mistlin
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and Perrett 1990). The cells reported here, however, were unresponsive to 

individual limb movements.

Data analysis

Analysis of the spike frequency data was performed on-line as a 1-way 

ANOVA with each condition tested as a factor. The results of this analysis were 

used to guide subsequent testing. A cell was classified as selective for walking if 

there was a significant overall effect of conditions and one direction /  body view 

combination was different (p < 0.05) from (i) control objects, (ii) a second body 

view moving in the same direction and (iii) the same body view moving in a 

second direction. All the cells reported here were not found to be selective for 

single limb articulation but rather required whole body motion. Cells found to be 

selective for walking stimuli were then tested with both real walking and 

biological motion stimuli and subjected to off-line analysis. Off line analysis for 

all cells took the form of 2-way ANOVA, with the direction of motion as one 

factor and the stimulus type (natural, biological motion, control) as the second 

factor. A second 2-way ANOVA was performed with body view as one factor and 

stimulus type (natural, biological motion) as the second. Significance for all 

statistical tests was taken at the 0.05 level. Post hoc testing of the ANOVAs was 

performed using the protected least significant difference (PLSD) test (Snedecor 

& Cochran, 1980).

R E S U L T S

Cells Selective to Human Walking
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F ig u r e  6.1. Se l e c t iv it y  fo r  d ir e c t io n  o f  b o d y  m o v e m e n t
BUT NOT BODY FORM FOR BIOLOGICAL MOTION STIMULI. The mean 
response +/- S.E.M. of one cell to walking bodies under normal and biological motion 
conditions. The upper section shows schematic representations of the view and direction of 
movement of stimuli. Under normal lighting, the cell responded to the sight of the left 
profile body view walking (compatibly) to the monicey's left. The sight of the right profile 
view walking (incompatibly) to the left gave no response above the cell's spontaneous 
activity (S,A,) (p > 0,05) and the optimal body view moving to the right produced 
inhibition relative to S.A, (p = 0,03). Under biological motion conditions both left and right 
body views moving in the cell’s preferred direction elicited a response greater than control 
movement and S.A, (p < 0.02 each comparison). Left and right directions of motion were 
discriminated under biological motion conditions. Overall effect of conditions, Fj-'y 34  ̂ = 
14.0, p < 0.0005: Number of trials for each condition, left to right N = 5,3,5,7,10,4,5,3,
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From the four subjects, 196 cells were found to be sensitive to walking 

stimuli out of a total of 6,459 cells screened (see General Methods, chapter 2).

Here the response properties of a subset of these 196 cells are described (other 

cells selective for walking stimuli were subjected to studies of tuning for view, 

direction and object-part interactions). A total of 72 of the cells found to be 

selective for the walking stimuli were tested for sensitivity to biological motion 

(dots and/or the stick figure variation). The selectivity in the responses for human 

walking could not be attributed to single limb articulation for any of these cells 

(see methods). Of the 72 cells selective to walking stimuli, 47 (65%) gave no 

response above spontaneous activity or control response levels when tested with 

biological motion stimuli. Thus approximately two thirds of the cells selective for 

walking bodies did not show any responsiveness to stimuli where only motion 

information was available for defining stimulus form. The lack of response 

indicates the conjoint selectivity shown by these cells: namely that both form and 

motion information are required to elicit a response (Oram et al. in prep).

Seven cells (10%) showed a maintained directionality but not view 

discrimination under biological motion conditions. That is, with moving light 

displays these cells responded more strongly to both body views moving in the 

cell's preferred direction than to controls moving in the same direction, 

spontaneous activity or biological motion in the null (opposite) direction. For 

instance, in Figure 6.1 it can be seen that the cell does not maintain the view 

discrimination seen under normal lighting but responds well to biological motion 

representations of left and right body views moving to the left. Thus sensitivity to 

body view was not seen. The cell does however maintain direction discrimination.

More importantly responses to biological motion stimuli moving left were greater 

than responses to controls moving in the same direction, indicating partial 

sensitivity to body form. The responses to the overall direction of the biological 

motion stimulus did show clear discrimination between movement to the left and
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F ig u r e  6.2. R e d u c e d  r e s p o n s e  t o  s t i c k  f i g u r e s ,  l e f t :  The mean response +/- S.E.M.
of one cell lo walking bodies under normal and biological motion (slick figure) conditions. The upper section 
shows schematic représentai ions of the view and direction of movement of stimuli. Upward arrows indicate 
movement away from the monkey, downward arrows indicate movement towards the monkey. The view and 
direction of the stick figures maintain the same order as the normal stimuli. Under normal lighting the cell 
responded more to the front view walking away from the monkey than to other view/direction combinations, 
including back view approaching (not shown) (p < 0.05 each comparison). The responses to the stick figure 
walking stimuli gave statistical discrimination between view and direction combinations (p < 0.05) that 
mirrored the responses to the real stimuli bul were reduced. S.A. = spontaneous activity. 2-way ANOVA, 
overall effects: testing conditions (normal vs stick figure) Ffi^52] = 5.53, p < 0.025; view/direction (front/rear, 
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STIMULI. U p p e r :  The mean response +/- S.E.M. (n=10,10,10,5,10,10,10) 
of one cell to walking bodies under normal and biological motion (stick 
figure) conditions. The upper section shows schematic representations of the 
view and direction of movement of stimuli. The cell responded to the right 
profile walking to the right, both for normal and stick figure stimuli. 
Responses to inappropriate views or directions were not significantly 
different from the spontaneous activity (S.A.) or control stimuli (not 
shown). 2-way ANOVA showed a main effect for four tested view/direction 
combinations (F[3^62] “   ̂  ̂ 3, p < 0.0005) but not for lighting condition 
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significant (F[3 52] ”  ^'5, p = 0.07). L o w e r :  Rastergram display showing 5 
responses to normal lighting condition stimuli (left) and the responses to the 
biological motion equivalents (right).
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right. No cells were found with the converse selectivity - that is, showing view 

selectivity but not directional selectivity under moving light displays.

The remaining 18 cells out of the 72 tested (25%) showed full selectivity 

for biological motion of dot and stick figures. Full selectivity to biological motion 

is defined here as selectivity for both form (body view) and direction of motion.

Ten of these cells were sensitive to moving dot stimuli and 8 to stick figure 

stimuli. Four cells were tested with both moving dot and stick stimuli. Two of the 

four gave responses to moving dot stimuli that were statistically indistinguishable 

from responses to stick figure stimuli, the remaining two cells responding only to 

stick figure stimuli.

Most of these cells (14/18, 78%) which showed statistical discrimination 

between directions and body views also showed a reduction in absolute response 

magnitude relative to the walking stimuli under natural lighting. Cells with this 

type of response characteristic were found for both moving dot and stick figure 

stimuli. Figure 6.2 shows an example of this type of response to stick figures. The 

cell was selective specifically for the front view of the body walking away from 

the monkey (incompatible movement). With stick figures, a reduced response was 

found (latency approximately 100 ms) to the preferred stimulus but it was still 

significantly above spontaneous activity and controls (not shown). Stick figure 

equivalents of non-effective walking stimuli (e.g. the back view of the body 

moving away from the monkey) produced significantly smaller responses.

Four cells (6% of the total sample of 72 cells, 22% of the cells responding 

to biological motion stimuli) responded to the biological motion stimuli in a 

manner that was very similar to the responses to the real walking stimuli. Figure 

6.3 shows the responses of one cell to real and stick walking figures. As can be 

seen, the cell has a preferred stimulus of compatible walking to the monkey's 

right. The left profile walking in the preferred direction and the preferred body 

view walking to the right both produced significantly weaker responses. The stick 

figure responses also followed this pattern, with no significant differences found
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JUMBLED ARTICULATION. The upper section depicts the stimuli. 
Under biological motion (and natural) conditions the cell responded 
selectively to the left profile view of a body walking backwards. Response 
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0.0005.)
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across comparable body view / direction of movement combinations between real 

and stick figures. As can be seen, the response latency under both biological 

motion conditions and normal lighting is approximately 100 ms. Figure 6.4 shows 

the responses of another cell to real and dot figure stimuli. This cell was selective 

for the left profile view moving to the left. As can be seen this selectivity was 

maintained at comparable levels when biological motion stimuli were used.

Jumbled Articulation

As an additional investigation of form selectivity, comparison was made 

of responses to natural and jumbled configurations of the biological motion 

stimuli. The jumbled figure stimuli (see methods) contain the same rigid linkage 

str'ucture as the biological motion stimuli, the same overall translation vector and 

the same component vector of each point: they differed only in the relative 

positions of the light points. A total of 14 cells were tested with these randomised 

moving dot displays (jumbled figure). Of these 10 cells proved to be insensitive to 

biological motion stimuli and the jumbled figure. For the 3 cells where a selective 

response was seen to the biological motion stimuli (i.e. preferentially responding 

to one body view and direction combination displayed in biological motion 

conditions), the response to the jumbled figure moving in the preferred direction 

was significantly (p < 0.05) reduced compared with the preferred view and 

direction combination. The one cell which was selective for direction but not 

body view under biological motion conditions also responded to the jumbled 

figure moving in the preferred direction. Figur'e 6.5 shows the response of a cell 

to biological motion stimuli and a jumbled biological motion stimulus. As can be 

seen, the response differentiates the preferred movement (left profile walking to 

the right) from compatible movements to the right and the left profile walking 

left. The response to the biological motion stimuli was r'educed compai'ed with the 

comparable real stimuli (approximately 50%). The jumbled articulation stimulus 

produced a response that was no greater (p > 0.5) than the cell's spontaneous
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activity. Thus this cell shows statistically reliable discrimination between not only 

two alternative body view representations but also between the preferred view and 

direction combination (as a biological motion stimulus) and the jumbled figure 

equivalent.

Eye Movements

Figure 6.6 shows a typical example of the eye movement recordings and 

the response to individual trials for one cell. The upper figure shows the responses 

to an effective stimulus (for this cell biological motion walking compatibly to the 

monkey's left). As can be seen from the eye movements, just prior to the stimulus 

onset (time 0) the monkey saccades to the LED and maintains fixation until 

approximately 250 ms post-stimulus onset. For each of the five presentations, the 

cell response occurs with a latency of approximately 150 ms. The lower figure 

shows the eye movements and cell responses to the five trials of the incompatible 

movement (i.e. walking backwards to the monkey's left). Again, the eye 

movements show maintained fixation but there is clearly no cell response in any 

trial. Indeed there is some evidence for inhibition to this type of stimulus. In both 

the compatible and incompatible stimulus conditions, there is evidence for smooth 

pursuit eye movement (following the "wrist dot" down) for both stimuli after the 

initial fixation period. Since the eye movements are comparable for both stimuli, 

they cannot account for the difference in response magnitudes: the only difference 

is in the presented stimulus. Furthermore, for the effective stimulus it can be seen 

that despite small variations in eye position the response onset is tightly time 

locked (Figure 6.6, upper). A similar lack of relationship between eye movements 

and response selectivity was obtained for cells from all four recording subjects.

Discrimination Measures

In order to examine the discrimination shown by the responses of the 

tested cells to the differing stimuli, discrimination measures for both direction (I ĵ)
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and view (ly) were calculated. These were calculated as 1̂  = 1 - (R-oppd/^pref) 

and ly = 1 - (Rgppv/Rpref)’ where Rpref = response to the preferred view and 

direction combination - spontaneous activity (SA), Roppd = response to the 

preferred view moving in the opposite direction from the preferred direction - SA 

and Roppv = the response to the view opposite to the preferred view moving in 

the preferred direction - SA. The preferred direction and view were first defined 

under normal lighting and then the magnitudes of the responses Rpref, R-oppv ^"tl 

Roppd measured and compared under biological motion. The distribution of 

values is shown in 7a and the distribution of ly values is shown in 7b. The upper 

sections show the values obtained under normal lighting conditions; the lower 

section shows the values calculated for the same cells using biological motion 

stimuli. The black bars indicate the direction (7a) and view (7b) indices for those 

cells which showed statistical discrimination for direction and view under 

biological motion. Note that it would be expected that cells lacking selectivity 

under biological motion would have a wide range of discrimination index values 

because the cell responses would fluctuate around spontaneous activity levels.

Comparison of the direction indices for all cells revealed a reduction in !(-] 

for biological motion stimuli compared with l̂ j for natural stimuli (medians =

0.71 and 0.84 respectively, Wilcoxon test, W=196, N=36, p=0.03). A more 

marked reduction was found for ly under biological motion compared to normal 

lighting (medians = 0.20 and 0.68 respectively, Wilcoxon test, W=89, N=43, p < 

0.0005). [Values were included only for cells where the responses differed from 

spontaneous activity by more than 1 spike/sec.] The same comparisons of the 

indices were also performed for only those cells whose responses under biological 

motion stimuli showed statistical discrimination for both view and direction. A 

small drop was observed in (medians = 1.00 (normal lighting) and 0,79 

(biological motion), Wilcoxon test, W=9, N=T1, p=0.04). Surprisingly, the view 

discrimination index ly under the two conditions showed no significant difference
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(median for natural lighting = 0.69, biological motion stimuli = 0.80, Wilcoxon 

test, W=27, N=11, p > 0.5).

Cells Selective to Whole Body Movements Other than Walking

Sensitivity to biological motion stimuli was found not only for cells 

selective for ambulation but also for cells during other whole body actions. Ten 

cells were tested with biological motion stimuli that were responsive to other 

whole body movements. Five of these were completely unresponsive to biological 

motion stimuli, whereas the other 5 showed either reduced or comparable 

response magnitudes and response patterns to those obtained under normal 

lighting conditions. Figure 6.8 shows an example of a cell that was selective for 

the sight of the whole body rotating. Whilst the direction of rotation did not 

matter (not shown), controls of a comparable size rotating at similar speeds with 

component articulation did not elicit a response. Biological motion stimuli 

produced responses comparable with the live rotations. This cell was of interest 

because, when tested with the rotation without articulation (achieved by having 

the experimenter standing rigid on a rotating platform under normal lighting), the 

cell showed only a very weak response. This implies that, for this cell, the sight of 

limb articulation during whole body rotation was necessary. It also was apparent 

that biological motion conditions were sufficient to elicit a strong response. The 

rastergram display (Figure 6.8b) suggests that the response consists of two 

components. The first of these is transient (lasting 10-40ms) and can be elicited 

by the sight of rigid body rotation. However the following sustained response can 

only be elicited by non-rigid rotation of the body,

A second example of a cell selective to whole body movement downwards 

defined by the pattern of articulation which was also sensitive to biological 

motion stimuli is shown in Figure 6.9. Translation of a non-articulating body (a 

life sized 2-D model) down produced a non-significant response that was 

comparable to control movement down. Thus for this cell the articulation was a
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necessary component of the stimulus. The cell's response to the biological motion 

version of the body moving down (with articulation) was similar to the response 

to the same stimulus under normal lighting. Thus for this cell it was shown that 

the relative movements between the points of articulation produced by crouching 

down were necessary and sufficient to produce the maximal cell response.

Location o f Cells

Figure 6.10 shows the histological reconstruction of the positions of the 

tested cells in the central region of the recording area in one subject (monkey J).

The left columns show the locations of all cells tested for sensitivity to biological 

motion stimuli. The right columns show only those cells which responded 

selectively to biological motion (either dots or stripes or both). As can be seen in 

the right hemisphere, cells selectively responding to biological motion stimuli 

were found in both the upper bank and the fundus of the sulcus. In the left 

hemisphere, the cells tested for sensitivity to biological motion were only located 

in the upper bank of STPa (areas TPO and PGa of Seltzer & P and y a 1978). There 

was no reason to assume that the distribution of sensitivity to biological motion 

stimuli showed any hemispheric differences. Reconstruction of the other subjects 

indicated that cells sensitive to biological motion were located in the same 

regions.

DISCUSSION

Summaiy o f the results

One third of the cells (25/72) selective for the form and motion of walking 

bodies that were tested showed partial or full sensitivity to biological motion 

(either dot or stripe) stimuli. Of the cells that did respond, one third (7/25) showed 

only partial sensitivity to form from motion, in so far as the responses under
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biological motion conditions maintained direction sensitivity but failed to 

discriminate body view. For these cells a limited capacity to process ‘body form' 

was indicated by the observation that often responses to all views of the walking 

body depicted in biological motion were greater than moving dot or stripe control 

stimuli.

The majority (18/25) of cells responding to biological motion stimuli 

showed statistical discrimination for both direction of movement and body view.

Such cells typically showed reduced responses to the impoverished stimuli 

compai'ed to full light conditions. Response reduction is perhaps not surprising 

given the loss of contour information in the biological motion stimuli. Some (4) 

cells showed response magnitudes and selectivity to biological motion stimuli that 

were statistically indistinguishable from those to the 'real' stimuli under normal 

lighting. All 18 cells were thus sensitive to detailed form information (body view) 

from the pattern of articulating motion present in biological motion stimuli. The 

cell responses thus provide direct evidence for neural mechanisms computing 

body form from non-rigid motion.

In relation to the possible schemes of processing described in the 

introduction, the data here presents evidence in favour of the scheme (b) whereby 

form is calculated from motion inputs alone (in pai'ticular see Figures 6.8 and 

6.9). Although all three mechanisms outlined in the introduction could contribute 

redundant information to the ultimate perception of body motion, under biological 

motion conditions only mechanism (b) would contribute to the perceptual ability 

to differentiate body form (schemes (a) and (c) would predict only responses 

equivalent to non-rigid controls moving in the preferred direction). As noted in 

the introduction, area STPa receives inputs from both areas MST and FST 

(Boussaoud et al. 1990). However, the number of cells (6%) showing comparable 

responses to natural lighting and biological motion stimuli is small: the majority 

of cells responding to the impoverished biological motion stimuli showed reduced 

response magnitudes.
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An associative mode! for biological motion sensitivity

The observation that most cells show reduced responses to biological 

motion stimuli, and that nearly all cells responded to translation of the apj^ropriate 

body form in the preferred direction (Perrett et al. 1990; Unpublished 

observations) leads to the following tentative model for the derivation of cellular 

selectivity to biological motion stimuli. This speculate model relies on a simple 

associative mechanism that might explain the emergence of sensitivity of some 

STPa cells to biological motion stimuli. While in this chapter the focus has been 

on responses to biological motion stimuli, most cells in area STPa sensitive to 

walking bodies also show sensitivity to tianslation (in the appropriate direction) of 

a non-articulating image of the body (in the appropriate view) (Perrett et al.

1990). This sensitivity to translation is also found for many of the cells sensitive 

to biological motion. This suggests that cells in the STPa sensitive to walking 

receive form information and motion information separately. Further, the 

sensitivity of some biological motion sensitive cells to translating stimuli also 

indicates that both local and global motion inputs may influence cell activity.

Cells in STPa could receive inputs about body form (from the ventral 

stream) and various local motion inputs about limb articulations (from the dorsal 

stream). When the body locomotes, the sight of one body view translating in one 

direction would be associated with one set of local motions. This triple association 

would be the basis for learning the collection of articulations which typify one 

body view moving in one direction, with one type of action (walking).

The responses of cells to the static form of the body cluster around 

particular 'characteristic' views (front, back and profiles, Perrett et al. 1991). 

Further the direction selective neurons in area STPa cluster around 'characteristic' 

directions (left, right, towards and away, Oram et al. 1993; see also chapter 5). If 

sensitivity to biological motion is learned associatively then it should occur with 

the same type of view and direction selectivity. This is exactly what we found.
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The data from our studies fit several predictions from the associative learning 

scheme proposed here: (1) sensitivity to biological motion should show form and 

direction selectivity, (2) since form inputs are required as a basis for associative 

learning, responses to biological motion stimuli are likely to be reduced compared 

with normal lighting stimuli, (3) sensitivity to biological motion should not be 

present for cells responsive to the form of static bodies (the current data supports 

this - unpublished observations), (4) cells showing selectivity for walking 

movements under biological motion conditions should also show selectivity for 

translation (in the appropriate direction) of the rigid body form (in the 

appropriate views). The physiological evidence is thus consistent with a scheme 

of processing in which the local motion of limbs is associatively learned with 

paired form and global motion information.

In summary, it is suggested that scheme (a) of the introduction is 

prevalent, with cell selectivity to form and motion (body walking) results from 

integration of form inputs and motion inputs from separate dorsal and ventral 

sources. For a minority of cells it is suggested that the motion inputs also include 

local field (possibly from MSTl) as well as wide field inputs (from MSTd). It is 

possible that it is the learned association of local field inputs (potentially coding 

relative motion of light points) with the overall translation (wide field motion) 

and form inputs that gives rise to sensitivity to biological motion stimuli. While 

this tentative model would explain many of the results reported here (Oram &

Perrett 1993), the cell selectivity to biological motion stimuli reflects the ability of 

cells in the macaque STPa (after "learning") to compute form from the motion 

inputs alone (scheme b of the introduction), and does not rely on the presence of 

fonu inputs.

Sensitivity to global motion patterns

Populations of cells in the anterior sections of the temporal lobe have been 

found sensitive to the movement of individual limbs (Perrett et al., 1985b,
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1989a,b, 1990b; Hasselmo et al., 1989). The cells reported here, however, 

responded only to whole body motion and not single limb articulation. It is 

unlikely therefore that the sensitivity observed to biological motion stimuli can be 

accounted for in terms of isolated patterns of local relative motion. The global 

nature of the motion analysis was indicated by the discrimination of body view 

for whole body movements in the same direction and by the observations that 

cells were (1) unresponsive to control patterns of dots moving non-rigidly and (2) 

could respond differentially to jumbled and normal biological motion stimuli.

These observations indicate the complexity of the analysis being performed, since 

all connected pair-wise relative motions of individual limbs remain in the jumbled 

and opposite view stimuli, yet cells did not respond. An analogous situation exists 

with some cells selective for static views of the head. These cells discriminate 

between different views with the same facial features (e.g. left and right profile) 

and they also respond less to the presentation of a jumbled face even when all the 

facial features are present (Perrett et al., 1982, 1988, 1991,1992).

Motion processing in the ventral visual areas

The stream of visual processing running ventrally into the temporal cortex 

is commonly thought to be associated with the encoding of object form. The 

specification of an object's form is usually thought to involve an analysis of static 

visual information. Indeed lesion studies have indicated that temporal cortex is 

needed for the learning and memory of static patterns (Dean 1976; Ungerleider & 

Mishkin 1982). Processing of static form in this region is also indicated by the 

finding of single cells which exhibit a high degree of selectivity for static objects 

(see introduction).

The results presented here show that neural sensitivity to form and motion 

does not depend solely on form visible at any particular instant but can be 

generated from motion information alone (scheme b of the Introduction). The 

computation of form from motion may well involve or depend on processing
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conducted in the dorsal stream of processing. Certainly lesions to the dorsal 

system (MT/MST) can produce impairment in the extraction of shape from 

motion (Andersen & Siegel 1989; Siegel & Andersen 1986). The properties 

studied here could well depend upon the projections from the motion processing 

areas (MT/MST/FST) into the cortex of the STS (Felleman & van Essen 1991).

Lesions of the inferior temporal cortex in monkey impair the ability to 

learn shape discrimination where shape is defined by the relative translation of 

random dot patterns (Britten et al., 1992). This finding suggests the processing of 

movement information within the ventral stream, and indeed recent studies in V2 

and IT have shown that these areas are sensitive to motion defined contours and 

simple shapes (Peterhans & von der Heydt 1993; Sary et al. 1993). These new 

findings therefore suggest that selectivity to form from motion might be achieved 

through the processing of contours defined by motion in the ventral stream. 

However, if this were the case, then cells selective for biological motion stimuli 

should also respond well to static images. All the cells contributing to the 

summary given here responded only to moving stimuli. Furthermore, testing of 

cells selective for static images of the head and body has not revealed selectivity 

to biological motion defined form (unpublished observations). It therefore seems 

unlikely that cell selectivity to biological motion stimuli is achieved through 

processing of motion defined contours along the ventral stream.

Relation to neuropsychological studies

It is becoming increasingly apparent from neuropsychological studies that 

recognition using static and dynamic visual cues is dissociable. Impairments in the 

ability to recognize facial expression from static photographs (Ekman & Friesen 

1976) do not necessarily parallel recognition impairments for expression 

displayed in biological motion format with light dots attached to the face (Bassili 

1979; Humphreys et al., 1993; for discussion see also Campbell et al., 1992).
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Neuropsychological studies also indicate that human brain mechanisms 

involved in the processing of complex motion (such as body form defined by 

biological motion and the form of cylinders defined by rigid rotation) can be 

dissociated from mechanisms involved in processing of direction and velocity 

(Vaina et al., 1990). More dorsal lesions are associated with a loss of simple 

motion processing, whereas lesions more anterior and ventral are associated with 

disruption of form from motion. A further example of this dissociation is 

provided by Patient LM (Zihl et al., 1983) who has been described as 'motion 

blind' following lesions to dorsal visual areas. LM cannot track movements at 

velocities greater than 8 degrees per second; fast moving objects appear to her as a 

series of static images. Despite this dramatic motion processing deficit LM retains 

some capacity to recognize body form defined by biological motion stimuli 

(McLeod, Zihl, Perrett and Benson, unpublished studies, 1990).

Relationship to computational models

Ullman's algorithm for extracting form from motion could apply to 

biological motion stimuli except that it requires 4 visible non-coplanar points on 

each rigid element (U11 man 1979). The em'liest computational model to calculate 

an object's linkage structure from biological motion displays (Rashid 1980) used 

the correlation of position and velocity of dots in successive video frames to 

postulate the rigid connecting links between the dots. This simple procedure 

produced reasonable solutions for simple stimuli (an idealized walking man). For 

complex stimuli (e.g. 2 men walking around one another) the procedure was slow 

and inaccurate. More recent computational approaches (Hoffman & Flinchbaugh 

1982; Bennett & Hoffman 1985; Sugie & Kato, 1987; Webb & Aggarwal 1982) 

make use of natural constraints which are likely to exist in the stimuli. For 

example Webb & Aggarwal (1982) assume the axis of rotation of each locally 

rigid element remains fixed during the rotation. The resolved trajectory for one 

rod element (e.g. the torso) can be used as a frame of reference for defining the
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trajectory of the next linked rod element (upper arms and leg sections). Such 

approaches can resolve the correct linkage in biological stimuli extremely 

efficiently, indeed performance can reach the theoretical limit of 3 successive 

frames providing no assumptions are broken (e.g. Sugie & Kato 1987). In 

summary, the assumptions made in the computational approaches outlined above 

aie mostly about the types of motion allowed between the elements. There is a 

spectrum of models, each malcing different assumptions. They range from 

template matching of 3-D structure (Lee & Chen 1985; Leung & Yang 1987) to 

establishing the projected 2-D image linkage (Rashid 1980). Although many 

models can theoretically calculate 3-D structure efficiently (within 3 snap shots or 

frames of motion) they are not robust but rather sensitive to failure in the 

assumptions (for example see Webb & Aggarwal 1982). Further, correspondence 

of light points between frames and velocity information is often assumed as part 

of the input data, information that is rarely available from just 3 frames (Rashid 

1980).

It is relevant to consider the data from psychophysical studies which 

indicate that naive human observers may perform less efficiently than the recent 

computational models. Naive observers can correctly identify a biological motion 

stimulus with exposure durations of between 0.1 and 0.2 seconds (4-8 frames, 

Johansson 1976; Lappin et al., 1980). With computer animated biological motion 

displays subjects can discriminate normal walking figures from jumbled figures 

where the position of limb marker points has been moved randomly a distance 

30% of the head to ankle height (Perrett et al., 1990a). Observer performance on 

such discrimination tasks is profoundly affected by the presence and type 

movement of background masking dots (Cutting et al., 1988; Perrett et al., 1990a; 

Proffitt et al., 1984), unlike the computational models which should have no 

problem with masking dots. Naive subjects perform the normal/jumble 

discrimination task initially rather poorly and often require more than 8 frames to 

perceive the figures. Minimal practice (30 trials) substantially improves
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performance. Even in the presence of background masking dots, which remove 

residual static form cues, experienced subjects can perform above chance with 2 

to 3 frames exposure.

We learn from these perceptual studies in humans that purely dynamic 

cues can be used to retrieve structure extremely quickly. Considering STPa cell 

response latencies similar conclusions can be reached. Although detailed studies 

of the response time course have yet to be made, it is apparent that cell responses 

to biological motion stimuli can occur within 100-150 ms after stimulus onset 

(Figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.6, 6.8).

Computational models derived so far for interpretation of biological 

motion have two properties that make them inadequate for accounting for 

psychophysical and single cell data. The first property is that the models are 

general purpose. The perceptual system, however, appears to employ specific 

mechanisms rather than a general purpose analysis. Su mi (1984) and Dittrich 

(1993) found that normally oriented biological motion stimuli were more 

accurately perceived than inverted stimuli. If the visual system employs a general 

purpose analysis then perception should be equally successful in identifying 

inverted or upright figures. The physiological data indicate a much higher degree 

of specialization. Even for the normally experienced upright orientation, different 

cell populations aie employed for the analysis of different types of body motion 

(walking, crouching, rotating). At a more detailed level, for each type of 

movement (e.g. walking) sub-populations of cells are involved in the analysis of 

specific directions of movement and specific body views (e.g. left profile view 

walking left). In all, 8 sub-populations would be needed to cover bipedal walking 

along the horizontal plane (two types of motion, forward and backward in four 

directions left/right and towards/away). Thus while the majority of computational 

models apply equally to all perspective views, the brain systems involved in 

computing biological motion appear to employ view and direction specific neural 

mechanisms.
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The second important difference between neural mechanisms studied here 

and the computational approaches is that many of the models achieve a less 

complete description of the visual input compmed to natural recognition systems.

Many computational schemes only retrieve the linkage structure (which element 

connects with which) whereas the systems studied here are capable of providing 

additionally information about the nature of the linked stimuli. The cell responses 

can for example provide evidence that the stimulus is a body (as opposed to other 

objects or a jumbled body), that it is walking (not rotating or crouching) and more 

specifically that it is seen from left profile view and is walking to tlie left.

The improvement of human perceptual performance with practice 

indicates that the processing of biological motion stimuli may in some way 

involve 'top-down' influences where expectations for the form of the moving 

object are compared against visual input. The appropriate computational model 

for processing would appear to be one in which input data are checked against 

specific models stored in memory and the results of the matching used to guide 

subsequent predications (see Lee & Chen, 1985; Leung & Yang, 1987). A role for 

top-down influences has also been suggested for object recognition (Lowe 1987;

Seibert & Waxman 1991, 1992a,b). It remains to be determined what role 

experience has in shaping STPa cell responses to biological motion stimuli (see 

above).

Hybrid computational models might be more appropriate for describing 

the cellular responses to biological motion stimuli. Such models could perhaps 

first search for potential links in the articulating array and then check these against 

specific stored representations of the static or articulating bodies (see Lee & Chen,

1985; Leung & Yang, 1987). The stored representations could be object centred 

(Marr 1982; Marr & Vaina 1982; Marr & Nishihara 1978; Lowe 1987) or, more 

in agreement with the physiological data, view-point dependent (Koenderink & 

van Doom 1979; Seibert & Waxman 1991; Goddard 1992).
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CHAPTER 7

INTEGRATION OF FORM AND MOTION IN 
THE ANTERIOR SUPERIOR POLYSENSORY 

AREA (STPa) OF THE MACAQUE MONKEY I. 
EVIDENCE FOR THE BINDING OF VISUAL 
INFORMATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF 

RESPONSE TYPES

(Oram & Perrett, 1995a, J. Neurophysiol, in submission)

INTRODUCTION

Our every-day experience of visual stimuli is one of a coherent world in 

which there is no ambiguity concerning which objects in a scene are moving and 

which are static. Perceptually, therefore, we have no difficulty in binding the 

visual attiibutes of form and motion into a coherent whole. This is surprising 

given the anatomical, physiological and neuropsychological evidence, from both 

monkey and man, suggesting that visual processing is performed by different 

functional pathways (see Figure 7.1), The integration of two separate aspects of 

information about a single object has been referred to as the binding problem, (von 

der Marlsburg 1988; Treisman and Gelade 1980; Treisman and Sato 1990). The 

computational processes hypothesized to solve the binding problem have limited 

success but show little of the mechanism used (e.g. von der Marlsburg and 

Schneider 1986; von der Maiisberg 1988; Singer, 1990; Engel et al. 1992a,b; 

Treisman and Gelade 1980; Yamaguchi and Shimizu 1994). The marked 

discrepancy in primates between the functional separation of form processing and 

motion processing and perceptual experience has received little 

neurophysiological investigation, yet bears directly on the computational
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processes involved in solving the binding problem. We briefly review the 

evidence for this functional division below and argue that the anterior part of the 

superior temporal polysensory area (STPa) is one of the few cortical areas where 

these two types of visual information converge (see also Young 1992).

Evidence from anatomical studies of the monkey has suggested for more 

than a decade that there are two visual pathways in the cortex of primates 

(Ungerleider & Mishkin 1982; De Yoe & Van Essen 1988; Goodale & Milner

1992). As further studies have been performed the known number of visually 

responsive cortical areas and the complexity of the connections between them has 

been steadily increased. At present there are at least 32 known visual areas 

(Felleman & Van Essen 1991), although this number is likely to continue to rise.

The suggestion that there are two pathways (Newcombe and Russell 1969; 

Ungerleider & Mishkin 1982; De Yoe & Van Essen 1988; Felleman & Van Essen 

1991; Merrigan and Maun se11 1993) has been strengthened from an examination 

of the density of connections between the visually responsive cortical areas 

(Young 1992). Figure 7.1 shows schematically this division of visual processing 

and indicates some of the main cortical areas associated with these two pathways.

Physiological evidence for two pathways

Recordings of single units in monkey cortex indicate a separation of visual 

processing into a form processing pathway and a motion processing pathway. 

Recordings from VI suggest that cells within the cytochrome oxidase rich areas 

(blobs) code wavelength (colour), whereas orientation and motion are 

predominantly coded by cells in the cytochrome oxidase sparse interblob regions.

In area V2 this separation appears to be magnified, with the cytochrome oxidase 

rich thick stripes containing cells selective for motion, the thinner cytochrome 

oxidase rich stripes containing wavelength selective units and the interstripe or 

pale stripes containing cells showing orientation selectivity (Hubei and Wiesel 

1968; Michael 1981; De Valois et al. 1982a,b; Blasdel et al 1992a,b; Hubei and
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Livingstone 1987, 1990; Shipp and Zeki 1985; Peterhans and von der Heydt

1993). Recently evidence from recordings in V2 of alert monkeys suggests, 

however, that this division might not be as clear as seen with anaesthetized 

preparations and that V2 may have little role in the processing of motion direction 

per se (Peterhans and von der Heydt 1993). That VI and particularly V2 are 

involved in processing of form is suggested by the finding that some cells in these 

eu'eas respond to "illusory" or "subjective" contours (Peterhans et al. 1986; von der 

Heydt et al. 1992; Peterhans and von der Heydt 1989a,b; von der Heydt and 

Peterhans 1989; Grosof et al. 1993).

We consider first the processing of visual motion information. The motion 

sensitive cells of VI send a strong projection to the middle temporal (MT) area 

(also known as V5, Dubner and Zeki 1971; Zeki 1974). Macaque area MT 

contains a very large number of motion selective cells (Zeki 1974; Maun se 11 and 

Van Essen 1983; Albright 1984; Albright et al. 1984; Movshon et al. 1985) 

arranged in columns, each column containing cells showing similar directional 

selectivity (Albright et al. 1984; S ai to et al. 1989). The role of area MT in 

perception of motion direction of motion in macaques has been elegantly shown 

by micro-stimulation of small number of cells (Newsome et al. 1990; Salzman et 

al. 1990, 1992; Murasugi et al. 1993). MT neurons respond to motion direction 

defined by a number of visual cues (e.g. luminance, texture or colour: Albright 

1992; Saito et al. 1989). Importantly, in area MT some 30% of cells show 

directional selectivity that runs in the same direction as the principle axis of bars 

moved across the receptive field whereas directionally selective cells in V1/V2 

show maximal directional selectivity perpendicular to the principle axis of the 

stimulating bar (Albright 1984). Therefore area MT appears to be the first cortical 

area in the motion processing or dorsal stream that shows some "form" selectivity 

in a way similar to the end-stopped neurons of VI and V2. However, this form 

selectivity is slight: although cells in MT may generate signals that can be used to 

establish direction of motion of an arbitrary object (Albright et al. 1984; Snowden
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et al. 1991, 1992) the responses do not themselves indicate the identity of the 

object. A motion processing area in human cortex thought to correspond to MT 

has been found using positron emission topography (PET) and dipole analysis 

from event related potential (ERP) studies (Zeki et al. 1991, 1993; Probst et al.

1993; Watson et al. 1993),

The dorsal pathway continues to the dorsal and lateral portions of the 

medial superior temporal area (MSTd and MSTl respectively). Neurons in MST 

(MSTd in particular) prefer motion over a wide field (Tanaka et al. 1986, 1989; 

Komatsu and Wurtz 1988a,b; Tanaka and Saito 1989; Duffy and Wurtz 1991a,b).

Cells in MSTl show sensitivity to relative motion of static objects covering a 

moving background such that it is the relative motion energy of the object's 

contours that drives the cells' responses (Sugita and Tanaka 1991). Most cells in 

MST show no response to self-induced retinal motion resulting from eye 

movements (Duffy and Wurtz 1991b; Erickson and Thier 1991). Sensitivity to 

disparity has been shown in MST neurons (Roy and Wurtz 1990; Roy et al. 1992).

It has been suggested that, this area has a role in maintaining visual stability during 

self motion (Tanaka & Saito 1989; see also Duffy & Wurtz 1991) and in the 

control of smooth pursuit eye movements (Komatsu & Wurtz 1988a,b, 1989), It 

should be noted that the large receptive field properties suggest that area MST has 

little role in signalling the form of a moving ob ject.

Area MST projects to the parietal cortex (ventral and lateral intra-parietal 

areas and from these areas to area 7a). Cells of the parietal lobe show directional 

selectivity for visual motion (Sakata 1991; Colby et al. 1993) and seem to be 

related to arm/hand movement co-ordination (Blum 1985, 1989; Mackay et al.

1992). Neurons of the parietal lobe may also encode a representation of perceptual 

space (for review see Sakata and Kusunoki 1992). There is also a projection from 

MST to cells in the little studied posterior section of area STP (STPp) of the 

temporal lobe (see Figure 7.1). Cells in area STPp, like areas MT and MST, show 

selectivity for particular directions and types of motion. Most cells of area STPp
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appear unlikely to signal the form of an object as their responses are determined 

by motion signals independent of the form of the moving object (Hikosaka et al.

1988), with the exception of "predictability" of the moving object (Hietanen &

Perrett 1993).

The ventral pathway continues from V1/V2 to ai'ea V4 and then into the 

infero-temporal cortex (posterior, central and anterior areas, PIT, CIT and AIT of 

Figure 7.1). Area V4 has long been associated with the processing of colour 

information (Zeki 1973, 1977, 1980), although lesion experiments suggest its role 

in colour processing may not be as clear as once thought (Heywood and Cowey 

1992; Heywood et al. 1988; Walsh et al. 1992a,b). Recent studies have also 

indicated that neural response selectivity within area V4 is related to the shape of 

the stimulus as well as colour (Van Essen and Zeki 1978; Gallant et al. 1992; 

Tanaka et al. 1991; Kobatake and Tanaka 1994). Interestingly the division 

between the magno- and parvo-cellular pathways thought to carry motion and 

form information respectively to the cortex does not seem as clear in V4 as once 

thought since both channels may convey information to V4 neurons (Ferrera et al.

1993, 1994). The selectivity of infero-temporal cortical cells shows an increase in 

complexity from posterior to anterior sections (Tanaka et al. 1991, 1993; 

Kobatake and Tanaka 1994; Tanaka 1993; for reviews see Perrett and Oram 1993;

Oram and Perrett 1994). Neurons in IT respond to shape defined by motion, 

colour or contrast (Sary et al. 1993). The responsivity to shape defined by motion 

may not be surprising given the recent evidence suggesting that sensitivity to 

motion defined contours may be established as early as VI in both humans and 

monkeys (Lamme etal. 1994).

In comparison with the dorsal stream of processing, selectivity for 

direction of motion is not so prevalent in the ventral stream (V4,1T), although 

there is some evidence that V4 may be involved in peripheral tasks requiring 

matching of direction (Maunsell 1994). In the anterior section of IT (AIT) cells 

selectively responsive to the face have been reported (Baylis et al. 1985, 1987;
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Hasselmo et al. 1989a,b; Rolls 1984, 1992; Yamane et al. 1988; Young and 

Yamane 1992). Studies of face processing in humans using indwelling electrodes 

indicates complex pattern selectivity (e.g. faces, cars, words) is present in the 

fusiform and infero-temporal gyri (Allison et al. 1994). Thus, in both humans and 

macaque monkeys, the neurophysiological properties of the ventral pathway (VI- 

V2-V4-IT) suggest it is associated with complex form analysis, whereas the dorsal 

pathway is associated with the processing of motion and the co-ordination of 

motor output.

Neuropsychological evidence fo r  tw>o pathways

Lesion of areas MT and MST in the macaque produces deficits in motion 

perception while leaving form perception relatively uneffected (Newsome & Pare 

1988; Cowey and Marcar 1992; Macar and Cowey 1992; Andersen and Siegel 

1989; Siegel and Andersen 1986; Schiller 1993). In particular the evidence 

suggests that disambiguation of scenes with complex motion signals was severely 

impaired (Marcar and Cowey 1992). It should be noted that the segregation of 

scenes using motion cues is likely to be important for processing of the image 

motion components (Stoner and Albright 1993), but that this segregation does not 

in itself provide cues as to the identity of the moving object: only the location and 

orientation of the boundaries of (possibly multiple) objects within the scene.

While this information would be important for establishing the object's identity, 

such form information is not explicit within any one MT/MST cell's response. 

Reaching and other visuo-spatial task deficits have been described following 

parietal lesions in monkey (e.g. Milner et al. 1977; Faugier-Grimaud et al. 1978;

Gaffan and Harrison 1993). Deficits of motion perception have been documented 

for human patients with damage to the occipito-parietal cortex (e.g. Zihl et al.

1983; \6wnaed Bd. 1990).

Lesion of macaque area V4 produces shape discrimination deficits 

(Heywood & Cowey 1987; Walsh et al. 1992a; Schiller 1993). Bilateral lesion of
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monkey IT cortex also produces impairments in object recognition and in the 

learning of novel objects but not in many other visual tasks (Dean 1976; 

Weiskrantz and Saunders 1984). Lesion of IT also impairs recognition of shape 

defined by motion (Britten et al. 1992). The available data from human studies 

also indicates that lesion of the occipito-temporal pathway produces specific 

impairment of object recognition yet can leave acuity and colour discrimination 

relatively undamaged (Milner et al. 1991; Warrington 1986; Good a le and Milner 

1992; Milner and Goodale 1993). The specific deficit of prosopagnosia (the 

inability to recognize familiar faces) in humans is also associated with damage to 

the occipito-temporal pathway (Sergent and Signoret 1992a,b).

The convergence o f the two pathways

The major division in cortical visual processing of the macaque is 

therefore thought to be into the ventral pathway (V1-V2/3-V4-PIT-CIT-AIT) 

processing form or what an object is, and the dorsal pathway (V1-V2/3-MT-MST- 

STPp/parietal cortex) processing where an object is and its motion (Hubei & 

Livingston 1987; Ungeiieider & Mishkin 1982; Felleman and Van Essen 1991).

There is evidence to suggest that these pathways are separate from the retinal 

ganglion cells through the striate cortex, and indeed for most of the prestriate 

cortical visual areas (Felleman & Van Essen 1991; Young 1992), although this 

division might not be as clear as once thought (Ferrera et al. 1993, 1994; Merigan 

et al. 1991; Martin 1993). Evidence from studies of humans with local brain 

lesions suggests that this division of form and motion processing found in 

monkeys is also present in humans. Positron emission topography (PET) studies 

in normal humans have also indicated a separation of shape processing and 

motion processing cortical areas (Corbetta et al. 1990; Zeki et al. 1993; for review 

see Ungeiieider & Haxby 1994).

Area STPa of the macaque receives input from area MST (in the dorsal 

pathway) via the posterior sections of area STP (STPp) and from AIT (in the
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ventral pathway). It is thus one of the few visually responsive cortical areas where 

these pathways converge (Young 1992). One population of cells in area STPa that 

has been widely studied selectively responds to the form of an object (the head 

and body) independently of its motion (Gross et al. 1972; Bruce et al. 1981; 

Desimone e ta l. 1984; Perrett et al. 1982, 1985, 1987, 1988, 1991, 1992; Rolls et 

al. 1985, 1987, 1989; Bay lis et al. 1985; Hasselmo et al. 1989a,b; Young & 

Yamane 1992). A second population of cells is selective for the direction of 

motion of objects, independently of their form (Bruce et al. 1981; Perrett et al.

1985; Hikosaka et al. 1988; Mistlin & Perrett 1990; Hietanen and Perrett 1993;

Qram et al. 1993).

Here the response characteristics of a third population of cells in macaque 

area STPa which are selective for both the stimulus form (body view) and 

direction of motion (left, right, towards, away) are described. This cell population 

has been noted previously (Bruce et al. 1981; Perrett et al. 1985b, 1989a, 

1990a,b), but has not been the subject of extensive study. In this chapter the 

classification of cell response types is given and evidence that the cell selectivity 

reflects binding of form and motion information is provided.

MF.THOn.S

Four rhesus macaque monkeys were used {Macaca mulatta, 3 male B, D, 

H wt. 5-8 kg, 1 female .1 wt. 7 kg from a UK registered breeding colony). The 

standard training, recording, behavioural task and histological reconstruction 

methods were used (see Chapter 2).

Stimuli
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The stimuli were either real 3-D presentations or projected sequences of 

frames from a video disc. They included images of the experimenter walking, 

both forwards (compatible movement) and backwards (incompatible movement) 

in different directions (towards, away, left and right). Video images were taken of 

actors walking under strong diffuse lighting and subsequently stored on video 

disk. The luminance values of the video disk images were 0.2 cd/m^ for the 

backgiound and 4.0 cd/m^ for the natural image of a walking person. Control 

objects moving in the same directions as the walking stimuli were used. These 

were matched for size and, like walking, exhibited articulated motion (e.g. 

patterned curtains), and were moved at the same speed (+/- 15%) and direction 

(+/- 10 degrees) as the walking stimuli. Control object motion was also recorded 

and stored on video disk. Video disk images were projected to be life-sized.

Stimuli were also created using a computer-video system (Fairlight) that 

allowed a textured background to move with a superimposed image of the head 

remained stationary. Conversely, the video image of the head could be moved 

while the background remained stationary. The background consisted of black 

discs (subtending 1-10 degrees) on a white surface. Front and back views of the 

head static, looming and receding were combined with static, looming and 

receding background. Likewise, left and right profile views of the head that were 

either static or moving left and right were combined with a static background and 

leftward and rightward background motion. These images were stored on video

disk, and could be replayed in pseudo-random order under computer control.

S timulus presentation

The minimum testing protocol consisted of two opposite body views and 

controls moving in two opposite directions (e.g. left profile moving left and right, 

right profile moving left and right and control objects moving left and right). The 

view and direction combinations were divided into two categories: (1) 

Incompatible movement where the image was of someone walking backwards and
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(2) Compatible movement which was defined as walking forwards (following 

one's nose).

Cells found to be responsive to moving bodies were also tested for 

selectivity to the single limb movements present in the preferred stimulus. These 

tests involved the presentation of the arm or leg flexing and extending in isolation 

(i.e. rest of the body occluded from sight or visible but stationary). Cells found 

selective for these stimuli have been reported previously (e.g. leg, arm or hand 

motion, see Perrett et al. 1985b, 1989a,b, 1990a,b, 1993; Mistlin and Perrett

1990). The cells reported here, however, were unresponsive to individual limb 

movements.

Data analysis

A  cell was provisionally classified as selective for the sight of body 

movement if there was a significant overall effect of conditions and one direction 

/  body view combination was different (p < 0.05) from (i) a second body view 

moving in the same direction and (ii) the same body view moving in a second 

direction. Off line analysis for all cells took the form of 2-way ANOVA, with the 

direction of motion as one factor and the stimulus type (compatible, incompatible 

and control object) as the second factor. A second 2-way ANOVA was performed 

with body view as one factor and stimulus type (compatible, incompatible, static) 

as the second. Significance for all statistical tests was taken at the 0.05 level. Post 

hoc testing of the ANOVAs was performed using the protected least significant 

difference (PLSD) test (Snedecor & Cochran, 1980). A cell was classified as 

being selective for body motion stimuli using the results of the 2-way ANOVA 

analyses where the post-hoc testing confirmed the preliminary classification (see 

above).
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RESULTS

From the four experimental subjects a total of 6,459 cells were screened 

for visual responses. Of these, 1507 (23%) were found to be responsive to visual 

stimuli. 348 cells were classified as showing sensitivity to the form and also to the 

motion of the stimulus. These cells included sensitivity to single limb motion, 

body rotation and hand manipulations. A total of 161 cells (11% of visually 

responsive cells) showed that both body view (form) information and direction of 

motion (towards, away, left or right) information was present in their response 

characteristics. This latter cell population is the subject of this chapter.

Partial selectivity for form and motion

We describe first cell response characteristics that indicate conjoint coding 

of form and motion, but where the selectivity is relatively low. Cells "partially 

selective" for form and motion gave stronger responses to moving bodies than to 

moving controls indicating some form specificity. Further the responses were also 

enhanced compared with the responses to the static images of the body indicating 

motion specificity. These cells were divided into those which responded to both 

compatible and incompatible motion of the body (moving body selective cells) 

and cells responsive to the motion of only one body view (moving body-view 

cells).

(a) Moving body selective cells

A total of 10 cells showed significantly larger responses to moving bodies 

than to conti'ol objects moving in the same direction and static images of the 

body. Figure 7.2 shows an example of such a cell, where the mean response from 

10 trials is plotted (+/- 1 S.E.M.). It can be seen that for this cell the response to 

bodies moving to the left or right was greater than the response elicited by control 

objects (matched for size, non-rigid motion, see methods) moving in the same
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Classification of form and motion responses in area STPa (7.174)

directions. The cell, however, did not respond differentially to the two different 

body views tested (compatible and incompatible). There was for this cell some 

slight directional selectivity, with movement to the left producing a small but 

significantly laiger response than movement to the right. The response to moving 

bodies was larger than the response to the same body view when static.

(b) Moving body-view selective cells

A  further 13 cells were found that showed selectivity for a particular body 

view when moving, but showed no selectivity for the direction of motion. Figure

7.3 shows an example of a cell with this type of response selectivity. For this cell, 

a large response was seen when the front body view moved either towards or 

away from the monkey. The back view of the body (and other control objects) 

moving in these same directions produced a significantly smaller responses. Static 

images of the same body view did not elicit as large a response. As can be seen in 

the lower part of Figure 7.3, the cell showed small responses to the other tested 

stimuli, including presentation of the static preferred body view. These responses 

were small, however, and did not show view discrimination (not shown).

Assessment o f  eve position and, eve movements

The behavioural testing paradigm used allowed the subjects to move their 

eyes during stimulus presentation. As noted in Chapter 2, monitoring of eye 

position allowed assessment of the velocity of eye movement as well as the eye 

position. No systematic relationship between either eye position or eye velocity 

and cell response was observed for any of the cells reported here. Figure 7.4 

shows rastergram displays of the responses from ten trials of one cell to four 

stimulus types. The left block of the Figure (7.4a-d) shows the horizontal and 

vertical eye position traces, the right block (7.4e-h) shows the horizontal and 

vertical eye velocity traces for each of the trials. The cell responded strongly to 

the sight of incompatible walking when a body moved away from the subject
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F ig u r e  7.4. E y e  p o s it io n  a n d  m o v e m e n t  v e l o c it y  c a n n o t  a c c o u n t  f o r
UNIMODAL SELECTIVITY FOR INCOMPATIBLE WALKING. a-D ) Horizontal and vertical eye
position traces for a cell show ing se lectiv ity  for incom patible w alking aw ay from the monkey. Full scale 

d eflection  = 50 degrees. The rastergrams sh ow  the cell response for each o f  ten trials under the stimulus 

condition  represented schem atically to the right o f  each Figure, a )  com patible w alking aw ay from the m onkey, 
B) incom patible m ovem ent away. C) incom patible m ovem ent towards the m onkey. D) com patible m ovem ent 

towards. E-H) Horizontal and vertical eye velocity  traces and rastergrams for the sam e cell as shown in a-d. Full 
scale deflection  = 500 degrees/sec, E) com patib le w alking away from the m onkey, F) incom patible m ovem ent 
aw ay. G) incom patible m ovem ent towards the m onkey, H) com patible m ovem ent towards.



Classification of form and motion responses in area STPa (7.175)

(front view move away, 7.4b,f). In all four stimulus conditions (including the 

most effective) the horizontal eye position showed little variation up to some 250- 

300 ms post-stimulus onset (7.4a-d, upper traces). For the effective stimulus 

(7.4b) vertical eye position traces indicate that fixation was also maintained for 

nearly 250 ms post-stimulus onset.

The time at which fixation of the coloured LED was broken is best 

illustrated in Figure 7.4, parts e through to h. Here onset of eye movement is 

marked by an upward or downward deflection in the eye velocity traces. Figure 

7.4f shows the horizontal and vertical eye velocity traces during presentation of 

the preferred stimulus. As is evident, the responses are tightly time locked to the 

visual stimulation and occur 100-150 ms post-stimulus onset, whereas the 

saccades occur from 150-1000 ms post-stimulus onset. Furthermore, comparison 

of Figures 7.4e and f indicates that saccade velocity, frequency and timing are 

comparable between these two conditions, yet there is a clear difference between 

responses. In Figures 4.4 g and h the number of saccades is higher than in Figure

7.4 e and f, yet again the responses are clearly reduced compared to the preferred 

stimulus (7.4f). Therefore it is highly unlikely that the neural responses are related 

to onset of saccades.

In summary, examination of eye position and eye velocity was used to 

assess the possibility that the observed cell responses were related to eye 

movements. While one cannot rule out a relationship completely (see also 

discussion), the evidence suggests that, for each of the cells reported here, there is 

considerable overlap in the type of eye movements occurring during effective and 

ineffective stimulus conditions. Despite this overlap there is a clear response 

difference related to the stimulus condition. In remaining figures either the 

horizontal eye position (when stimulus movement was to the left or right) or the 

vertical eye position traces (when stimulus movement was towards or away) are 

displayed. This choice of display provides an indication of the similarity of eye 

movements between stimulus conditions.
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Classification of form and motion responses in area STPa (7.176)

Cell codiiiQ o f specific view and direction combinations

A total of 138 of the 161 studied cells were found to be sensitive to a 

particular combination of body view (form) and direction of motion (see 

methods). The majority of cells sensitive to both form and motion displayed a 

pattern of responses that indicated a high selectivity for both body view and 

direction of motion. These cells could be divided into four categories.

(a) Unimodal coding o f form  and motion

Cell that responded strongly to only one of the view and direction 

combinations tested were classified as unimodal. Figure 7.5 shows an example of 

such a cell. The upper section shows the mean response magnitudes to 

incompatible (walking backwards), compatible (walking forwards), and control 

objects moving in four directions. Note that the response cannot be explained as 

sensitivity to body view, since the preferred body view (back view) moving 

towards the monkey produces a weaker response than the preferred view moving 

in the preferred direction (away). Likewise, the response selectivity cannot be 

explained in terms of simple direction preference, since the front view and control 

objects moving away from the monkey did not produce a response. We refer to 

cells with this type of response (responding to only one view and direction 

combination) as "unimodal". The majority of the cells sensitive to view and 

direction combinations were unimodal (125/138, 90.5%).

Vertical eye position traces and individual trial rastergrams are shown in 

the lower section of Figure 7.5. The top left section shows the individual 

responses and the eye position to the preferred view and direction combination. It 

can be seen that the monkey saccades upwards on most trials. These eye 

movements occur approximately 100 ms after response onset. Under other 

stimulus conditions the same saccades are made, yet there is no clear cell 

response. Further, during presentation of the preferred stimulus condition the
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F i g u r e  7.6. B r o a d  
T U N I N G  O F  f o r m  A N D  
D I R E C T I O N
S E L E C T I V I T Y . U p p e r :

R esp onse m agnitudes (+/- 1

S.E .M .) o f  a sin g le  cell se lective  
for com patib le w alking over a 
broad range o f  directions. The 
cell response to com patible 

w alking to the left, right or away  
was greater than the responses o f  
control objects or incom patible 
w alking in the sam e directions (p 
< 0 .0005  each com parison).
[Overall e ffec t o f  conditions: 
D irection  o f  m otion F p  4 gj =  

5.6 , p < 0 .0 0 5 , M ode o f m otion  

(C om patible, incom patible,
control) F [2 ,48] = 30.0 . p <
0 .0 0 0 5 , Interaction F p  =
4 .3 , p =  0 .0 0 1 ]. L o w e r :  Vertical 

eye position traces and
individual rastergram displays o f  
the cell response to com patible 

and incom patible m ovem ent 
towards and aw ay from the 
m onkey. The considerable
overlap betw een eye position  
traces and the sim ilarity o f  the 

saccades betw een stim ulus

conditions suggests that the

responses are not due to
differential eve m ovem ents.



Classification of form and motion responses in area STPa (7.177)

response latency is 100 ms post-stimuliis onset in all trials. In contrast the time of 

the upward saccades varies from 180-550 ms post-stimulus onset. Again, the 

differential cell responses under the various stimulus conditions therefore cannot 

be correlated with the eye movements.

(b) Broad coding o f form and motion

A small number of cells (7/125, 6%) that were included in the unimodal 

category showed relatively broad tuning. Figure 7.6 shows an example of a cell 

showing broad tuning of form and direction. Note that while selectivity for 

compatible compared to incompatible movement was high for movements left 

right and away, the cell responded to compatible walking in all three of these 

directions.

The lower section of Figure 7.6 shows the vertical eye position trace and 

rastergrams during presentation of compatible and incompatible movement 

towards and away from the subject. There are no systematic differences between 

the eye positions during the preferred combination (back body view retreat) and 

the other stimulus conditions. For instance, when the back body view walked 

either away from or towards the subject, on two trials the subject maintained 

fixation of the coloured LED, whereas for the remaining three trials the subject 

saccaded (upward to the head of the walking body), yet despite the similarity of 

eye position and movements the difference in response magnitude across 

conditions is clearly visible from the rastergram displays.

Cells were classified as broadly coding form and motion if two adjacent 

directions of movement (e.g. walking left and walking away) for a particular type 

(e.g. compatible) of walking showed higher responses than controls or the 

opposite body view (e.g. incompatible walking) moving in the same directions.

(c) Bimodal coding o f form and motion
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F i g u r e  7.8. CELL 
R E S P O N S E S  
IN D IC A T IN G  O B J E C T  
C E N T R E D
S E L E C T IV IT Y  F O R  

IN C O M P A T I B L E  
W A L K I N G . UiM'ER:

R esponse m agnitudes (+/- 1 

S.E .M .) o f  a sin g le cell to 
incom patible walking
bodies was greater than 

bodies w alking com patibly  
or controls m oving in the 
sam e directions (p < 0 .0 ! 
each com parison). [Overall 
effect o f  conditions: 
D irection o f  m otion F p  

= 5 .6 , p =  0 .002 , M ode o f  

m otion F [2,48] = 29 .3 , p < 
0 .0005 , Interaction 
= 0 .9 , p > 0 .4 )]. L o w e r : 

Horizontal eye position  
traces and individual 
rastergram displays o f  the 
cell response to com patible 

and incom patible m ovem ent 

left and right. The sim ilarity  
o f  the eye positions and o f  
the m agnitude o f  the 
saccades betw een stim ulus 

conditions indicates that the 
cell response is not related 
to eye m ovem ents.



Classification of form and motion responses in area STPa (7.178)

A further 9 cells (6.5%) were found that responded to two non-adjacent 

combinations of particular view and direction combinations. Figure 7.7 shows an 

example of a cell showing a bimodal response profile. For this cell incompatible 

movement, either to the left or the right produced a response that was greater than 

the responses to controls or other body views moving in the same directions. 

Further, the cell did not respond to control or body movements either towards or 

away from the subject. Thus, cells were classified as showing bimodal coding if 

they responded to one type of walking (e.g. incompatible) in two directions of 

motion that were separated by directions for which the cell was unresponsive.

Horizontal eye position and rastergrams for each of the ten trials during 

compatible and incompatible walking to the left and to the right are shown in the 

lower section of Figure 7.7. As can be seen, there is considerable overlap in the 

position and movements (not shown) of the eyes for the different stimulus 

conditions, yet the responses occur only when the stimulus was incompatible 

walking to the left or right.

(d) Object centred coding o f form and motion

A fourth cell response pattern found was for either compatible or 

incompatible walking independent of the direction of motion. We refer to this cell 

response pattern object-centered, since the response is related to the body's own 

axis (e.g. following the nose) and hence independent of the observer's viewpoint.

Only 4 cells (3%) were found to show object centred response patterns. Figure 7.8 

shows an example of a cell showing an object centred response pattern where 

incompatible walking in any direction produced a response greater than 

compatible walking or controls moving in the same directions.

Although response magnitude varied with direction (main effect of 

direction was significant, p = 0.002), the non-significant interaction term 

indicated that there was maintained selectivity for incompatible walking across all 

directions. The lower section of Figure 7.8 shows the horizontal eye position trace
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Classification of form and niotion responses in area STPa (7.179)

and rastergrams of walking movements to the left and right. The overlap between 

stimulus conditions in both eye position and saccade size makes it unlikely that 

the response selectivity reflects differential eye movement patterns.

(e) Mixed form and motion coding selectivity

A  small number of cells that showed object-centered response properties 

also showed sensitivity to the particuhu* view/direction combination. Figure 7.9 

gives an example of such a cell. While analysis indicated that this cell showed 

object-centered characteristics with compatible walking producing a stronger 

response than incompatible walking and controls in all directions (p < 0.05 each 

comparison), there was clearly a tendency for a strong bimodal response pattern.

The lower part of Figure 7.9 shows the horizontal eye position and 

rastergrams from the trials with compatible and incompatible movement to the 

left and right. Fixation was maintained for 200-500 ms post-stimulus onset under 

all stimulus conditions, yet responses latencies were tightly locked to 100 ms and 

lai'ge responses only occurred for compatible movements.

Coding o f  compatible and, incompatible walldnv

As stated above, the majority of the cells sensitive to view and direction 

combinations were unimodal (125/138, 90.5%). This classification was assessed 

using the selectivity of the neurons to different combinations of body views and 

directions of motion. This classification system, however, gives little indication of 

the selectivity for the type of walking (compatible or incompatible). Table 7.1 

gives a break down of the number of cells found in each of the above response 

categories. As can be seen, there were approximately twice as many cells sensitive 

to compatible walking as there were to incompatible walking.



Classification of form and motion responses in area STPa (7.180) 

Table 7.1

P a s s ___________ Comp__ Incomp Total

Uni. 98 27 125 (90.5%)

(Br. 6 1 7)

Bi. 5 4 9 (6.5%)

O.C. 3 1 4 (3.0%)

(M ix. 2 0 2 )

T O rA L 106 32 138

Table 1. Num ber of cells showing com patible or incom patible 

response selectivities to form and motion stim uli. (Comp = 

compatible. In comp = incompatible; Uni = Unimodal, Bi. = bimodal, 

Br = unimodal with broad tuning, O.C. = object-centered responses 

independent of observer's vantage point. Mix. = object centred with 

bimodal properties).

Cell responses i/i arm  STPa show hindinQ o f form and motion information

The data presented so far indicates that cells in area STPa show clear 

response selectivity for particular combinations of body view (form) and direction 

of tTiotion. The coding of information about an object's presence and that the 

stimulus also contains tnotion information is not, however, sufficient to explain 

the every-day experience of knowing what object is moving. For this to be 

signalled by single cells, the response selectivity should be such the juxtaposition 

of appropriate form signal from one object and motion signal from a second 

object does not activate the cell. In other words, the form and motion signals to 

which the cell responds should be bound together so that only one object is the
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body) movement to the left. With a static background (a-c) the response to left profile 
moving left (a) was gi*eater than other view direction combinations (b, c). With static head 
views and a moving background (d-f) the same relative motion (i.e. a rightward moving 
background and left profile view (e)) evoked larger responses than other view/direction 
combinations. Compaiison of conditions (a) and (d) indicates the cell requires the correct 
relative motion of the face contours and not simply the presence of these contours 
combined with the prefened motion direction arising from other stimuli. This shows 
binding of form and motion information without sensitivity to the illusory conjunction 
present in (d).
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source of the appropriate form and motion signals. This can be referred to as the 

"binding" of form and motion.

Figure 7.10 shows an example of the responses of a cell when tested with 

stimuli designed to investigate the "binding" of form and motion information.

During testing in which the image of the head was moved while the background 

remained stationaiy, the response pattern indicates that the cell responded to the 

compatible movement of left view moving to the left, but not to other 

combinations of view and direction. For Figure 7.10,d-f the head remained 

stationary and the background was moved.

In condition 7.10d, the head was presented in the preferred view, and the 

background was moved in preferred direction of motion. Under these conditions 

the cell response was greatly reduced compared to the condition when the head 

itself was moving with preferred view and direction. This suggests that the cell 

was responsive to the head moving and not just the presence in the image of the 

appropriate form and the appropriate motion information. The response, however, 

was pre.sent when the background was moved in the opposite (null) direction 

behind the appropriate static head view (7.10e). This result indicates that the cell 

was sensitive to the relative motion of the contours of the head. Overall the result 

suggests that the cell was responding to the "motion energy" (Sugita & Tanaka

1991) of the object itself, and not simply a combination of form and motion 

information arising in the same retinal location.

Histological location o f the recorded cells

The results of the histological reconstruction of one monkey (.T) and the 

location of the cells conjointly selective for form and motion in the right 

hemisphere are shown in Figure 7.11. The figure presents a series of 1 mm 

sections running from 4.5 to 9.5 mm anterior to the inter-aural plane. The square 

symbols indicate the reconstructed positions of the cells selective for form and 

motion. The thick lines mark the cortical surface, the thin lines the inner edge of



F i g u r e  7 .11. H i s t o l o g i c a l  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  t h e
LOCATION OF CELLS SENSITIVE TO FORM AND MOTION. L e f t ,  

U F F E U :  Schematic diagram of right view of the macaque brain. Shaded area 
shows location of area STPa. L e f t ,  l o w e r :  Section (9,5 mm anterior to the 
inter-aural plane) of the right hemisphere of monkey J. Shaded area indicates area 
STPa. R i g h t :  Six 1 mm sections (4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5 and 9.5 mm anterior to 
the inter-aural plane) showing the superior temporal sulcus of the right 
hemisphere of monkey J are shown. The thick line indicates the cortical surface, 
the thin lines mark the edge of the grey matter. The square symbols indicate the 
location of recorded cells which showed selectivity to form and motion 
information.
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grey matter. Cells showing sensitivity to form and direction were found in the 

upper bank, fundus and lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus. Cells from 

other monkeys were found in the same cortical regions.

DISCUSSION

Summary o f the results

We have described here the response characteristics of cells in area STPa 

which show selectivity for combined form and motion information. The number 

of cells found suggests that this population of "form and motion" sensitive cells is 

as large as the population previously reported in area STPa selective for form (e.g. 

faces, hands: Bruce et al. 1981; Gross et al. 1972; Desimone et al. 1984; Perrett et 

al. 1982, 1984, 1992; Bay lis et al. 1985; Young and Yamane 1992) and the 

population selective for direction of motion but not form (e.g. Bruce et al. 1981; 

Mistlin and Perrett 1990; Perrett et al. 1985b; Hietanen and Perrett 1993; Qram et 

fü. 1993).

A small number of cells were found that showed limited selectivity to 

form and direction. These cells could be split into two groups. In both cases it 

should be noted, however, that the responses were dependent on motion and at. 

least some form information. The responses of one of these populations showed 

partial selectivity for form since the responses of these cells was greater for bodies 

than for control objects. However the degree of form selectivity was limited, since 

there was no sensitivity to body view. The second population showing partial 

selectivity for form and direction showed clear form discrimination, preferring 

one body view to another, yet showed only partial motion selectivity, since the 

preferred body view moving in any direction produced equivalent responses.

The vast majority of the cells in area STPa showed more marked 

selectivity for both the form and the direction of motion of visual stimuli (Figures
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7.4-7.9). Most of these cells were selective for only one view and direction 

combination, and therefore signal precise information about the object and its 

direction of motion relative to the viewer. Only a very small number of cells 

showed object-centered coding of view and direction. Importantly these cells did 

not supply a signal about "a moving body", but rather "a body moving forwards 

(compatibly)" or "a body moving backward (incompatibly)".

While not extensively tested, some cells exhibited evidence of 'binding' 

and required the correct relative motion of the form contours and not simply the 

presence of these contours combined with the preferred motion direction arising 

from other stimuli (i.e. Figure 7.4). Selectivity for motion direction defined by 

relative movement across a boundary has been described for area MST (Sugita 

and Tanaka 1991). These cells of MST, however, did not show selectivity for 

complex form that is described here for area STPa.

Coding o f object motion and social signals

It is of interest to speculate on the possible functional roles of area STPa 

cells sensitive to form and motion. The most efficient single cell coding system to 

indicate what object is moving would be to have one cell population responding to 

the object, independent of the view-point, providing it was moving (i.e. body 

move in any direction). Although it is possible that "higher" visual areas may 

contain more cells with such selectivity, it is clear that at the level of area STPa 

such information is only available from combining the output of sub-populations 

since most cells were found to be selective for one combination of body view and 

direction. The fact that most cells code particular types of walking (compatible or 

incompatible but not both) does not mean that the general information that a body 

is present and moving is not evident from these neurons, rather that this 

information is only present when considering the combined activity of several cell 

populations. Note only 8 cell types are needed to fully represent body walking and
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as such this is a sparse representation, with each element containing very specific 

information. This type of representation should not be likened to a distributed 

representation, where many units supply small amounts of information to a wide 

variety of tasks. The observation that neaidy all STPa cells coding body view and 

direction were specific to particular combinations therefore suggests that they may 

serve a second, alternative, role.

An organism that is an active explorer of its habitat, such as the macaque, 

does by definition interact with the environment and other animals within it. Self 

movement in the environment requires optic flow information to be processed.

Cell selectivities in areas MT and MST may well play an important role in this 

function (Duffy & Wurtz 1991a,b; Tanaka & Saito 1989). In many cases, 

however, information about position and speed of motion needs to be combined 

with identification of the moving object (predator/prey, subordinate/dominant 

troop member, possible mate or not etc.). Under these circumstances the manner 

of movement (compatible/incompatible) and the direction of motion are highly 

relevant.

Perhaps the most important situation for knowledge of view and direction 

of motion is during social interactions with conspecifics. Monkeys show a large 

and complex range of social behaviours, most of which involve body motions. 

Compatible movement away of a monkey from another can occur in many 

situations, but reversing away while still facing another individual indicates a 

more subordinate posture (Bertrand 1969). Thus signals of body view and 

direction of motion towards and away from the observing individual are important 

social cues. It has also been shown that monkeys can re-adjust their position 

within their troup's hierarchy on the basis of observed interaction between other 

individuals. For this to occur the monkey must be able to interpret interactions of 

others as a passive observer. Visual processing that leads to neural information 

about body view and direction of motion other than towards and away are
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therefore also behavioiirally useful, especially when combined with a "goal" of 

the direction of motion (Perrett et al. 1989).

Studies of cell selectivities in the amygdala and the effects of 

amygdalectomies suggest that this sub-cortical area is very important in 

generation of emotional and social responses (Brothers and Ring 1993; Aggleton 

1993). Interestingly area STPa sends a strong projection to the amygdala 

(Aggleton et al. 1980; Turner et al. 1980; Amaral et al. 1992). Thus the cell 

selectivities reported here could provide visual information to the amygdala 

relevant to understand social signals.

It has been suggested that the role of cells in area STPa sensitive to 

particular views of the head (and particularly those sensitive to eye gaze) may also 

have a role in signalling the direction of another attention (Perrett et al. 1992,

1993). Here this idea is extended to include interpretation of body motion related 

cues in socially significant situations.

The existence of a large visually responsive cell population sensitive to 

both body form and direction of body motion in area STPa indicates that 

processing of visual information in the macaque, while for the most part occurring 

in two functionally distinct pathways, converges and establishes a conjoint 

representation of object identity and direction of motion. The response 

chîu'acteristics of this cell population can also be viewed as providing useful 

information for the interpretation of socially important signals, both from 

interactions with another monkey, and for the interpretation of behaviour between 

two other individuals. Such conjoint coding of two visual attributes might also 

underlie the unity in our every-day experience of perceiving objects and their 

motion.
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CHAPTER 8

INTEGRATION OF FORM AND MOTION IN 
THE ANTERIOR SUPERIOR POLYSENSORY 

AREA (STPa) OF THE MACAQUE MONKEY II. 
POSSIBLE INTEGRATION METHODS

(Oram & Perrett, 19955,7. Neurophysiol, in submission)

INTRODUCTION

Cells within the anterior section of the superior temporal polysensory area 

(STPa) show conjoint sensitivity to form (body view) and motion (direction) 

information (Bruce et al. 1981; Perrett et al. 1985a,b, 1989, 1990; Chapter 7). 

Moving body stimuli have classified into compatible (walking forwards where the 

body moves following one's nose) and incompatible movement (walking 

backwards). The majority of cells (125/161 cells, Chapter 7) responded to either 

compatible or incompatible body movement but not both. These cells all 

responded to one body view moving in one direction, but not to the same body 

view moving in a second direction, nor did they respond to a second body view 

moving in the preferred direction. The cells therefore showed clear response 

selectivity to conjoint visual form and direction information (see Chapter 7). 

Sources o f information

Chapter 6 documents cell selectivity in ai*ea STPa to form and motion 

where the form is defined purely by the motion of the stimulus ('biological 

motion' or 'moving light displays'. It is important to note, however, that only 25% 

of cells showed selectivity to motion defined form, and that the majority of tliese
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(78%) showed reduced response magnitude compared to the responses obtained 

under normal light conditions (Chapter 6). Further, those cells which showed 

selectivity to biological motion also responded to translation of the body (Perrett 

et al. 1990a,b). Indeed, of cells selective for walking stimuli which were tested 

with translating bodies all (13/13, Harries, Perrett and Oram unpublished studies) 

maintained form selectivity (body view) to stimuli ti'anslating in the preferred 

direction. Under these conditions the relative motion inputs of the articulating 

limbs cannot be used to establish form selectivity (see Chapter 6 for discussion). 

Therefore, although some 25% of cells sensitive to form and motion can perform 

form-from-motion, these same cells also integrate information from both form 

signals and motion signals. Further, only 6% of cells tested with biological motion 

stimuli responded as strongly as when tested under normal lighting. This suggests 

that the degree of the role of form-from-motion processing, while present, is 

relatively small compmed to the integration of form signals with motion signals.

Reviewing published material concerning other types of neural 

populations in area STPa indicates ways from and motion signals could be 

combined. Figure 8.1 shows two ways in which the response characteristics of 

two other cell populations in area STPa would facilitate the integration of those 

two sources of information. As can be seen in the upper section of Figure 8.1, 

cells sensitive to direction of motion but not form show a tendency to be 

maximally responsive to directions of motion along the cardinal axes (towards 

away left and right. Chapter 5). Cells tuned for different static views of the head 

and body also show significant clustering about particular views. In particular the 

face, left and right profiles and back views of the head are more strongly 

represented than the intermediate views (Perrett et al. 1991). Signals from these 

cells could thus be combined to establish cells with conjoint selectivity for form 

and motion in such a way as to be responsive to either compatible or incompatible 

walking motion.
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The lower half of Figure 8.1 shows a second way in which the response 

characteristics of cells selective for form but not motion and cells selective for 

direction of motion independent of form could facilitate their integration. The 

half-height half-width measure for these two cell populations are very similar.

The implications for this are best illustrated by using an example. Imagine a sub

population of cells all sensitive for motion of any object towards the observer, and 

a second sub-population of cells sensitive to the front view of the head and body.

When viewing an approaching body, both cell sub-populations would be firing 

maximally. When viewing a body walking towards and slightly to the left, both 

cell sub-populations would have reduced firing rates. Importantly though, the 

reduction in firing rates would be equivalent. Thus the strength of signal between 

these populations would co-vary in an equivalent way.

Linearity o f information Integration

Cells showing conjoint sensitivity to form and motion appear to bind these 

two types of information such that the motion signal has to derive from the object 

itself (Chapter 7). While there is no attempt to investigate directly the 

phenomenon of binding in this study, some aspects of the integration are 

examined. One method for generating form and motion selectivity would be to 

simply sum an input response to object movement in the appropriate direction 

with an input response to the appropriate body form. Such summation could either 

be linear or show non-linearities. Under non-linear summation, the response to 

these two components (motion direction and view) when presented 

simultaneously would not equal the arithmetic sum of the response magnitudes to 

these two components presented in isolation.

It is clear that neural processing in many visually responsive cortical areas 

is highly non-linear. Non-linearity is evident in striate cortex where a non-linear 

relationship exists between contrast and response (contrast gain control, for 

review see Albrecht and Geisler 1994). Perhaps even more obvious is the non
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linearity described for many visually responsive cells to stimulation outside the 

classic receptive field (e.g. Allman et al. 1985; Knierim and Van Essen 1992). 

Positional invariance is seen in the cell responses found in inferotemporal cortex 

(Gross 1992; Tovee and Rolls 1993), again indicating a non-linear system. From 

theoretical considerations it is also desirable to have non-linear mechanisms. This 

is because many operations, such as positional invariance, are not possible using 

single layer networks (Minsky and Papert 1969). As all linear networks can be 

described using an equivalent one layer network, this implies that linear 

integration could not produce such operations.

Evidence of integration of form and motion could be associated with one 

of four response patterns: (1) In the simplest situation the cell would show little or 

no response to either the correct form (presented statically) or to the preferred 

direction of motion (independent of form), but would show a strong response to 

the conjoint information, (2) the form signal could produce a strong response 

(approximately equal to the response to the conjoint presentation), with little or no 

response to the motion signal, but response suppression when the motion signal 

was in the non-preferred direction, (3) the motion signal could produce a strong 

response (approximately equal to the response to the conjoint presentation), with 

little or no response to the static preferred form signal, but response suppression 

when there was a non-preferred form signal, and finally (4) both the form signal 

and the motion signal could produce large responses when presented in isolation.

In the first case, the non-linearity is due to response enhancement, while in 

situations 2-4, any non-linearity that might be present is due to response 

suppression.

In this chapter, possible mechanisms by which integrated form and motion 

selectivity could be established are considered. In particular evidence for non- 

linearity in the integration process is examined. Response characteristics of cells 

showing conjoint sensitivity to form and motion with cell populations within area
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STPa that are sensitive to (a) form but not motion and (b) motion but not form are 

also comptu'ed.

METHODS

The methods used for data collection have been given in detail in the 

general methods and the previous chapter.

The additional analysis procedures adopted are described below. Three 

indices were calculated for each cell. These were a Motion sensitivity index (Im), 

a Form index (If) and a Linearity index (Ij). I,̂  ̂ indicates the ability of a cell to 

discriminate between its preferred view/direction combination and the static 

image of the preferred view (i.e. I,̂  ̂ gives a measure of the effect of stimulus 

motion on the cell response). For each cell was calculated as the difference in 

response magnitude between the preferred view/direction combination and the 

static presentation of the preferred view. To allow comparison between cells, this 

difference was normalised by dividing it by the response magnitude to the 

preferred view/direction combination. The Motion index (lj-,̂ ) is

Im = rPref - SA) - (Static - SA)

(Pref- SA)

where SA is spontaneous activity, Pref is the measured response to the preferred 

view/direction combination, and Static is the measured response to the static 

presentation of the preferred view.

A value of 0 for 1,-|-, indicates that the response magnitude to the moving 

and static stimuli are equivalent. When 1̂^̂ = 1, this indicates that there was no 

response to the preferred view when static. A value of 0.8 indicates that 80% of
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the response to the preferred view/direction stimulus is not explained by the 

response to the static preferred view. Values less than 0 indicate that the response 

to the preferred view/direction combination was less than the response to the static 

preferred view. Values of Ij-ĵ  which are greater than 1 indicate inhibition relative 

to SA for the presentation of the static preferred view.

In a similar manner, the Form sensitivity index (If) was calculated as the 

nonnalised difference between the response magnitudes to the preferred 

view/direction combination and conti'ol objects moving in the preferred direction, 

giving

If = (Pref - SA) - fControl - SA)

(P ref-SA )

where Control = measured response to control objects moving in the preferred 

direction, other definitions as for Ij-j-j).

Calculation of the linearity index (Ij) was performed using

= (Pref - SAl - ((Static - SAl + (Control - SA^i 

(Pref - SA)

(definitions as for 1̂  ̂ and If). Here it is the difference between the response 

magnitude to the preferred view/direction combination and the (linear) sum of the 

responses to the static preferred view and to controls moving in the preferred 

direction that has been normalised. This means a value of 0 indicates that linear 

summation of the form response and direction response can explain the response 

to the preferred view/direction combination. When Ij = 1, then the sum of the 

responses to the static preferred form and control moving in the preferred 

direction is no different from spontaneous activity and the cell is summing inputs
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in a highly non-linear way (with respect to static view and control direction of 

motion responses).

To allow comparison with cells selective for stimulus form but not 

selective for motion, a view discrimination index (ly) was calculated.

ly = (Pref - SA) - (Qpp View - SA)

(P ref-SA )

where Opp View = the measured response to the body view opposite to that 

defined in the preferred stimulus moving in the same preferred direction. Note 

that this index compares responses where the only stimulus parameter that has 

changed is the body view.

The direction discrimination index (I ĵ) was calculated as

Id ~ (Pref - SA) - (Opp Direction - SAl 

(P ref-SA )

where Opp Direction = the measured response to the preferred body view moving 

in the direction opposite to the preferred direction. Again note that this index 

compares responses where the only stimulus parameter that has changed is the 

direction of motion.

RESULTS

Of the 125 cells found to show uni modal sensitivity to body view (form) 

and direction of motion from the four subjects, examples of ail four methods of
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integration postulated in the introduction were present. The relative numbers of 

each were, however, very different. Only one cell (1/125, <1%) was classified as 

showing response suppression when the inappropriate body view moved in the 

appropriate direction. This cell is shown in Figure 8.2. This cell showed a 

Linimodal response pattern for compatible movement away from the subject, since 

the response to the back body view moving away was greater than the responses 

elicited by either the front view moving away from or the back view moving 

towards the subject. As can be seen, the cell produced the strongest response when 

control objects were moved away from the subject. Differential responses were 

seen to different views of the body, however, when the body walked away from 

the monkey. Slight suppression was seen when the back view of the body moved 

away compared with control object motion. The degree of suppression was 

significantly greater when the front view of the body moved away (incompatible 

walking). For this one cell it is clear that object movement away produced a large 

response unless the stimulus "object" was the front view of the body, in which 

case the cell did not respond. Comparison with the response observed to the static 

image of the back of the body (and front view, not shown) indicates that this 

effect is indeed due to suppression or prevention of the response to the direction 

away signal.

A further five cells (5/125, 4%) were found that showed response 

suppression to an inappropriate direction of motion. An example of this type of 

response pattern is shown in Figure 8.3. This cell was classified as showing 

Linimodal selectivity for incompatible movement to the right (i.e. left profile 

moving right). For this cell it is clear that the response pattern showed view 

selectivity for static images of the body. It is clear that the uni modal .selectivity 

for moving bodies is due to response suppression when the preferred view (left 

profile) moves in the non-preferred direction (to the left).

The remaining cells (119/125, 95%) showed either linear summation of 

responses to form and motion inputs or response enhancement. Figure 8.4 shows
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an example of a cell with linear summation of responses. This cell showed a 

linimodal response selectivity for compatible movement towards the subject.

Taking spontaneous activity (S/A) as the baseline activity level, it is clear that 

aiithmetic summation of the response to the static presentation of the front body 

view (10.8 spikes/sec) and the response to control objects moving towards the 

subject (15.6 spikes/sec) is approximately equal to the response obtained when the 

front body view walks towards the subject (26.4 approx= 30.0 spikes/sec). 

Furthermore, the response to control objects moving towards the subject (15.6 

spikes/sec) plus the (inhibitory) response to the static view of the back of the body 

(13.6 spike.s/sec below S/A) is approximately ecpial to the response seen when the 

stimulus is the back of the body walking towards the subject (2.0 approx= -4.4 

spikes/sec).

The most common response pattern indicated non-linear summation, with 

response enhancement occurring when the preferred view was combined with the 

preferred direction of motion. Figure 8.5 gives a typical example of this type of 

cell. This cell showed a strong response (34.4 spikes/sec above S/A) to 

incompatible movement to the left (right profile walk left). Control movement to 

the left was 0.8 spikes/sec below S/A, whereas the response to the static view of 

the right profile was 4.8 spikes/sec above S/A. For this cell therefore the response 

to the preferred view and direction combination was over eight times the sum of 

the responses to the separate view and direction components (34.4 vs 4 

spikes/sec).

Sensitivity Indices

The response to the static image of the preferred body view was measured 

for 52 cells. Figure 8.6 shows the distribution of the Motion sensitivity index (I,̂ -,, 

see methods) for these cells. Ignoring the five cells which showed response 

suppression when the preferred view was moved in the null direction (solid btu's), 

the range of is 0.28 to 1.98 (mean 0.83, S.D. = 0.31, median = 0.77). For this
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latter population of cells, discrimination between the preferred body view static 

and moving in the preferred direction is high, with only 17% of the response to 

the preferred view/direction combination being accounted for by the response to 

the static presentation. Alternatively this index can be regarded as giving a 

measure of the impact of motion in the preferred direction: adding motion to the 

preferred stimulus form gives a response that is, on average, 1/0.17 = 5.9 times 

the response to the same stimulus without motion.

Response magnitudes to control objects moving in the preferred direction 

were measured for 83 cells. The distribution of the Form sensitivity index (If) are 

shown in Figure 8.7. When the one cell that responded strongly to control objects 

moving in the preferred direction (solid bar, see also Figure 8.2) is ignored, the 

range of If is 0.21 to 1.44 (mean 0.80, S.D. = 0.25, median 0.79). For this sample 

of 82 cells, only 20% of the respon.se to the preferred view/direction combination 

can be accounted for by motion input alone. The effect, therefore, of adding 

appropriate form information to a stimulus moving in the preferred direction, on 

average, to increase the response magnitude five-fold.

Independence o f form, and motion information

To investigate the possibility that there was some level of interdependence 

of the form and direction sensitivity in the responses, the values of 1,-ji and If were 

correlated. Figure 8.8 upper shows the scatter plot of the 44 unimodal cells for 

which both indices were calculated. As is clear from Figure 8.8, there is no 

systematic relationship between Ip-j and If (rj^o) = -0.02, p = 0.9). This lack of 

correlation was also found when the values corresponding to those cells which 

showed response suppression, either by the inappropriate direction (n=5) or by the 

inappropriate form (n=l) were removed (r|3g] = 0.293, p -  0.07). Although this 

nearly reaches significance, much of the trend in the correlation can be attributed 

to one "out-lier" (I,̂  ̂ = 1.98, If = 1.44). When this value is also removed, the 

correlation drops markedly (1*135] = 0.056, p = 0.74, Figure 8.8 lower).
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Linearity index

The linearity index (l^) was computed for 44 cells. For the other cells an 

insufficient number of conditions were tested. The distribution of I; is shown in 

Figure 8.9. 1\ ranged from -0.84 to 2.4 (mean 0.51, S.D. = 0.55, median 0.52). 

Removal of those cells which showed response suppression (solid bars), either to 

the inappropriate body view or direction or motion, gives the range if 1) is 0 to 2.4 

(mean 0.63, S.D. = 0.46, median 0.60). From this sample estimate it appears as if 

the average response enhancement from the con joint form and motion information 

is some 2.7 times the response to the sum of the isolated form information and 

direction information signals. Nearly one half (16/38, 42%) of the cells showed at 

least a trebling of response magnitude compared to that predicted by linear 

summation.

Comparison with other STPa cell populations

It was noted in the introduction that two other cell populations exist in 

area STPa. One of these is sensitive to static form information, the second is 

sensitive to direction of motion but shows no selectivity for form. In this section 

the response chai'acteristics of cells sensitive to conjoint form and motion 

information are further compared.

Cell response latencies in each of the three populations were assessed as 

the first of three consecutive bins that exceeded the 95% confidence interval of 

the pre-stimulus sample period (see Chapter 3 and 5). The mean response 

latencies (see Figure 8.10) of these three cell populations were found to vary 

significantly (F[^2,94] ~ 7.35, p = 0.001). Post-hoc testing revealed that cells 

which responded to motion (with or without conjoint form selectivity) had a 

shorter average response latency (99 and 90 ms) than the cells sensitive to static 

form (119 ms, p < 0.02 each comparison).
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The distribution of the view discrimination index (ly) is shown in the 

upper section of Figure 8 .11. The distribution of the equivalent index for cells 

sensitive to static form (Perrett et al. 1991) is plotted for comparison. Statistical 

comparison of these two populations indicates a small but significant (t[ i5 i] =

2.269, p = 0.025) difference between these populations, with the cells sensitive to 

conjoint form and motion showing slightly improved view discriminability (mean 

ly = 0.78 +/- 0.031) than that shown by cells responsive only to static form (mean 

Iy = 0.66+/-0.041).

The lower section of Figure 8.11 shows the distribution of the direction 

index (I ĵ). The distribution of y  for cells sensitive to motion but showing no 

form selectivity (Chapter 5) is also plotted. These two populations differ, with the 

cells sensitive to conjoint form and motion showing significantly (t[ 115] = 3.43, p 

= 0.001) poorer directional discrimination (mean l(_j = 0.83 +/- 0.036) than that 

shown by cells responsive to motion independent of form (mean Î j = 1.01 +/- 

0.037).

DISCUSSION

Response suppression vs response enhancement

The vast majority of cells (119/125, 95%) showed response addition or 

response enhancement. Very few cells (6/125, 5%) were found whose response 

selectivity indicated suppression when either a non-preferred form (Figure 8.2) or 

a non-preferred direction (Figure 8.3) was added to an adequate stimulus. There 

are several points to be made with respect to this issue. It is possible that the 

number of cells showing suppressive influences have been underestimated. The 

method of initial classification, which guided subsequent testing, was such that
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ceils of these types could have been wrongly classified as showing (a) no form 

sensitivity since they responded well to control object motion (Chapter 5), or (b) 

no motion sensitivity since they responded well to static images of the body 

(Perrett et al. 1991). The number of cells that may have been mis-classified in this 

way, however, is likely to be small, and certainly well below the number needed 

to malce this type of information integration appear as common as response 

addition or enhancement (some 130 further cells). The initial testing procedures 

typically involve walking, both compatibly and incompatibly, in a variety of 

directions before the use of control objects. In doing this it is assumed that if a 

cell shows no form selectivity, then it will also respond to the walking body. It is 

only after observing responses to a walking body that control objects are tested.

Thus differential responses to different body views moving in a particular 

direction was likely to be observed before control objects were tested.

Sensitivity indices

It is clear that the responses of this population of cells covers "walking- 

body" stimulus space in an efficient (sparse) manner with only eight cell sub

populations necessary (Chapter 7). Since competitive interactions between 

elements will lead to a sparse representation over stimulus space (Foldiak 1990) it 

is reasonable to assume that interactions between these representations will be 

more pronounced than competitive interactions between neural representations for 

walking bodies and other moving objects. Given that this assumption holds, the 

impact of motion on these cell responses is better investigated by comparing 

responses to static images of the preferred form (body view) rather than 

comparison with the same body view moving in other directions. Likewise, the 

use of control objects moving in the preferred direction allowed comparison of the 

effect of body view on the response while minimising possible interactions 

between cells selective for different body views moving in the same direction.
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The values obtained for the Motion sensitivity index indicated that the 

effect of adding motion in the preferred direction increased response magnitudes 

on average by nearly 6 times (mean Ig = 0.83). This shows a clear requirement of 

these cells for motion before a strong response is elicited. A similar dependency 

was found for form information, with the addition of preferred form increasing 

response magnitude to moving stimuli five fold (mean If = 0,80).

Independent form and. motion signals

It is also relevant to consider the degree of separation between the "form" 

and "motion" pathways. The inferotemporal cortex (IT) classically belongs in the 

"form" pathway, yet responses in IT do show some sensitivity to motion. 

Sensitivity to shape defined by motion has been observed in cells of the 

inferotemporal cortex (Sary et al. 1993), yet these cells were not reported as 

showing directional preferences. This being the case, form inputs driven by 

motion of the shape against a background derived from IT cortex would not 

enable the directional selectivity of the STPa cells reported here. Evidence from a 

human neuropsychological case study indicates that some form sensitivity is 

perhaps directly available in the "motion" pathway (also called the "how" 

pathway, Goodale and Milner 1993; Milner and Goodale 1994). Recent studies 

have shown, however, that this form sensitivity is limited to orientation, size and 

"center of mass" information (Goodale et al. 1994).

In the previous chapter it was shown that the responses of the cells 

described here were dependent on conjoint form and motion information and not 

simply the close proximity of these two visual attributes. The evidence from the 

discrimination indices presented here shows that the absence of either one of these 

two signals leads to a marked reduction in response magnitude. These data do not, 

however, indicate whether or not there is any inter-dependency of these types of 

information. Studies of IT cortex showed many cells were selective for a 

combination of colour, shape and texture (Tanaka et al. 1991; Komatsu and Ideura
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1993). While the IT neural responses were dependent on each of these attributes, 

there was no co-dependency of colour sensitivity with shape for the cells studied. 

Furthermore, the tuning curve for colour showed the same pattern, regardless of 

the shape in which the colour was presented (Komatsu & Ideura 1993).

If there was a dependency of form information on direction of motion, or 

conversely, a dependency of motion information on form, then it would be 

expected that there would be a relationship between the Motion and Form 

sensitivity indices. This was found to not be the case (Figure 8.8). A tentative 

conclusion that the sources of form information and motion information are 

independent can therefore be reached from the data presented here.

The degree o f non-linearity

The investigation into the degree of linearity of the responses of these cells 

showed that the mechanism for combining form and motion information within 

area STPa is highly non-linear. The linearity of neuronal integration of two or 

more visual attributes has not been extensively studied where the incoming 

information is thought to have been processed largely independently of each other 

before being combined.

While for a few cells, the responses may be a simple linear summation of 

form and motion inputs, generally this is not the case. The proportion of the 

response to the preferred view and direction combination that can be related to the 

motion signals alone is on average 20%. A similar figure (17%) can be attributed 

to form information alone. It therefore appears as if the relative strength of inputs 

from these two sources is approximately equal.

Comparison with other STPa cell populations

The properties of two other STPa cell populations tuned to form alone or 

motion alone are such that these cells would seem to be suited to integration of 

form and motion (Figure 8.1). Comparison of the response latencies of the three
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cell populations (cells showing selectivity for conjoint form and motion, static 

form or direction of motion independent of form) indicated a difference, with 

cells selective for static form having a longer response latency than the other two 

populations. This difference in latencies presents a previously unforeseen problem 

concerning the integration of form and motion. This issue is examined in greater 

detail in the following chapter.

The difference in the level of the direction sensitivity index between the 

conjoint form and motion selective cell population and the direction but not form 

selective cell population is predictable. The basis of the argument is found in the 

response characteristics of the form only selective cells and the directionally only 

selective cells in area STPa. The average tuning curve for direction falls slightly 

below the spontaneous firing rate (the mean direction index of cells selective for 

motion independent of form is 1.01, indicating that there was, on average, no 

response to motion in the null direction, Chapter 5). The average tuning curves of 

STPa cells selective for perspective view of the head and body remains above 

spontaneous activity throughout the possible 360 degrees of rotation (Perrett et al.

1991). This implies that cells receiving input from form selective cells within 

STPa will receive some form related input, regardless of the form of the stimulus. 

Therefore it is not surprising that a drop in the direction index is seen in cells 

selective for conjoint form and motion compared to cells selective for direction 

only since some "form" related input would be present from the non-preferred 

view.

Indeed, the estimated mean of l(j for the cells sensitive to direction 

independent of form (1.01) and the mean of ly of cells sensitive to static bodies 

(0.66). If a non-linearity gain of 3.0 is applied only when both the preferred view 

and direction are present, the estimated mean Î -j for cells selective for form and 

motion is 0.83, and the estimated mean ly is 0.78 (see chapter Appendix). Note 

that this model predicts not only the drop in Î -j but also the small increase in ly.

These are the values actually obtained, again suggesting that the input form and
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motion signals to cells selectively responsive to the conjoint information are 

independent. Thus the behaviour of conjoint form and motion sensitive cells can 

be modelled as summing two independent inputs and applying an gain when the 

sum exceeds threshold (here threshold is greater than 1.34).
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Appendix
Explaining the Discrimination Indices 

For "View only*' cells
ly  = 0.66
ly normalized so that

response to preferred view = 1.0
therefore

response to opposite view = 0.34

For "Motion only" cells
Id = 1.01
Id normalized so that

response to preferred direction = 1.0 
therefore

response to opposite direction = -0.01

The Model

"Form and motion" cells receive inputs that are the same as those into 
"Form only" and "Motion only" cells.

"Form and motion" cells have a non-linearity factor of 3.0 which acts only 
once activity levels exceed 1.5. At other times there is linear summation (i.e. The 
non-linearity is thresholded).

What does the model predict for and l y of ” Form and motion cells ?
Sum of preferred view and direction 

1.0 +  1.0 =  2.0
Non-linearity

2.0 *3.0  = 6.0
Response to preferred view and direction = 6.0

Sum of preferred view and opposite direction 
1.0 +-0.01 =0.99

Sum of opposite view and preferred direction 
0.34+ 1.0 = 1.34

Predicted Id (Pref - Opp Dir)/Pref
(6.0 - 0.99)/6.0 = 0.835 

(actual value = 0.83)

Predicted ly (Pref - Opp View)/Pref 
(6.0 - 1.34)/6.0 = 0.777 

(actual value = 0.78)
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CHAPTER 9

INTEGRATION OF FORM AND MOTION IN 
THE ANTERIOR SUPERIOR POLYSENSORY 
AREA (STPa) OF THE MACAQUE MONKEY 

HI. TEMPORAL ASPECTS OF FORM AND 
MOTION INFORMATION INTEGRATION

(Oram & Perrett, 1995c,./. Neurophysiol, in submission)

INTRODUCTION

Visual processing in the primate brain is thought to occur along two 

lai’gely separate pathways, the ventral, "what" or "form" pathway and the dorsal, 

"motion", "where" or "how" pathway (Newcombe and Russell 1969; Ungeiieider 

and Mishkin 1982; De Yoe and Van Essen 1988; Felleman and Van Essen 1991; 

Young 1992; Goodale and Milner 1992; Milner and Goodale 1993). The anterior 

superior temporal polysensory area (STPa) of the macaque temporal lobe is one of 

the few visual cortical areas where the dorsal (motion) and ventral (form) 

pathways converge (Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Young 1992). Given the 

convergence of the two visual pathways in area STPa, it is not surprising that this 

cortical area is known to contain cells which are responsive to conjoint visual 

form and motion information (Bruce et al. 1981; Perrett et al. 1985a,b, 1989, 

1990; see chapters 7 and 8).

One sub-population of these STPa cells responds selectively to the sight of 

bodies walking (or ti'anslating) in one direction and seen in one view (e.g. left 

profile go left). Evidence suggests that such STPa cells receive form and motion 

information from independent sources (see chapter 8). Further, the sources of the
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form and motion information appears to be bound such that the motion signal 

must be derived from the moving body and not simply from the juxtaposition of 

these two visual cues (e.g. static body with the background moving in the 

preferred direction, chapter 7). A simple non-linear model suggested that the 

inputs to cells conjointly sensitive to form and motion were similar to the form 

input to cells selective for body view independent of motion and the motion input 

into cells selective for direction of motion independent of form (chapter 8).

Analysis of latency of three STPa cell populations ("form only", "motion 

only" and "form and motion") indicated that directionally sensitive cells and 

conjoint form and motion sensitive cells responded at a shorter latency than static 

form sensitive cells (chapter 8). Previous studies suggested that the form input to 

area STPa was as fast as possible (chapter 3; Oram and Perrett 1992; see also 

Thorpe and Imbert 1989), and also that the motion input to area STPa also arrived 

as fast as possible (chapter 5; Oram et al. 1993). If this is the case, then the 

differential latencies of the three populations of cells suggests that, for the early 

part of the response, conjoint form and motion sensitive cells would contain no 

form information. This non-discriminatory period would be expected particularly 

for conjoint form and motion sensitive cells with early latency response onsets.

The potential asynchrony of information arrival times (chapter 8) has 

implications for the integration of these two types of visual information. One 

current theory as to how the brain integrates information involves synchrony of 

activity in cells coding the same visual item (e.g. Singer 1993). It has previously 

been argued that synchronous arrival of multiple inputs appears to be an important 

feature of information processing in the ventral "form processing" pathway 

(Gochin et al. 1991; Geisler et al. 1991; Oram & Perrett 1992, 1994a; chapters 

1,3). However, the role of synchrony for integrating form and motion remains 

unclear, and indeed seems to be challenged by the differential response latencies 

of "form only", "motion only" and "form and motion" cell populations in area 

STPa.
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The observation of differential response onsets does not exclude the 

possibility of synchronization of inputs if there exists a oscillatory "carrier wave" 

which can time- or phase-lock inputs. Inputs from one source arriving 

synchronously or in phase with an oscillatory wave of excitation from a second 

source could be bound with each other. Such oscillations are known to exist in 

striate cortex of the cat (Gray et al. 1989; Engel et al. 1992a,b; Singer 1990a,b) 

and have also been found in the motion processing area MT of the macaque 

(Kreiter and Singer 1992). Oscillations do not appear to be present in 

inferotemporal (IT) cortex (Young et al. 1992), and their possible functional role 

is still unclear (Young et al. 1992; Tovee and Rolls 1992; G ho se and Freeman 

1992; Singer 1993). The data to date would suggest that the ventral pathway 

(including the IT areas and area STPa) may use synchrony of inputs (see Gochin 

et al. 1991; Oram & Perrett 1992; chapter 3) for binding without oscillating 

carrier waves. The dorsal pathway (including area MT), may use oscillatory 

activity (Kreiter and Singer 1992) to bind motion information about contours of 

the same object.

The notion of a carrier wave to enable synchronization of inputs with 

differential arrival times is further complicated by the observation that 

information is reflected in the temporal modulation over hundreds of milliseconds 

of cell firing rates (Richmond et al. 1987; Richmond and Optican 1987; Optican 

and Richmond 1987; Gawne et al. 1991a,b; McClurkin et al. 1991a,b; Eskandar et 

al. 1992a,b). It is not clear whether temporal modulation of firing rate, if present 

(see Tovee et al. 1993), reflects information carried by the neuronal signals 

(feedforward) or whether such modulation is a result of feedback or lateral 

interactions between cells (chapters 1,3; Oram & Perrett 1994a). Such modulation 

could of course occur without di.srupting any "carrier wave". Indeed, the 

frequency of the oscillations appears to be in the 40-90 Hz range in pres tria te 

cortex, which is some two to five times higher than the observed modulations in 

IT cell responses.
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In this article tlie temporal aspects of information arrival in the responses 

of cells sensitive to conjoint form and motion are considered. While there is 

insufficient data from single cells to directly investigate possible oscillatory 

activity, the aim of the present study was to investigate the extent of the possible 

asynchrony in the emergence of information about form and direction within 

STPa cell responses.

METHODS

Details of the recording methods and stimuli are given in the previous 

papers (chapters 7, 8). Briefly, standard techniques were used to record the 

activity of single cells in area STPa of the awake behaving macaque. While the 

monkey performed a colour discrimination task, images of walking bodies and 

control objects moving in up to four directions were presented. The bodies were 

either walking compatibly (following one's nose) or incompatibly (walking 

backwards) to the left, right towards and away from the subject. The neural spikes 

were converted to TTL signals and these were used to form peri-stimulus time 

histograms (PSTHs) with 250 bins. The PSTHs had a 1 second post-stimulus 

period and either 200 or 250 ms pre-stimulus sample periods. Eye movements 

were recorded using the sample period and stored with the spike data for each 

trial.

Data analysis

The dynamics of neural responses (the subject of the present study) were 

analysed only for cells that were classified as viewer-centred and unimodal (see 

Chapter 7). For each cell, responses to body-view and direction combinations 

were categorized into three groups: Preferred (response to the most effective 

body-view and direction combination), the Opposite View (Opp View, response
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to the opposite body-view moving in the preferred direction) and the Opposite

Direction (Opp Dir, response to the preferred body-view moving in the opposite 

direction). This grouping allowed the response levels to be compared across 

different cells when either the form (body view) of the stimulus or the direction of 

motion was changed independently of the particular direction of motion and view 

preferred by the individual cells. The response magnitude and temporal measures 

described in chapter 3 were calculated from each cell PSTH.

The discrimination between the Preferred and Opposite View categories 

was calculated as 100 * (Rp - Rqv) /  Rp, where Rp is the mean response level 

above S/A in the Preferred response category and Rqv is the mean response level

above S/A in the Opposite View response category. If the Preferred response was

within 1 spike per second of S/A the discrimination measure was not calculated. 

Similar discrimination measures were calculated using the Opposite Direction 

response category ((Rp - Rqci) /  Rp, where RqcJ is the mean response level above 

S/A in the Opposite Direction category).

Population PSTH response profiles in the three categories (Preferred, 

Opposite View and Opposite Direction) were generated (see Chapter 3 for 

method). To allow for combination of cell responses collected with slightly 

different time bins (4.8, 5.0 and 5.2 ms), a spike density function was obtained by 

convolution of the raw spike train data with a 2 ms Gaussian. This narrow 

Gaussian was used so as to minimalize temporal distortions due to spikes from 

one bin influencing data in other bins. Average responses (see Chapter 3) were 

also calculated for the Preferred, Opposite View and Opposite Direction response 

categories. Statistical efficiency of discrimination was determined using 2-way 

ANOVA (see Chapter 3) after Gaussian convolution of non-normalized response 

magnitudes of each cell.
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RESULTS

Neural recordings from three monkeys were used {Macaca mu/atta, 2 

male D, H wt. 5-8 kg, 1 female J wt. 4-7 kg from a UK registered breeding 

colony). 125 cells were classified as having selective uni-modal responses to the 

sight of moving bodies. This was approximately 2% of the total number of cells 

recorded in the STS upper bank (see chapter 7). Data were available in a suitable 

form for analysis of response time course for 43 of these cells.

To investigate the possibility of differences in the response measures 

between monkeys, 1-way ANOVAs were performed on all parameters listed in 

Table 9.1. The results indicated no significant difference between monkeys for all 

parameters (P > 0.08, all comparisons) except one out of 30 tested (2nd 100 ms 

Direction Discrimination, F|2^40| = 4.4, p < 0.02). As the ordering of the mean 

Direction discrimination values showed no consistent pattern (i.e. rank ordering of 

Direction discrimination means for peak time = D,H,J, for 1st 100 ms = D,J,H, for 

2nd 100 ms ordering = J,D,H) this was regarded as a Type 1 error. Parameter 

measurements for individual cells were therefore pooled across monkeys.

Time-coiirse o f response to effective stimuli

The measured response parameters for the Preferred category of response 

are listed in Table 9.1. The response of the cell population showed a rapid and 

clear increase in firing rate to the preferred view and direction combination, 

followed by a slower decline in firing rate. Evidence of the rise and fall in firing 

rate during the response was seen for all cells except one. The rapid rise in firing 

rate was a feature across most cells (rise time ranging from 5 to 239 ms, mean 76 

ms). For some cells the decay of firing rate was very rapid and complete, the 

initial part of the response being a short, intense, transitory burst. Such transient 

activity is illustrated for one cell in the upper part of Figure 9.1. After the initial 

peak in firing rate, the response rate of this cell remained slightly increased over
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Table 9.1. Parameter Summaries

Parameter Mean Range N

A. Summary o f Preferred View and Direction category responses
Timing (ms)

Latency 1 0 8 . 6 8 4 5 . 0  -  1 8 3 . 6 44
Rise Time 75.57 5 . 0  -  2 3 9 . 2 4 4

1/2 Fall Time 3 6 . 7 6 2 0 . 0  -  9 8 . 8 44
Decay Time 6 9 . 5 3 15.0 - 5 3 5 . 0 4ia

Duration 1 0 6 . 9 6 1 5 . 0  -  5 8 0 . 0 4 ia

Firing rates (Spikes/S)
S / A 10.26 0.0 - 39.1 44

Peak 110.68 40.0 - 2 1 7 . 9 44
1st 100ms 5 5 . 2 7 4 . 0  -  1 3 9 . 7 44
2nd 100ms 4 8 . 4 3 1 6 . 0  -  1 3 7 . 7 44
5th 100ms 3 3 . 4 6 4 . 0  -  8 8 . 6 4 4
End 10 0ms 31. 63 0 . 0  -  8 6 . 5 44

Normalized to Peak response magnitudes (%)b
1st 100ms 4 4 . 1 6 7 . 8  -  7 2 . 0 4 4
2nd 10 0ms 3 8 . 6 5 4 . 9  -  7 6 . 0 44
5th 10 0ms 2 3 . 2 5 - 3 . 3  -  6 7 . 1 44
End 10 0ms 2 2 . 4 9 - 6 . 3  -  6 7 . 1 4 4

B. Summary o f direction (Dir) and view discrimination measures (%)
Peak Dir Disc 3 4 . 2 4 -96.1 - 1 0 7 . 8 4 3 c , d

1st 100ms Dir Disc 5 3 . 0 6 - 1 8 2 . 6  -  2 0 0 . 0 4 3 c , d
2nd 100ms Dir Disc 73.71 - 1 3 6 . 4  -  2 0 2 . 9 4 3 c , d
5th 100ms Dir Disc 8 3 . 5 7 - 8 0 . 6  -  1 8 7 . 5 4 2 c ,d
End 100ms Dir Disc 71.38 - 5 2 . 6  -  1 8 5 . 0 4 0 c ,d

Peak View Disc 2 9 . 2 6 - 2 3 . 3  -  7 8 . 7 44(1
1st 100ms View Disc 5 2 . 9 9 - 1 0 2 . 5  -  1 4 0 . 9 4 4 d
2nd 10 0ms View Disc 71.73 - 1 2 9 . 5  -  1 4 7 . 9 4 4 d
5th 100ms View Disc 70. 81 - 4 4 2 . 9  -  7 4 0 . 0 4 3 c , d
End 100ms View Disc 5 2 . 6 1 - 1 3 5 . 5  -  3 1 7 . 5 4ic,d

S/A, spontaneous activity. For three cells decay time and duration measures 
were not detectable within the sample period. ^  Normalized response magnitudes 
were calculated as (firing rate - S/A)/(peak - S/A). Discrimination measures 
were not calculated if the Preferred response level was within 1 spike/s of S/A. ^ 
Negative discrimination measures resulted when the firing rate in the non
preferred category was greater than the Preferred, or when the Preferred category 
response level was less than S/A but greater than the non-preferred category 
response level.

the S/A for the duration of the stimulus presentation. Most cells showed a slower 

rate of response decay but still showed evidence of an initial transient burst. For
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one cell there was no evidence of a transitory burst, but rather the response was 

maintained at comparable levels throughout the sample period (Figure 9.1, lower).

A gradation of decay time course between these two examples was found (decay 

time ranging from 15 to 535 ms). All cells showed evidence of a response 

maintained above spontaneous activity up to the end of the sampling period.

Preferred. Opposite View and Opposite Direction catesorv responses

Comparison of the responses to three sets of stimuli allows the time course 

of information discrimination in cell responses under different conditions to be 

defined. As already noted, the Preferred responses show an initial burst and decay 

to a steady value which is greater than the pre-stimulus activity. In contrast there 

was a greater variety in shape of the Opposite view and Opposite Direction 

responses. At the population level there was a transient response similar in shape 

to the Preferred category but greatly reduced in magnitude. Only a few cells 

showed evidence of inhibition to the Opposite View or Opposite Direction stimuli 

in the first 50-200 ms of the response onset (see Figure 9.2). Inhibition, when 

seen, occurred some 20-50 ms after cell response latency. It is also relevant to 

note that the small amounts of inhibition were transitory, lasting 100-200 ms.

Although the population mean firing rate to the least effective view was 

never significantly below S/A, the negative firing rates indicate that inhibition 

was potentially present for some cells (e.g. Figure 9.2). Due to the low S/A of 

these cells (mean = 10 spikes/s), statistical detection of inhibition for any one cell 

was unlikely. Taking the response latency estimate from either the Preferred or 

All category estimate, the number of cells showing a firing rate to the Opposite 

View that was numerically below S/A was 0 for peak, 4 during the 1st 100 ms of 

response, 13 during the 2nd 100 ms of the response, 14 during the fifth and 10 

during the final 100 ms period examined. The number of cells showing a firing 

rate to the Opposite Direction that was numerically below S/A was 1 for peak, 6 

during the 1st 100 ms of response, 8 during the 2nd 100 ms of the response, 16
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during the fifth and 12 during the final 100 ms period examined. All response 

levels at other times were above S/A. Cells responding at rates numerically less 

than S/A may not reflect real differences from S/A and may simply be due to 

sampling error. This was probable for several of the cells enumerated above, since 

differences between the estimated firing rate and S/A were often small (0.1 - 2.0 

spikes/s). In summary there was little evidence of inhibition for non-preferred 

stimulus categories.

The time course and response amplitude parameters were compared across 

the different categories of response using a 2-way ANOVA analysis for the 42 

cells where data was available for all three categories of response. The results of 

the comparisons between the three categories of responses are shown in Table 9.2.

Not surprisingly, the average firing rate was significantly different across the 

three response categories during the early part of response. These response 

differences aie maintained throughout the sample period (for at least 800 ms after 

response onset).

The latency estimates for the three categories varied significantly. This 

result, however, could be due to the weaker responses in the Opposite View and 

Opposite Direction categories. With a weaker response, it is more likely to over

estimate the response latency due to the characteristic of the square wave kernel 

used to create the bins. This is a likely explanation for this difference in response 

latencies between categories, given that the response onset to the non-preferred 

stimuli was co-incident with the response onset to the preferred stimulus for the 

calculated Average cell (see Figures 9.6,9.7,9.10).

The nature of the decay from the peak firing rate to the steady state firing 

rate also shows a significant difference between the response categories. Post-hoc 

testing indicates that the 1/2 fall time of the Preferred response category was 

significantly longer than that for the both the Opposite View and Opposite 

Direction categories of response (P < 0.0005 each comparison). A different rate
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of response decay was also indicated by two other measures. The Decay Time 

(time

Table 9.2. Comparison of Preferred, Opposite Direction and Opposite View 
categories of response.

PREF OPP D IR  OPP VIEW
P a r a m e t e r Mean M ean M ean F d f P

Timing (ms)
Latency 9 2 . 3 143 . 2 1 6 2 . 6 6 . 0 0 8 2 / 2 6 0 . 0 0 7

Rise Time 71.7 70.0 6 2 . 3 0 . 2 0 3 2 / 6 2 0.817
1/2 Fall Time 3 8 . 8 2 3 . 7 2 3 . 8 1 8 . 6 8 1 2 / 5 6 0 . 000

Decay Time 8 3 . 8 2 5 . 3 2 9 . 8 9 . 9 7 3 2 / 5 4 0 . 000
Duration 169 .5 4 5 . 6 5 3 . 8 9 . 3 6 7 2 / 2 4 0 . 001

Firing rate (Spikes/ S )
S/A 10.3 9 . 6 9 . 9 0 . 5 5 5 2 / 8 4 0 . 5 7 6

Peak 111.1 7 3 . 9 8 0 . 2 3 9 . 7 3 7 2 / 8 4 0 . 000
1st 100ms 5 5 . 7 31. 6 30.9 3 9 . 8 5 5 2 / 8 4 0 . 000
2nd 100ms 48 .8 19 .7 21.0 7 0 . 8 3 0 2 / 8 4 0 . 000
5th 100ms 33 . 5 14.8 18 . 0 3 7 . 7 2 2 2 / 8 4 0 . 000
End 100ms 31.6 15.9 2 0 . 6 2 2 . 7 3 0 2 / 8 4 0 . 000

Normalized to Peak 
1st 100ms

Response
44.4

magnitudes
2 7 . 3

(%)
2 3 . 5 1 2 . 2 8 9 2 / 8 4 0 . 000

2nd 100ms 3 8 . 9 16.3 11.8 1 9 . 6 2 0 2 / 8 4 0 . 000
5th 100ms 2 3 . 2 6 .1 7 .7 14.493 2 / 8 4 0 . 000
End 100ms 2 2 . 3 9 . 4 10 . 5 1 1 . 2 9 9 2 / 8 4 0 . 000

Means for each piuameter under each category are listed, with the resulting variance ratio 
(F), degrees of freedom (df) and probability (p) of the values being statistically 
indistinguishable.

from the peal< of the response to a 3 time bin mean where the response is 

statistically equal to S/A) was also different across categories (Preferred > 

Opposite View, Opposite Ddection, P <= 0.001 each comparison), as was the 

Response Duration {P <= 0.001 each comparison).

Further evidence for different rates of decay during the early part of the 

response (0-400 ms post-response onset) is apparent in Table 9.2 from the 

compai’ison of normalized response magnitude (expressed as a percentage of the 

peak response in each category). This latter calculation shows that the rate of
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decline is not linemiy related to the peak response rate for that category 

(otherwise there would be no difference in this measure). What is more, the ratio 

of the normalised firing rates between categories is maintained at comparable 

levels throughout the sample period. For example, the ratio of the Preferred and 

Opposite View normalised firing rates, is 0.53 during the 1st 100 ms and 0.47 

during the final 100 ms of the sample period. Given the substantial drop in firing 

rates over this time period, this again suggests that the mechanism leading to the 

differential decay rates seen in the response levels does not reflect absolute firing 

rates, but rather relative firing rates. Effects such as this are consistent with lateral 

inhibition or some other form of competition between cells.

Relation o f response and latency

In deriving the time course of responses for the Average Cell the 

synchronization of the onset of response of the different cells to the same moment 

in time could potentially confound the relative times when direction or view 

discrimination occurred within a sub-population of cells. If it were the case that 

cells with longer latencies showed increased direction di.scri mi nation within the 

initial period of the response then synchronization could artificially decrease the 

time when directional information became evident within the response. This 

potential artifact, however, does not appear to be a problem with the sample of 

cells studied here.

Table 9.3 shows the correlation of the response parameters for the 

individual cells with latency. Of particular relevance is the observation that the 

direction discrimination index showed no tendency to correlate with response 

latency (Figure 9.3, lower). In contrast to this, there was a consistent and nearly 

significant weak positive correlation between response latency and the view 

discrimination indices (Figure 9.3, upper). This means that cells with longer 

response latencies tended to show clearer view discrimination, whereas directional 

discrimination appears to be independent of latency in this population of cells.
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Table 9.3. Parameter correlations with latency.

P a r a m e t e r r d f P
Timing

Rise Time (ms) -0.038 42 0.8060
1/2 Fall Time (ms) 0. 005 42 0.9726

Decay Time (ms) -0.228 39 0 .. 1518
Duration (ms) -0.244 39 0.1235

Firing rates
S/A (Spikes/s) -0.086 42 0.5807

Peak (Spikes/s) -0.248 42 0.1050
1st 100ms (Spikes/s) -0.141 42 0.3616
2nd 100ms (Spikes/s) -0.101 42 0.5148
5th 100ms (Spikes/s) 0. 037 42 0.8108
End 100ms (Spikes/s) -0.082 42 0.5969

Normalized response magnitudes
1st 100ms : Peak (%) -0.012 42 0.9384
2nd 100ms : Peak (%) 0.029 42 0.8499
5th 100ms : Peak (%) 0.278 42 0.0676
End 100ms : Peak (%) 0.094 42 0.5430

Discrimination measures
Peak Dir Disc (%) 0 .199 40 0.2065

1st 100ms Dir Disc (%) 0.205 40 0.1933
2nd 100ms Dir Disc (%) -0.130 40 0.4130
5th 100ms Dir Disc (%) -0.008 37 0.9633
End 100ms Dir Disc (%) 0.049 35 0.7743

Peak View Disc (%) 0.368 42 0.0140
1st 100ms View Disc (%) 0.291 41 0.0586
2nd 100ms View Disc (%) 0.315 41 0.0394
5th 100ms View Disc (%) 0.419 36 0.0087
End 100ms View Disc (%) 0.274 38 0.0867

Correlation coefficient (r), degrees of freedom (df), and probability are 
listed for each parameter. S/A, spontaneous activity. Discrimination measures 
were calculated from the data after removing outliers.

Population response profiles o f Early and Late latency neurons

The correlation between response latency and view discrimination was 

further investigated by splitting the cells conjointly sensitive to view and direction 

into two sub-populations. The Early cells were all cells whose response latency 

was less than the population mean response latency. The Late cells were those 

cells with a response latency greater than the mean.
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Early and Late cell population response profiles The effect o f chan^in^ stimulus 

form (body view)

Figure 9.4 show the response profile of the Early and Late in the Preferred 

category and in the Opposite View category. As can be seen there is a substantial, 

non-discriminatory period at the beginning of the response of the Early cells 

(Figure 9.4, upper). This non-discriminatory period is not present between the 

response profiles of the Late cells (Figure 9.4, lower).

Early and Late cell population response profiles The effect o f chan y itiQ stimulus 

direction o f  motion

Figure 9.5 shows the response profiles comparing the Preferred and 

Opposite Direction category responses. It is clear that the differences in 

directional discrimination between the Early and Late cell populations is not as 

marked as that for view discrimination. This is consistent with the observation 

that the direction selective cell population within area STPa has an earlier average 

response latency than cells within the same cortical area sensitive to static body 

view (chapter 8).

Average Cell response profiles o f Early and Late latency cells

In calculating the population level response profiles of the Early and Late 

cells, the process averaging across cells taking only a crude account of response 

latency. It is likely that, at the beginning of the response profile, only a few cells 

are active. Any assessment made using a population level analysis will therefore 

be subject to this potential error (see chapter 3; Oram & Perrett 1992). In order to 

control for this, the Average Early cell and the Average Late cell response profiles 

were calculated. In synchronizing the response latencies of all cells within each 

sub-population, the resultant Average Cell gives a more precise indication of 

response differences between the two sub-populations.
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Averase Early and Late Cell response profiles The, effect of  chanquim stimulus 

form

Figure 9.6 shows the response profiles of the Average Early and Late cells 

in the Preferred and Opposite View stimulus categories. The synchronization 

process shifted all cell latencies to 100 ms. The observation that this is indeed the 

"time" when the response profile reliably exceeds the threshold value indicates 

that the latency estimates for these cells was accurate. From the response profiles 

it is clear that the initial response period of the Early cells (Figure 9.6 upper) 

contains no view information. The Average Late cell, however, shows a large 

difference between the Preferred and Opposite View category response profiles 

immediately after response onset (within 10 ms).

AverciQe Earlv and Late. Cel! response profiles The, effect, o f chaniiin^ stimulus 

direction

The Average Early and Late cell response profiles to the Preferred and 

Opposite Direction categories are shown in Figure 9.7. The difference between 

the Average Early and Late cell response profiles during the initial part of the 

response is small as both pairs of response profiles diverge with an equivalent 

time course.

AverciQe Earlv and Late Cells The discrimination o f stimulus form

A 2-way ANOVA (fixed factor = response category, random factor = 

cells) was performed between the Preferred and Opposite View categories of 

response for each of the 250 five ms time bins. The resulting F ratio values, where 

the rank ordering of the responses was Preferred > Opposite View, are plotted 

against time in Figure 9.8 upper for the Early latency sub-population. The lower 

part of the figure shows the analogous plot for comparison of the responses of the 

Late latency sub-population of cells. There is a period of approximately 50 ms 

during which the Average Early cell shows no view discrimination (Figure 9.8
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upper). In contrast, the Average Late cell shows view discrimination within 20 ms 

of the response onset. To clarify this difference Table 9.4 gives the statistical 

assessment of view discrimination for successive time bins relative to response 

onset for the Average Early and Late cells.

Table 9.4. View discrimination of the Average Early and Average Late Cells.

T im e (m s)
Early Cell Late Cell

0
P
0 . 7 7 1 7

P
0 . 0 8 5 4

5 0 . 1 6 3 0 . 6 9 0 4 0 . 4 7 8 0 . 4 9 7 5
10 0 . 4 2 1 0 . 5 2 3 2 0 . 3 3 9 0 . 5 6 6 9
15 1 . 7 0 9 0 . 2 0 4 6 0 . 9 8 9 0 . 3 3 1 9
20 0 . 2 4 4 0 . 6 2 6 1 9 . 4 9 2 0 . 0 0 5 9 * *
25 3 . 7 4 2 0 . 0 6 6 0 1 1 . 1 7 1 0 . 0 0 3 2 * * *
30 0 . 0 5 9 0 . 8 0 9 8 4 . 9 7 5 0 . 0 3 7 3 *
35 0 . 5 4 6 0 . 4 6 7 6 9 . 3 9 0 0 . 0 0 6 1 * *
40 0 . 2 0 0 0 . 6 5 9 3 1 3 . 7 9 0 0 . 0 0 1 4 ***
4 5 1 . 0 9 3 0 . 3 0 7 2 9 . 7 5 0 0 . 0 0 5 4 * *
50 8 . 7 4 4 0 . 0 0 7 3 * * 5 . 4 8 4 0 . 0 2 9 6 *
55 1 1 . 0 8 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 *** 3 . 8 5 1 0 . 0 6 3 8
60 5 . 9 1 8 0 . 0 2 3 6 * 6 . 7 8 4 0 . 0 1 7 0 *

The vai'iance ratio (F) and the associated probability (p) are listed for view 
discrimination (Preferred vs Opposite View) for the Average Early and Late cells. 
The Average Early Cell was calculated from cells whose response latency was 
below the population mean, the Average Late cell was calculated from those cells 
whose response latency was greater than the population mean. Time gives the 
time after the response onset. Significance is indicated by the * (* p < 0.05, ** p < 
Cb01,***p<(1005).

Discrimination analysis was also performed using transformed data to 

correct for the standard deviation being proportional to the mean (logarithmic 

transform). Variance in firing rate can be correlated with the response strength 

(Vogels and Orb an 1991). A suitable transformation [(firing rate + 1)1/%, 

Snedecor and Cochran 1980] was performed to allow for this relationship, or a 

Poisson distribution underlying firing rate, which might invalidate ANOVA 

assessment of discrimination. The results using these transforms showed the same 

pattern, with a 50 ms delay before view discrimination was apparent for the 

Average Early cell and a 20 ms lag for body view discrimination to become 

apparent between the responses of the Average Late cell.
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Table 9.5. Direction discrimination of the Average Early and Average Late 
Ceils.

T im e (ms )
Early Cell Late Cell

0
P
0 . 8 4 1 8

P
0 . 2 6 1 1

5 0 . 5 6 5 0 . 4 6 0 8 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 9 6 8 2
10 0 . 7 3 6 0 . 4 0 0 5 0 . 1 3 3 0 . 7 1 9 0
15 1 0 . 8 1 6 0 . 0 0 3 5 * * * 0 . 2 9 2 0 . 5 9 5 0
20 1 . 9 0 3 0 . 1 8 2 3 6 . 8 5 4 0 . 0 1 6 5 *
25 5 . 7 1 1 0 . 0 2 6 3 * 6 . 1 9 2 0 . 0 2 1 8 *
30 1 . 0 6 3 0 . 3 1 4 2 2 . 0 0 5 0 . 1 7 2 2
35 1 . 8 9 2 0 . 1 8 3 5 6 . 9 8 2 0 . 0 1 5 6 *
40 0 . 3 1 5 0 . 5 8 0 4 1 0 . 1 3 7 0 . 0 0 4 7 * * *
4 5 1 . 2 1 0 0 . 2 8 3 9 1 6 . 5 8 1 0 . 0 0 0 6 * * * *
50 1 4 . 2 4 6 0 . 0 0 1 1 *** 1 4 . 3 3 1 0 . 0 0 1 2 *
55 10 . 7 1 7 0 . 0 0 3 6 *** 6 , 8 6 1 0 . 0 1 6 4 *
60 7 . 0 5 3 0 . 0 1 4 8 * * 7 . 4 9 9 0 . 0 1 2 7 *

The variance ratio (F) and the associated probability (p) are listed for 
direction discrimination (Preferred vs Opposite Direction). The Average Early 
Cell was calculated from cells whose response latency was below the population 
mean, the Average Late cell was calculated from those cells whose response 
latency was greater than the population mean. Time gives the time after the 
response onset. Significance is indicated by the * ('" p < 0.05, p < 0.01, p < 
(1005, * * * * p < d 0 0 1 ^

AveraQe Earlv and Late Cells The discrimination o f  stimulus direction

Figure 9.9 and Table 9.5 show the values of direction discrimination 

obtained from the Average Early and Late cells. From these there is very little 

difference between tiie Average Early and Late latency cells in the time from 

response onset to the onset of statistically significant direction discrimination (15 

ms and 20 ms). The same lags were found using square-root or logarithmic 

transformed data.

Given the similarity of the Average Early and Late cells for direction 

discrimination, and the fact that there was no correlation between response latency 

and the direction discrimination indices, all cells were combined to produce a 

more accurate description of direction discrimination shown by the Average cell 

conjointly sensitive to form and direction. The response profile and discrimination 

of this Average Cell are shown in figure 9.10.

Even with the combined data from 43 cells, it is clear that for the Average 

Cell there is a short lag of 10 ms from response onset (aligned to the 100 ms
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mark) to the onset of significant direction discrimination. In other words the first 

10 ms of the response in non-discriminatory for direction.

Response properties o f STPa cells to effective stimuli

The responses of the cells selective for conjoint form and motion 

information showed typical response profiles to the preferred stimuli. The initial 

phase of the response was a fast increase in firing rate, followed by a slow decay 

to a steady firing rate. This basic pattern of fast rise and slower decay has been 

observed in "form only" cells (those cells selective for static form information, 

chapter 3; Oram and Perrett 1992) and "motion only" cells (cells selective for 

direction of motion independent of form, chapter 5; Oram et al. 1993). To allow 

comparison between these populations, the means of all response measures for 

these three populations of cells are given in table 9.6.

As is evident from table 9.6, the temporal aspects of the responses between 

the three cell populations are similar in many aspects except for the response 

latency (p = 0.001). As is found in striate cortex, the cells showing sensitivity to 

motion can be distinguished by the emdier response latency. There is also a 

tendency for cells sensitive to "motion only" to show a slower drop from peak 

firing rate to half peak (p = 0.002). Interestingly this is not accompanied by an 

increase in the total time for the response to decay down towards threshold (p >

0.1) or in the total response duration (p > 0.2). Given the difference in latency of 

the form and the motion inputs, the temporal characteristics of the conjoint 

sensitive cell responses are predictable. For conjoint form and motion sensitive 

cells, the slowly decaying motion input is followed by a faster decaying form 

signal. STPa neurons selective for conjoint form and motion show a decay rate 

similar to "form only" cells (p > 0.5). The later arriving form input gives rise to
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Table 9.6. Parameter Means of Form and Motion, Motion Only and Form Only cell 
populations.

CELL TYPE
Parameter Form + Motion Motion only Static View

Timing (ms)
*Latency (ms) 98.9 90.9 119.1

Rise Time (ms) 75.6 69.4 58.2
1/2 Fall Time (ms) 36.8 59.0 40.0

Decay Time (ms) 69.5 134.4 93.4
Duration (ms) 107.0 168.6 112.5

Firing rates
S/A (spikes/s) 10.3 11.4 8.6

Peak (spikes/s) 110.7 108.3 115.1
1st 100ms (spikes/s) 55.3 67.3 66.9
2nd 100ms (spikes/s) 48.4 53.1 48.1
5th 100ms (spikes/s) 33.5 ,31.9 28.5
End 100ms (spikes/s) 31.6 30.6 24.7

The parameter means for the timing and response magnitudes are shown for three 
STPa cell classes. Form + Motion = cell population sensitive to conjoint form (body 
view) and motion information. Motion only = cell population selective for direction of 
motion, independent of form (from chapter 5; Oram et al. 1993). Static View = cell 
population selective for static body view. Latency estimates are taken from the earliest 
estimate from either the All or Preferred (most effective stimulus) response category.

the peak of the response and is the main contributor to the 1/2 fall time. In area 

STPa, it would appear that cells with form selectivity show a faster decay rate 

(1/2 fall time) than cells showing motion but not form selectivity. This is in 

contrast to the cells of striate cortex which can be divided into transient (motion 

selective) and sustained (orientation selective) responses.

The response magnitudes during all periods of the responses of cells 

selective for conjoint form and motion were similar (p > 0.1 at each time period 

examined) to those seen for static body view selective cells (chapter 3; Oram & 

Perrett 1992) and to cells .sensitive to the direction of motion independent of form 

(chapter 5; Oram et al. 1993).
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DISCUSSION

Differences belM>een response categories

As seen with cells in area STPa sensitive to static form there was a faster 

decay in firing rate observed to less effective stimuli than to effective stimuli.

This was observed in three timing measures: the 1/2 fall time, the decay time and 

the response duration. In all cases, the measure of the speed of response decay 

were statistically equivalent when either the body view (form) or direction of 

motion was changed from the optimal by 180 degrees. Further, changes of either 

body view or direction of motion produced equivalent changes in the response 

decay. These between stimulus effectiveness category differences in decay rate 

were reflected in the normalised response magnitudes. This indicates that the 

differences were not due to simply the differential firing rates.

The between-category differences in response decay rate could reflect 

interactions between STPa cells, feedback loops (involving either higher or earlier 

processing stages) or interactions between cells at earlier stages of processing.

The present data do not allow distinction between these possible sources of the 

differential decay. The data are, however, consistent with the notion of extraction 

of the unaccounted information (Pece 1993; chapter 1; Oram & Perrett 1994a).

Under this scheme, which has proved a useful technique in computational 

approaches to vision (Seibert and Wax man 1993), information regarding the 

differences between the input signal and stored exemplars is used to enable more 

precise categorisation of the input signal (chapter 1; Oram & Perrett 1994a).

The Early and Late Average cells

Examination of the response latencies of STPa cell populations indicates 

that inputs containing motion information arrive before inputs containing form 

information (chapter 5; Oram et al. 1993; chapter 8). Consistent with this is the 

observation that there was little difference between the Early and Late latency
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cells when comparing the Average cell response profiles to the Preferred and 

Opposite Direction categories (Figure 9.7). This similarity was confirmed from 

the discrimination measure between these two response categories (Figure 9.9).

Studies of MT cells using apparent motion stimuli indicate that there is a 

non-discriminatory initial response to the first of the sequence of light points 

(Mikami et al. 1986a,b; Newsome et al. 1986). This suggests that the initial 

response period of direction selective cells in MT is non-discriminatory and non- 

directional. The same appears to be true in STPa cells sensitive for conjoint form 

and motion information, where the first 10 ms of the response is non- 

discriminatory (Figure 9.10). This is in marked contrast to cells in area STPa 

selective for static form, which show discrimination within the first 5 ms of 

response onset (chapter 3; Oram and Perrett 1992). The non-discriminatory period 

seen in the present study for direction in the conjoint form and direction selective 

cells is unlikely to be an artifact due to the number of cells used in the analysis: 

the investigation into form discrimination by Oram and Perrett (1992; see also 

chapter 3) used only 22 cells to calculate the Average cell response profile and 

discrimination, yet calculations for the Average cell shown in Figure 9.10 used 43 

cells. Note also the increased significance level and reliability of the direction 

discrimination shown in Figure 9.10 compared to the direction discrimination 

shown for the Average Early or Late cell (Figure 9.9).

Given the difference in response latencies of cells selective to static form 

and cells selective for direction of motion, it would be expected that the initial 

response of cells with early response latencies would be driven by inputs from 

motion selective cells. The Average Early cell shows little difference during the 

early part of the response between the Preferred and Opposite View categories 

(Figure 9.6, upper). This is in contrast to the response magnitudes to the same 

categories for the Average Late cell (Figure 9.6, lower). The view discrimination 

profiles of the Average Early and Late cells (Figure 9.8) show a clear difference.
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with the Average Early cell showing a 50 ms non-discriminatory period during 

the initial phase of the response.

It would appear that the motion inputs are directionally non-discriminatory 

for a period of approximately 10 ms. Inputs containing form information arrive in 

area STPa somewhat after the motion direction inputs. Estimates of response 

latencies of cells in STPa suggest that the delay is of the order of 20 ms (Table 

9.6). Previous studies of STPa cells sensitive to form suggest that discrimination 

in these cells is present from response onset (chapters 1,3; Oram & Perrett 1992,

1994a). While form discrimination was not present at response onset in cells 

conjointly selective for form and motion, this does not mean that the form 

information, when it arrives, is non-discriminatory. The division into Early and 

Late responding cells was done by dividing the population studied about a latency 

of 100 ms. Given that the mean latency of cells selective for static form is 119 ms, 

it is likely that some "late" responding form and direction selective cells still 

might not have received their form inputs at response onset.

In summary area STPa receives a motion signal (presumably from the 

dorsal pathway) which is initially non-discriminatory for direction. About 20 ms 

later STPa cells receive an input (presumably from the ventral pathway) which 

discriminates form.

Role o f attention in integrating form and motion information

Psychological models of integration of different stimulus attributes 

propose an underling attention system (e.g. Treisman & Gelade 1980). It is 

therefore relevant to consider the possible role of attention in the cell responses 

described here. If attention underlies the integration of form and motion the 

response profiles of the Early and Late cell populations would be equivalent. This 

is clearly not the case (Figures 9.4, 9.6). It is of course possible that attention 

effects do not play a part in the initial period of the response of the Early cells, 

and that the information is not bound until the attention system comes into play.
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There are however reasons outlined below that make this role of attention 

unlikely.

Evidence from studies of inferotemporal neurons suggest that the effect of 

"concious" attention has a modulatory role rather than gating the responses. For 

example, the study of Chelazzi et al (1993) indicated that attention to one object 

type modulated receptive field size (see Desimone et al. 1990 for review) and 

while having a pronounced effect on response magnitude, this effect was not seen 

for some 100-200 ms after response onset. The use of a warning tone, as in the 

experiments report here, just prior to stimulus presentation can suppress cell pre

stimulus activity of cells in IT cortex (Sato et al. 1980). Relatively minor effects 

on STP and IT cell response magnitudes have been observed using a second 

concurrent visual stimulus or fixation spot; these include both decreases 

(Richmond et al. 1983) and increases in response rate (Moran and Desimone 

1985; Richmond and Sato 1987; Sato 1988, 1989; Fuster 1990). Given that 

attention in the behavioural task was to an LED, attention effects may have 

caused a slight decrease in response magnitude to the test stimuli but other effects 

are unlikely.

While the LED colour discrimination task is relatively easy (lick reaction 

times 300-400 ms, Perrett and Oram, unpublished observations), the monkey 

maintained fixation on the LED during the first 200-400 ms of stimulus 

presentation (chapter 7). The period used to assess whether the cells of the present 

study showed conjoint selectivity was 100-350 ms. During this period the monkey 

was fixating the LED. As the monkeys were free to move their eyes at any time 

during the trial, this strongly suggests that the monkey was indeed attending the 

LED.

In summary, whatever the mechanism used to achieve conjoint form and 

motion integration, it is unlikely that there was "attention" monitoring of "what" 

and "where" signals. The responses observed were fast and indicated integration 

during the period when attention was directed at the LED, not at the stimuli. This
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suggests that the mechanism used for integration of form and motion is an 

autonomic one based on cell and pathway properties themselves rather than an 

attention system.

Temporal aspects o f information processing

It has previously been trrgued that the flow of visual information through 

the macaque brain is as fast as possible given the anatomical constraints, both for 

the ventral "form" pathway (Oram and Perrett 1992) and through the dorsal 

"motion" pathway (Oram et al. 1993). The data from the present study supports 

this idea. The response latency of cells selective for both form and motion is 

comparable to cells selective for direction but not form. Cells with early response 

latencies do not contain any form information during the initial 50 ms or so of the 

response. Form and direction selective cells responding with a longer latency 

show faster emergence of form information in their responses. As argued above, 

this is consistent with two types of visual information deriving separately from the 

two main cortical visual processing pathways.

Differential arrival times of spikes has been proposed an efficient method 

of coding information (Thorpe 1990). The present data indicate that responses to 

less effective stimuli have the same latency as responses to effective stimuli. The 

simultaneous response onset to effective and ineffective stimuli has also been 

found for form .selective neurons in area STPa (Oram and Perrett 1992). It would 

therefore appear as if coding of visual pattern attributes in temporal cortex does 

not utilize differential spike arrival times.

It has been suggested that response oscillations and/or response 

synchronization could underlie the integration of different visual attributes (von 

der Mais berg 1988; von der Malsberg and Schneider 1986; Gray et al. 1989; 

Kieiter and Singer 1992; Engel et al. 1992a,b; Singer 1990, 1993; Singer et al.

1990). The present data challenge this idea. The response and discrimination 

profiles of cells responding to conjoint form and motion stimuli with early
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response latencies (Figures 9.6-9.10) indicate differential arrival times of form 

and motion information. This suggests that synchrony does not play a role in the 

integration of form and motion in area STPa. Synchrony could of course be used 

to aid transmission within each pathway. The role of this synchronous activity, 

other than to allow the rapid transmission seen in both pathways (Oram and 

Perrett 1992; Oram et al. 1993; Oram and Perrett 1994a), is however unclear.

As synchrony does not appear to play a role in binding the possible role of 

temporal coherence (oscillations) is considered below. While there are 

connections between V4 and MT/FST, temporal coherence would have to be 

maintained through PIT, CIT and AIT of the ventral pathway and MST and STPp 

of the dorsal pathway. Given the differential transmission rates of these pathways 

and the difference in number of areas to reach STPa via the ventral and dorsal 

routes, it seems unlikely that temporal coherence of any waveform would be 

maintained accurately across the two systems.

It is important to note that the findings reported here do not mean that 

synchrony or oscillations are not used in the primate brain to bind information.

The data presented here applies only to binding of form and motion: perceptually 

we bind many other features, such as po.sition, colour, contours of the same object 

and so on. The results do, however, suggest that such a mechanism, if present, is 

not employed for the integration of form and motion.

Oscillations may be used to bind information between processing elements 

within the dorsal pathway. However, there is as yet no clear evidence that 

oscillations are present in the ventral pathway. The ab.sence of oscillations in the 

ventral pathway would preclude their use in binding both within that pathway and 

between the two pathways.

The constant lag between arrival of form and motion information at any 

one cell selective for both attributes is also inconsistent with the use of temporal 

coherence between the two pathways as a basis for information binding. It might 

appear that oscillations can be used for binding despite a fixed delay across two
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pathways, providing that the period of the oscillation is a multiple of the delay.

This places a severe restriction on the use of different carrier frequencies between 

40 and lOOHz to match a lag of 20ms. Effectively such a restriction means that 

different items could not be bound by different carrier frequencies. The 

availability of only one carrier frequency (50Hz) means that information form all 

objects in the scene would be bound together creating a multitude of illusory 

conjunctions.
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CHAPTER 10 

SUMMARY

In this chapter the major findings and conclusions are brought together and 

summarised. The first section in this chapter considers form processing (from 

chapters 1,3 and 4). Motion processing within area STPa is then summarized 

(chapters 5, 6). The third section looks at the integration of form and motion. 

Finally, further applications of "time course" analysis of neurobiological data are 

considered.

1. FORM PROCESSING

Speculative outline o f visual form processing

Neurobiological data from the cerebral cortex of the macaque monkey 

suggest a model of object recognition which involves a series of four 

computational stages. These are executed in seven major hierarchically arranged 

areas of processing, each area with an input and an output layer of cells.

The first computational stage occurs within early visual cortex and 

involves the first two cortical areas (VI,V2). Here it appears that boundaries 

between image regions and logical groupings of local oriented image elements 

that 'belong' together are computed. These processes segregate image attributes 

which can then be treated as arising from the same object.

The next three visual cortical areas (V4, PIT, CIT) execute the second 

computational stage and display sensitivity to an ever increasing complexity and 

variety of visual shape features (e.g. T junctions, concentric rings, spotted triangle 

shape). The third stage of processing seems to utilize combinations of these shape
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features to establish selectivity to object-feature instances (i.e. the approximate 

appearance of a small number of object attributes seen under particular viewing 

conditions). Cells in the area tolerate change in position but show only limited 

generalization for change in retinal size, orientation or perspective view.

The fourth proposed computational process occurs within the final cortical 

areas (including AIT and STPa) and gives rise to cell selectivity showing object 

constancy across size and orientation. This process probably occurs through 

pooling of the outputs of cells responsive to different instances of the same object 

view. Importantly, constancy across perspective view (i.e. the transition between 

viewer-centred and object-centred representation) does not seem to be completed 

except by a small percentage of cells in these areas.

It is argued that top-down influences, though poorly understood, may play 

a role in nulling image aspects that are predictable in appearance and/or not the 

object of attention such that only features containing relevant discriminatory 

information are further processed. This postulated role for feed-back connections 

would allow behavioural influence on the learning process. Such influence would 

allow the organism to adapt to its particular environment.

Synaptic changes encompassing various associative (e.g. Hebbian) and 

non-associative (e.g. decorrelating) procedures may allow cells throughout the 

stages of processing to become tuned to frequently experienced image attributes, 

shapes and objects. Associative learning procedures operating over short time 

periods may underlie the progressive generalization over changing viewing 

conditions. It is suggested that constancy across position, orientation, size and, 

finally, perspective view and object parts is established slowly as each area pools 

the appropriate outputs of the less specific cells in the preceding area.

The ejf'iciency o f biological form processing
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In chapter 3 the speed at which form information becomes evident in STPa 

cell responses was examined. The results of this study indicated severe constraints 

on the nature of information flow through the ventral "form" pathway.

Measurements of the magnitude and time-course of response were made 

from 44 cells responsive to static head views at different levels of stimulus 

effectiveness. In this way responses to complex stimulus patterns evoking good, 

poor and mid-range responses could be compared across one form sensitive cell 

population. Cells exhibiting both good and poor initial discrimination between 

head views were found at short and long latencies; there was no correlation of any 

of the temporal response parameters measured with cell response latency.

The time course of the population response to the most effective stimuli 

showed a rapid increase to a peak firing rate (onset to peak, rise time = 58 ms) 

that was on average 115 spikes/s above spontaneous activity (S/A), followed by 

slower decay (decay time = 93 ms) to a maintained discharge rate (15% of the 

peak rate above S/A). Discrimination between responses to different head views 

exhibited by the population showed a sharp rise and reached highly significant 

levels within 25 ms after the population's response onset.

On average, activity in a single neuron (the Average Cell) rises to 44% of 

its pealc response rate within 5 ms of the response onset. The Average Cell also 

showed exceptionally fast discrimination between views, significant within 5 ms 

of response onset. It is argued that the fast rise in firing rate, followed by a decay 

to a lower rate and the very fast emergence of discrimination are features of 

pattern processing present in real neural systems that are lacking in many 

processing models based on artificial networks of neuron-like elements, 

particularly those where discrimination relies on top-down and/or lateral 

competitive inhibition. It is concluded that the only way to account for the rapid 

discrimination is to consider a coding system in which the first sjnke from  

multiple, sources is used to transmit information between stages a f processing.
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In relation to the proposed model of static form processing, these data 

suggest the visual system can operate to resolve the appearance of unexpected 

objects primarily in a feed-forward manner, without the need for lateral inhibition 

or feed-back loops: a property few models embody. This feed-forwm'd processing 

does not deny one possible role of top-down processing suggested above.

Processing ejf'iciency o f parallel distributed processing models

Predictions based on consideration of the functioning and architecture of 

parallel distributed processing models were assessed using a simple simulation of 

an interactive activation competition model. Unlike previous model simulations 

where noise was introduced into the model input, here the noise was introduced 

within the processing elements themselves. This type of noise allowed comparison 

between the performance of network models (typically with noiseless processing 

elements) and neural signals (with noisy signals).

It was confirmed that the predictions of slow rise time and slowly 

emergent discrimination between stimuli was correct for the interactive activation 

competition model tested. It was argued that these properties are present in all 

models using feedback and lateral inhibitory connections. Such properties lie in 

marked contrast to the performance of STPa cells sensitive to different views of 

the head. The slowly emergent discrimination did not reflect a change in the 

input-output function of the artificial network. Indeed, the delay in discrimination 

closely followed that predicted from simple statistical considerations. The 

network did also show sensitivity to the level of noise, in that at higher levels (> 

5%), the model became unstable and that unpredictable pseudo-steady states were 

reached, even in the absence of any external input. The levels of noise used to test 

the lAC model were substantially less than those seen in the population and 

Average Cell analyses for STPa cells.

These results indicate form processing in the macaque monkey operates in 

a feed-forward way with remarkable efficiency compared to many artificial
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models. If computational models are to aid the unravelling of the primate visual 

system, it would appear that there needs to be a shift in emphasis from the use of 

lateral inhibition and feedback to a more "feed-forwmd" system. The brain's use 

of multiple cortical areas for visual form processing may allow for this primmily 

feed-forward style of processing.

2. MOTION PROCESSING

Directional motion processing in area STPa

An investigation was made into the directional sensitivity of cells in the 

macaque area STPa to the motion of objects. The cells studied were sensitive to 

the presence of motion but showed little or no selectivity for the form of the 

stimulus.

Directional tuning was not continuously distributed about all possible 

directions. The majority of cells were most responsive to motion in a direction 

within 15 degrees of one of the three cartesian axes (up/down, left/right, 

towards/away). Tuning to direction varied in sharpness. For most (34/37) cells the 

angular change in direction required to reduce response to half maximal was 

between 45 and 70^ (for 3/37 cells it was > 90®).

The estimates of the directionality (median Id = 0.97) of STPa cells was 

similar to that reported for posterior motion processing areas (MT, the middle 

temporal area and MST, the medial superior temporal area). The tuning for 

direction (sharpness, distribution and discrimination) of the motion sensitive STPa 

cells were found to be similar to the tuning for perspective view of STPa cells 

selective for static form of the head and body (Perrett et al. 1991).

The responses of motion sensitive STPa cells occurred at an earlier latency 

(mean 91 ms) than responses of cells selective for static form (mean 119 ms) but 

the time course of responses of the two classes of cell were similar in many other 

respects. On average the STPa responses showed a 100-300 ms transient burst of
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activity followed by a tonic discharge maintained at approximately 20% of the 

peak firing rate for the duration of stimulation. The early response latency and 

directional selectivity indicate that motion sensitivity in STPa cells derives from 

the dorsal visual pathway via MT/MST. The simihu'ity of tuning for direction and 

perspective view within STPa may facilitate the integration of motion and form 

processing within this high level brain area.

Form-from-motion processing in STPa

Investigation of the extent to which cells in STPa are responsive under 

'biological motion' conditions where the form of the body is defined only by the 

movement of light patches attached to the points of limb articulation was made.

One third of the cells (25/72) selective for the form and motion of walking 

bodies, showed sensitivity to the moving light displays. 7 of these cells showed 

only partial sensitivity to form from motion, in so far as the cells responded more 

to moving light displays than to moving controls but failed to discriminate body 

view. These 7 cells exhibited directional selectivity.

18 cells showed statistical discrimination for both direction of movement 

and body view under biological motion conditions. Most of the 18 cells showed 

reduced responses to the impoverished moving light stimuli compared to full light 

conditions. The 18 cells were thus sensitive to detailed form information (body 

view) from the pattern of articulating motion. Cellular processing of the global 

pattern of articulation was indicated by the observations that none of the cells 

were found sensitive to movement of individual limbs and that jumbling the 

pattern of moving limbs reduced response magnitude.

A further 10 cells were tested for sensitivity to moving light displays of 

whole body actions other than walking. 5/10 of these cells showed selectivity for 

form displayed by biological motion stimuli that paralleled the selectivity under 

normal lighting conditions. The cell responses thus provide direct evidence for 

neural mechanisms computing form from non-rigid motion.
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Overall the study indicated that the selectivity of the cells was for body 

view, specific direction and specific type of body motion presented by moving 

light displays and is not predicted by many current computational approaches to 

the extraction of form from motion.

3. CON.TOINT FORM AND MOTION PROCESSING

Integration o f form and motion

Processing of visual information is known to occur in at least 2 separate 

cortical pathways, commonly labelled the "What" and "Where" or the "Form" and 

"Motion" pathways. This division lies in marked contrast to our everyday 

experience in which we have a unified percept of both the form and motion of 

objects, implying integration of both types of information.

A neuronal population in area STPa was investigated which were 

selectively responsive to the sight of bodies moving through the environment (e.g. 

left profile view of the body moving to the viewer's left). A total of 161 cells were 

found to be sensitive to the body form and motion.

Ten of these cells 161 (6%) showed selectivity for form and motion in that 

good responses were obtained for the sight of any body view (but not control 

objects) moving in any direction. For 13 other cells (8%), maximal responses 

were only obtained when a particular body view was moving in any direction. The 

majority of the remaining cells (125/138, 91%) responded to only one 

combination of view and direction (termed unimodal cells, e.g. left profile view 

moving left, not right profile moving left or left, profile moving right). A smaller 

number of cells (9) responded selectively to two, opposite, combinations of view 

and dkection (termed bimodal cells, e.g. left profile moving left and right profile 

moving right but not other view and direction combinations). A minority of cells 

(4) were found to show "object-centered" selectivity to view and direction
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combinations, responding to all directions of motion where the body moves in a 

direction compatible with the direction it faces. Some cells responded to left 

profile go left, right profile go right, face view moving towards, back view 

moving away but not other view and direction combinations and other cells 

responded to the body moving incompatibly (e.g. responding to left profile go 

right, right profile go left, face view moving away, back view moving towards but 

not other view and direction combinations).

Approximately three quaiters of the neurons (106/138, 77%) showed 

selectivity for compatible motion (e.g. left profile move left), and one cjuarter 

showed selectivity for incompatible motion (e.g. right profile moving left).

It was shown that the response of some of these cells was selective for the 

motion and form of the same object not simply the juxtaposition of appropriate 

fonu and motion signals.

Mechanisms o f Integration

The cells selective for conjoint form and motion information in area STPa 

were compared to two other cell populations in the same brain area: (a) those 

sensitive to static presentation of stimulus form (see chapter 3), and (b) those 

sensitive to direction of motion but not stimulus form (see chapter 5). These latter 

two cell populations share characteristics which would facilitate combination of 

their outputs to produce cells sensitive to conjoint information about form and its 

motion (similar tuning functions and preferential coding of particular directions 

and body views).

The response latencies of cells selective for form and motion are on 

average coincident with cells selective for direction of motion (but not stimulus 

form). Both these cell populations, however, have earlier response latencies than 

cells selective for static form.

Cells in STPa responsive to conjoint information about form and motion 

were assessed for the relative strengths of isolated motion and form inputs. A
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small number of the cells (4%) responsive to preferred form when the stimuli 

were static showed response suppression to the inappropriate direction of motion.

For the cells conjointly selective to form and motion the majority (95%) of 

the responses were characterized as showing non-linear summation of form and 

motion inputs.

The degree of directional discrimination of cells conjointly sensitive to 

form and motion was measured. Cells sensitive to conjoint form and motion 

showed significantly reduced directional discrimination compared with cells 

sensitive to direction alone. The degree of view discrimination of cells conjointly 

sensitive to form and motion was also assessed. Cells sensitive to conjoint form 

and motion showed a small but significantly reduced view discrimination 

compaied with cells sensitive to form independent of motion.

A simple model was proposed which combined outputs from cells 

sensitive to motion alone with outputs of cells sensitive to form independent of 

motion to generate cells selective for conjoint form and motion stimuli. This 

model closely predicts the observed changes in the direction and view 

discrimination between these three cell populations.

Temporal aspects o f Integration

Analyses were performed to investigate the timing for discrimination of 

form information and motion information in the responses of cells conjointly 

selective for form and motion in area STPa of the macaque monkey.

Calculation of the average of Early response latency cells (cells whose 

response latency was under the sample mean) suggests that direction information 

is present in cell responses some 35 ms before form information becomes evident. 

Direction and form information become evident within 5 ms of each other in the 

average Late response latency cells (those cells whose response latency was 

greater than the sample mean).
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Inputs relating to movement show an initial response period which does 

not discriminate direction. The quality of initial direction discrimination appeared 

to be independent of response latency. The initial discrimination of form was 

related to response latency such that cells with longer response latencies showed 

greater initial discrimination of form in their responses. It is argued that this 

correlation reflects the observation that form inputs to area STPa arrive some 20 

ms after motion inputs into area STPa.

Temporal considerations of the response and discrimination profiles 

suggested that neither oscillations nor synchrony are used to enable the integration 

of form and motion information about the same object.

4. POSSIBLE FURTHER APPLICATIONS OF TIME COURSE ANALYSIS

Much of the neurobiological data presented in this thesis was analysed 

looking at short (5 ms) time slices. While it is important to realize that neurons 

generally operate over longer time periods, the use of this analysis technique 

allowed constraints to be placed on computational approaches to vision (in 

particular chapters 3 and 9). Below, a few other applications for such analysis are 

considered.

Response latency and generalization

STPa cells response show a degree of generalization over object 

components (Wachsmuth et al. 1994) and response tolerance to changes in 

orientation, size and perspective view. In chapter 1, it was hypothesized that 

capacity to generalize will increase with response latency (see also Perrett and 

Oram 1993; Oram and Perrett 1994). The details of any such relationship could be 

investigated using techniques developed here and would be informative. 

Constancies for different attributes (orientation, size, view point) could emerge at 

the same time and collectively (i.e. cells will show similar levels of constancies
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within each dimension, with the extent of generalization in all dimensions 

increasing with latency of response). This would imply similar mechanisms for 

each type of constancy. Alternatively constancies may be established 

independently and in parallel (the degree of constancy for one dimension would 

be independent of the others). Generalizations could also emerge sequentially 

with invariance across position occurring first, then across size, lighting, view and 

finally across component.

The timing o f extra-retinal effects

A recent article by Desimone and colleagues (Chellazi et al. 1993) showed 

clear effects of distiactor targets on infero-temporal cell responses during a match 

to sample task. In the article, they noted that there was considerable delay (about 

200 ms) between response onset and the effect of the distractors becoming 

apparent.

Investigation of any relationship between the time at which such effects 

become apparent and the nature of the task would provide insights into the 

possible source or sources of the modulation. In particular, it would be interesting 

to correlate the latency of the attention effects with the number of distractors 

present in the match display.

A paradigm similar to that of Chelazzi et al. (1993) could also be used to 

investigate high level neural representations that might underlie "pop-out" effects. 

Neural responses in area VI have been postulated as underlying some "pop-out" 

effects: analysis of IT cell responses could show a marked difference in either the 

temporal or magnitude domain of the responses when the visual search was for a 

"pop-out" target versus a "non pop-out" target.

Learning o f associations

The work of Miyashita and colleagues (Miyashita et al., in press, Nature) 

has suggested that the learning of associations between input patterns (fractals)
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involves the hippocampal complex (in particular the entorhinai cortex). They also 

present evidence that suggests that the maintenance of these associations also 

involves the same cortical areas.

A plausible hypothesis that explains the results of Miyashita et al. (in 

press) is that the learned associations between paired associates operate via a 

simple loop: IT selective cells selective for one stimulus of a pair feeding onto the 

hippocampal complex and the feedback from the hippocampal complex acting as 

IT input of the second, "associated" pattern. This could be directly tested by 

comparing when the information (discrimination) of each of the pair of patterns 

became evident within the response.

In summary the techniques developed in this thesis used to describe the 

time course of discrimination of inputs by cell responses could be used to aid 

understanding of the neural basis of several psychological visual recognition 

phenomena.
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